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I. INTRODUCTION

ONE of the largest corporate mergers in American history occurred on February 1, 1968 when the Pennsylvania Railroad joined with the New York Central to create the Penn Central, an entity whose 20,000 miles of track spanned sixteen states and Canada. Barely more than two years later, the Penn Central filed for bankruptcy.¹ This bankruptcy was the culmination of problems that had been sapping the viability of the railroad system in the northeastern United States for at least twenty years: 1) an ungainly industry structure that was unable to adjust to steadily declining freight traffic; 2) an excessive regulation of rates and services; 3) passenger service losses; and 4) a fragmented collective bargaining system that resisted change and led to high labor costs. In addition to the Penn Central, seven smaller northeastern railroads also succumbed to these problems in the years between 1967 and 1973.² Because the Penn Central and the other smaller northeastern bankrupt carriers could not be reorganized under existing bankruptcy law, Congress enacted four comprehensive statutes in an effort to permit continuing rail


². The other northeastern railroads that went bankrupt between 1967 and 1973 were 1) the Central of New Jersey; 2) the Boston & Maine; 3) the Lehigh Valley; 4) the Reading; 5) the Lehigh & Hudson; 6) the Erie Lackawanna; and 7) the Ann Arbor. Regional Rail Reorganization Act Cases, 419 U.S. 102, 108-09 n.3 (1974).
service without nationalization or other forms of continued federal financing. The first legislative attempt to solve the northeast rail crisis was the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973 (1973 Act). The next legislative effort to solve this problem was the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (1976 Act), which was followed by the significant reforms in rate regulations of the Staggers Rail Act of 1980. The Northeast Rail Service Act of 1981 (NERSA) is the most recent of these federal efforts to reorganize the northeastern railroad system.

This article reviews the historical background of the northeast rail problem, starting with an analysis of the four underlying problems that led to the Penn Central bankruptcy. It then explores in detail the congressional debates surrounding the enactment of each statute and evaluates the impact of these statutes on each of the four problems. Finally, the article reviews the competing policy proposals before the ninety-seventh Congress when it enacted NERSA, and offers an evaluation of this legislation's potential for achieving its goal of making the northeast rail system financially viable through the sale of Conrail, the transfer of its commuter operations to other authorities, and the initiation of far-reaching labor law changes.

It concludes that Congress initially was reluctant to deal with the real causes of the regional rail problem. Only in its 1980 enactment of the Staggers Act and 1981 enactment of NERSA did Congress address real problems. Major difficulties still lie ahead in realizing the fruits of the statutory reforms relating to rate regulation, industry structure, and labor costs. The article concludes that progress can continue to be made, but only if Congress does not retreat from its new found willingness to address tough problems on their merits, rather than pretending that they will disappear with the infusion of renewed financial support.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A. The Underlying Problems

1. Industry Structure

A critical element in any analysis of the northeast rail crisis is the industry structure problem. Essentially, industry structure can be defined as the constellation of railroads that serve a particular market. The Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) has played a direct role in determining the rail industry structure by exercising its authority over mergers and abandonments, and, more indirectly, by exercising its rate regulatory powers.

Fostering an appropriate industry structure requires consideration of two opposing factors: preserving competition and preserving the cross subsidies necessary to sustain rate regulation. On its face, mergers may seem always to lead to a reduction in competition. Yet mergers may be necessary to preserve competition, especially when a weak competitor would otherwise cease operations without the possibility of a cross subsidy from a merger partner. Moreover, the savings available from a parallel or end-to-end merger may be necessary to preserve the financial viability of the merger partners.

Historically, problems developed with the northeast rail industry structure when a capital and labor cost infrastructure was maintained through regulation despite changing technology and patterns of demand for rail transportation. For a time, these problems were masked by railroad mergers that increased the opportunities for private subsidy of unprofitable activities. Eventually, however, this source of sustenance was exhausted. Since the roots of this industry structure problem extend back to the nineteenth century, a brief historical analysis of the industry structure problem is warranted.

The frenetic, early days of the American railroad industry were characterized by a governmental policy of laissez-faire that left railroad entrepreneurs free to engage in vigorous competition. One consequence of this policy was over-construction. By the 1880's, for instance, there were five large railroad lines, including the Penn-

---

7. The industry structure problem is discussed first because the Penn Central and Conrail problems were addressed explicitly in terms of changes in corporate identity and structure. It should be recognized, however, that industry structure problems are merely symptomatic of more fundamental problems of demand, prices, and costs. For a discussion of the interrelationship between industry structure and rate regulation, see note 40 and accompanying text infra.


sylvania Railroad and the New York Central, linking New York to Chicago, even though one observer noted with irony that there was only traffic enough for two lines.10

Another, somewhat inconsistent, manifestation of the nineteenth century attitude toward railroad regulation was a national policy disinclined toward rail consolidations. Up until 1920, national policy adhered to a presumption that competition would lead to lower rates and better service.11 In 1920, however, Congress rejected this policy by enacting the Transportation Act12 which encouraged the consolidation of railroads into a limited number of systems.13 Under this Act, the ICC was given the authority to formulate a national plan of consolidation.14 Eventually, this scheme proved unworkable because of resistance by the railroads.15 Congress nonetheless adhered to the general policy of consolidation when it enacted the Transportation Act of 1940.16 This Act differed from the earlier transportation act, however, because it gave the carriers, rather than the ICC, the responsibility for initiating mergers and consolidations.17 With these acts, therefore, a general policy emerged in which competition was sacrificed in an effort to improve carrier profitability through consolidations, which, it was hoped would in turn lead to modernization and better service for the public.18

10. G. Hilton, The Northeast Railroad Problem 5 (1975) (citing William H. Vanderbilt). See also G. Kolko, Railroads and Regulation 7-11 (1965) (noting that by 1880 there were twenty competitive lines between Atlanta and St. Louis). A consequence of this over-construction was cutthroat competition. For a discussion of this problem, see note 277 infra.


14. Id. at 492-93.

15. Id.


18. Id. at 500-01 (citing Pennsylvania R.R.—Merger—N.Y. Cent. R.R., 327 I.C.C. 475, 504-05 (1966). An integral part of the consolidation concept was the development of "balanced systems." Under the prevailing economic regulations, all
But despite these legislative efforts to rationalize the railroad industry through consolidations, railroads nonetheless became increasingly vulnerable to a variety of economic, social, and technological developments. For instance, the shift of manufacturing and heavy industry from the Northeast to areas in the South and West weakened the northeastern railroads by depriving them of a traditional source of revenue. The construction of interstate highways made trucks a formidable competitor.19 These factors, as well as the general shift of the American economy away from heavy industry—the traditional customer of rail carriers—led to a general decline in freight traffic in the Northeast.20 In addition, the eastern railroads were disproportionately burdened by commuter service responsibilities, which were generally unprofitable.21

As a result of these trends, by the 1960's there was an oversupply of rail facilities in the Northeast. Consequently, virtually all railroads in the region had poor rates of return.22 Railroad managers responded to these problems in two ways: during the 1950's, they encouraged mergers; and in the 1960's they reorganized railroad companies into conglomerates or holding companies.23 The rationale carriers in a competitive area had to charge the same rates. Rates which would produce an adequate return for the weak railroads would result in creating "excessive" rates of return for the stronger carriers. See R. Caves, American Industry: Structure, Conduct, Performance 72 (1964). To obviate this dilemma, consolidation was adopted to unite strong and weak carriers into "balanced" systems, each receiving an adequate rate of return on any given set of rates. Senate Comm. on Commerce, Report of the Special Study Group on Transp. Policies in the U.S., S. Rep No. 445, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 237 (1961) [hereinafter cited as Doyle Report]. During the 1920's and 1930's, several comprehensive proposals for consolidation of the entire rail system were considered. Some proposed maintenance of competition in every region, through national consolidation, while others proposed regional monopolies through consolidation within regions. Still others proposed nationalization. Id. at 262-63.

Railroad competition can destroy carrier profitability without resulting in benefits to the shipper. Because of the large proportion of fixed costs, competition can result in freight rates dropping to half of their original levels. The railroad's first reaction is to reduce variable costs, such as track maintenance, and to defer replacing antiquated equipment. Thus, a "weak" carrier can offer inefficient service and still compete with a "strong" carrier. The result of such "cutthroat" competition is to weaken both. See Martin, Railroads and the Equity Receivership, 27 J. of the West 62 (1978). By allowing carriers to merge, a return to profitability and better service is encouraged.

23. R. Saunders, supra note 8, at 283-91. The railroad industry moves naturally from competition to consolidation, like other "natural monopolies." There are high fixed costs to create a system of track with sufficient motive power and equip-
for these maneuvers was to cross-subsidize the unprofitable services which the railroads were required to provide (e.g., passenger service) with more profitable freight service. Since the railroads were hemmed in by rigid regulations that hindered abandonment of unprofitable lines and by pressure from rail labor unions not to cut costs by eliminating jobs, mergers seemed the only viable way to increase profit margins.24

In 1957, therefore, James Symes, chief executive of the Pennsylvania Railroad, approached his railroad's historic rival, the New York Central, with the idea of merger.25 This plan seemed sensible since both railroads had overlapping traffic routes, each of which was underutilized. Merger, it was hoped, would rationalize the system.26 In 1961 an application was filed with the ICC for approval to merge these lines into a new entity—the Penn Central. Five years later, the ICC approved the merger plan.27 In so doing, it concluded that because of earlier mergers in the region, the Pennsylvania Railroad and the New York Central would have to be permitted to merge if they were to remain competitive with their "ever-growing intermodal competitors."28 The ICC was aware, however, that the Penn Central merger would endanger smaller carriers in the region by diverting traffic from them. In fact, these endangered carriers—the New Haven, the Erie Lackawanna, the Delaware & Hudson, and the Boston & Maine29—sought to be included in the merged systems.30
The Supreme Court eventually became entangled in these merger plans. In *Baltimore & Ohio Railroad v. United States*,\(^{31}\) it held that the ICC could not allow the Penn Central to proceed without deciding the future of the other railroads in the region.\(^{32}\) On remand, the ICC ordered the Norfolk & Western to accept several smaller lines into its system.\(^{33}\) The Supreme Court affirmed, and the Penn Central merger was consummated in 1968.\(^{34}\)

Yet the terms of the merger, in part, spelled the ultimate financial undoing of the Penn Central barely two years later. To prevent labor opposition to the plan, the railroad entered into agreements with twenty-three unions to protect all workers on the merged line. In addition, the inclusion of the New Haven in the merger posed a serious economic drain on the Penn Central. At the time of the merger, the New Haven was in receivership largely because it bore an unusually large passenger service commitment and its freight service suffered from intense truck competition.\(^{35}\)

The bankruptcy of the Penn Central in 1970 suggested that the industry structure created by the merger was not viable.\(^{36}\) Ironically, an intensive study directed by the Senate Commerce Committee cited the same economic factors which had been raised in support of the industry structure produced by the merger as a reason for its failure.\(^{37}\)

Unfortunately, many of the rail mergers which occurred between

---

\(^{31}\) 386 U.S. 372 (1967).

\(^{32}\) Id. at 390.


\(^{34}\) Id. at 523, 527.

\(^{35}\) G. Hilton, supra note 10, at 14.

\(^{36}\) The size of the Penn Central was so great that its bankruptcy made impracticable the existing statutory mechanism for achieving a balanced industry structure. The usual remedy for weak railroads was to compel their inclusion in a larger system that had the resources to deal with their problems. This had happened to the New Haven. See New Haven Inclusion Cases, 399 U.S. 392 (1970). The Penn Central was too big and its losses too great to be merged as an entity with another railroad without undermining the viability of the other railroad.

\(^{37}\) See S. Rep. No. 601, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 6, reprinted in 1973 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 3242, 3247. This study, carried out at the direction of the Senate Commerce Committee, concluded that the Penn Central’s collapse stemmed from the complex interaction of a number of practices, including questionable management policy, the misdeeds of individuals, Federal regulatory policies and practices, an inadequately developed national transportation policy, the national economy, deteriorating business conditions in the Northeast, the inability of the private sector to respond to these changes, and competition from other modes of transportation.

*Id.*
1959 and 1970 were not always economically sound. The Task Force on Railroad Productivity, for instance, has suggested that end-to-end mergers of railroads spanning different regions produce greater rationalization of the overall structure of the rail industry than parallel or regional mergers.\(^{38}\) Many of the mergers during this era, however, were parallel. Both the ICC and rail managers favored parallel mergers in the belief that they would abolish duplication of lines. Yet several commentators have suggested that this belief was mistaken for several reasons: the elimination of duplicative lines was expensive and difficult to achieve due to ICC regulations; the delays in finally closing a merger can be costly; and labor costs may actually increase as a result of a merger because labor unions demand job protection assurances in exchange for their cooperation.\(^{39}\)

2. Regulation of Rates and Services

Regulation of rates and services by the ICC was one of the reasons why a viable rail industry structure was not formed in the Northeast. The problem of rate and service regulation, therefore, is not analytically distinct from the problem of rail industry structure.\(^{40}\) Since regulation helped shape this structure, it must be analyzed in tandem.

Railroad rates have been regulated by the federal government since the enactment of the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887.\(^{41}\) Under this Act, railroads were to charge only “just and reasonable” rates and their services were to be available to all on fair terms.\(^{42}\) The ICC was created to enforce the terms of the Act and it used its ratemaking authority to distribute traffic among the various carriers.\(^{43}\) In so doing, it established a rate structure dependant upon a

---


40. Restrictions on rates and abandonments caused railroad profitability to decline because too much plant was retained in relation to available revenues. Nonetheless, for a time, viable rail operations could be maintained if the industry structure changed periodically through mergers and other consolidations to provide new sources of subsidy for unprofitable activities. Thus, maintenance of the ICC regulatory doctrine was inextricably bound up in ICC control of industry structure.


43. G. Hilton, supra note 10, at 8.
calculation of the value of a commodity relative to its weight.44

Under this scheme, rates and profit margins for low-value bulk and agricultural commodities were kept low while rates and profit margins for highly valued manufacturing commodities were high.45 Low rates for bulk and agricultural commodities were possible because of cross-subsidization from profits earned on the higher rates charged for transporting manufactured goods. But changes in geographic patterns of economic activity, combined with development of a competitive trucking industry, made it increasingly difficult for railroads to generate sufficient revenues on manufactured goods to subsidize the bulk and agricultural commodities.46 Because political forces successfully resisted changing the rate structure to the detriment of agricultural and bulk commodity interests, many carriers became plagued by serious financial weakness.47

A more obvious way in which ICC regulation affected the rail industry structure was through its control over abandonments of unprofitable lines or services. The Transportation Act of 1920 gave the ICC the authority to control “entry and exit” from the railroad business.48 The justification for vesting the ICC with this power was that railroads, by virtue of their public character, were required to serve the public interest. The practical consequence of this provision was that railroads experienced difficulty in abandoning unprofitable lines because gaining ICC approval for abandonments was often time-consuming and costly.49

The underlying economic rationale for this rigid abandonment

44. Id.; Friedlaender, Equity, Efficiency and Regulation in the Rail and Trucking Industries, in CASE STUDIES IN REGULATION—REVOLUTION AND REFORM 102, 106 (L. Weiss & M. Klass eds. 1981).

From its earliest days, the ICC adopted a rate regulation policy reflected in the economic theory developed by Professor Taussig at Harvard University, and later by a politically influential professor at the Harvard Business School, Professor Ripley. This theory was that the demand for each product, rather than the cost of transporting it, finally determines the chargeable rate. This is because most cost is “joint” and cannot be attributable to any particular source. See W.Z. RIPLEY, RAILROADS: RATES AND REGULATION 68 (1912); Taussig, A Contribution to the Theory of Railway Rates, 5 Q.J. OF ECON. 438 (1891).

Implementation of the rate regulation policy ultimately required a policy toward consolidations and mergers. See J. HILLMAN, COMPETITION AND RAILROAD PRICE DISCRIMINATION 119 (1968). For a review of the policy rationale for mergers, see 2 A. KAHN, supra note 9, at 79-81, 283 n.86.

45. Friedlaender, supra note 44, at 106.

46. Id. at 107; G. HILTON, supra note 10, at 8.

47. Friedlaender, supra note 44, at 108.


policy was cross-subsidization. Railroads were to subsidize such unprofitable endeavors as light density freight lines and passenger service with revenues from their more profitable services. The requirement that unprofitable services be maintained not only undermined the economic viability of the railroads but directly shaped the structure of its industry. Faced with decreasing revenues and fixed costs, small weak lines sought cross-subsidization through mergers with larger lines, a practice which has been described as the "weak-carrier/strong-carrier" phenomenon. 52

Ten years before the northeastern railroad bankruptcies, the effect of ICC regulation on railroads was analyzed in a study published by the Department of Economics of Harvard University. This Harvard study concluded that regulation had created unintended adverse consequences because technological developments had radically changed the competitive relationships among different modes of transportation. Moreover, the study noted that regulation had stifled managerial incentives and imagination. 54

Seventeen years later, a Senate report addressed the basic problems outlined in the Harvard study by identifying two specific regulatory policies as major causes of the northeast rail problem. First, the report suggested that divisions of interregional traffic reve-

50. Friedlaender, supra note 44, at 120-21.


52. See G. Hilton, supra note 10, at 14 (one purpose of merger is to make possible subsidization of weak railroad by strong one).


54. Id. at 13. Quantitatively, the study discovered that rail passenger, low-density spur line, and small-lot traffic that once could pay its way in a market characterized by rail monopolies would now have to be subsidized by revenues from other rail service or be abandoned. Id. For a more extensive discussion of the passenger problem, see text accompanying notes 58-69 infra. This decline in passenger service revenue was particularly troublesome because abandonment of this service was restricted by regulatory constraints. Cross-subsidization did not pose a viable solution to this problem because cross-subsidization requires rate increases on low-value or bulk commodities where intermodal competition is weakest. However, because total consumption of such commodities is sensitive to transportation rate increases, strong political pressure is often exerted by producers of these commodities to keep rates down. These realities prevented revenues from being increased enough to cover growing losses in other areas, raising the strong possibility that government subsidization or ownership would be the only way to continue rail service. J. Meyer, supra note 53, at 13-14.
nue between northeastern carriers and carriers in other regions were inequitable. This inequity, the report concluded, could not be corrected under existing regulatory mechanisms. Second, the report stressed that a relaxation of rate regulation was necessary to permit an increase in rail revenue.

3. Passenger Service Deficits

Deficits from passenger operations were another cause of the northeast rail problem. Prior to their merger, the Pennsylvania Railroad and the New York Central were the two largest passenger carrying railroads in the United States. Unfortunately, passenger service represented an economic drain rather than a benefit. For instance, in 1959 the ICC issued a report on rail passenger service which found that passenger deficits, first appearing in 1930, had grown to $723 million in 1957 and $610 million in 1958. Nevertheless, the ICC and state commerce agencies were reluctant to permit services to be cut, so that the northeastern railroads continued to be burdened by a common carrier obligation to continue to provide both intercity and commuter passenger service.

To deal with the problem of passenger service deficits, the ICC in its 1959 study recommended local subsidization of commuter service. Two years later, a study commissioned by the Senate Commerce Committee concluded that states and localities should take

55. S. REP. NO. 499, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1976), reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 14, 21. Industry-wide agreements control rates for traffic that originates at one carrier's facilities and ends at the facilities of another. Traffic is divided between railroads, and revenues are prorated for each mile of road travelled. This formula hurts the northeast roads because the high cost of terminal work is spread over a low mileage proration. Independent action allows a railroad to claim a higher proportion of traffic revenues to cover higher costs.


60. Id. at 419.


over commuter service and that a corporation virtually identical to what later was called Amtrak should be created to handle intercity passenger service.\textsuperscript{63}

The possibility of actually implementing this Senate Committee proposal was facilitated by several subsequent events. First, the Interstate Commerce Act was amended in 1958 to make it easier for railroads to discontinue passenger service.\textsuperscript{64} Meanwhile, state and local governments began to organize themselves to remedy the commuter problem.\textsuperscript{65} For instance, in 1966, the state of New York purchased from the Pennsylvania Railroad its commuter subsidiary—the Long Island Rail Road. Moreover, in the early 1970's, mass transportation authorities in the New York and Philadelphia areas agreed both to provide the bankrupt Penn Central with commuter operating subsidies and to purchase capital equipment.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{63.} See Doyle Report, supra note 18. For a discussion of Amtrak, see notes 67-68 and accompanying text infra.


\textsuperscript{65.} Doyle Report, supra note 18, at 570. In 1959, Nelson Rockefeller, pledging to aid railroads, was elected governor of New York. See Railroad Passenger Train Deficit Case, 306 I.C.C. 417, 460 (1959). He met with the governor of New Jersey and the mayor of New York City and encouraged a state Public Service Commission inquiry. Fifteen million dollars in annual state tax benefits were granted to the railroads, and twenty million dollars were loaned for the purchase of new passenger equipment. The Port of New York Authority was authorized to float a $100 million bond issue for various forms of railroad assistance. R. Purcell, Special Report to the Governor on Problems of the Railroad and Bus Lines in New York State (Mar. 12, 1959).

\textsuperscript{66.} In 1965, the Metropolitan Transportation Authority bought the Long Island Rail Road from the Pennsylvania Railroad for $65 million. See Pennsylvania R.R.—Merger—N.Y. Cent. R.R., 327 I.C.C. 475, 488 (1966); See R. Sobel, supra note 1, at 237, 248. By 1969, New York and Connecticut had agreed to spend $104 million to buy 144 new cars and to rehabilitate fixed facilities. 327 I.C.C. at 518.

After the Penn Central bankruptcy, further progress was made in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania to shift the financial burden of commuter service to state and local authorities. On January 1, 1971, New York and Connecticut agreed to operate the service between New York City and New Haven that had formerly been provided by the New Haven Railroad. [1972] 1011 CORP. REORG. REP. (CCH) 2467, 2491. A similar agreement was reached for the Hudson and Harlem branch service, but the reorganization court disapproved it. Id.

In Pennsylvania, the SouthEastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) agreed to assume full financial responsibility for Philadelphia-area commuter service after July 1, 1972. Id. Moreover, the Reading negotiated with SEPTA for a take-over of commuter service. In re Reading, 361 F. Supp. 1351 (E.D. Pa.
On a broader, federal scale, Congress created Amtrak in 1970. Amtrak, a private corporation owned by the participating railroads, was to receive substantial financial assistance from the federal government. It was created to relieve railroads of the burden of providing intercity passenger service. Nonetheless, commuter service losses remained. Therefore, by the time the Penn Central declared bankrupt-

1973). In Massachusetts, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority entered into negotiations over its assumption of Boston-area commuter services, some of which already had been assumed by the authority. New York, N.H. & H.R.R. Trustees—Discontinuance of Passenger Service, 327 I.C.C. 77 (1967).

67. Amtrak was created by the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970. See Pub. L. No. 91-518, 84 Stat. 1327 (codified as amended at 45 U.S.C. §§ 501-645 (1976)). The Act was designed “to prevent the complete abandonment of intercity rail passenger service . . .” in response to the precipitous decline in rail passenger service that had occurred for at least fifty years prior to the Penn Central bankruptcy. HOUSE AMTRAK REPORT, supra note 51, reprinted in 1970 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 4735. In 1929, for instance, there were about 20,000 passenger trains in the United States. Nine thousand of these had disappeared by 1946. By 1970, fewer than 500 passenger trains remained, and of these, 100 were involved in discontinuance proceedings before the I.C.C. Id. at 2, 3, reprinted in 1970 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 4736. According to the Secretary of Transportation, by 1969 the deficit for passenger service had reached $200 million. Id. at 3, reprinted in 1970 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 4737. During the same year, total net railroad income was only $500 million. In his 1969 testimony before Congress, the Secretary of Transportation noted that as a consequence of these continuing passenger service deficits, Congress was confronted with the choice of either subsidizing or reorganizing the rail passenger system. He advised reorganization that would pare away unprofitable lines. Id.

By enacting the Rail Passenger Service Act in 1970, Congress recognized that “a rational reduction of present service will be required in order to save any passenger service. The remaining service must be organized into a cohesive system requiring a management which takes into consideration the needs and abilities of the entire system. . . .” HOUSE AMTRAK REPORT, supra, at 3, reprinted in 1970 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 4737. To help achieve this goal, the Secretary of Transportation was required to make a recommendation for a “basic national rail passenger system” that outlined the route which would be served. Id. at 4-5, reprinted in 1970 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 4739-40. After labor unions, the ICC, and public utility commissions were given an opportunity to comment on this plan, a private, for profit corporation was to be established to provide intercity rail passenger service to the points designated in the Secretary’s plan. Id. at 5-6, reprinted in 1970 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 4739-40.

68. Beginning on May 1, 1971, the new corporation was authorized to enter into contracts with railroads that would relieve them of the intercity passenger service. Once a railroad entered into a valid contract, it was relieved of all of its obligations as a common carrier of passengers. Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-518, § 401, 84 Stat. 1327, 1334 (codified at 45 U.S.C. § 561 (1976)). Amtrak’s common stock was to be owned by the participating railroads. Each railroad joining the Amtrak system would be relieved of its obligation to operate intercity passenger service in exchange for payment under a formula related to the 1969 passenger losses of that railroad. HOUSE AMTRAK REPORT, supra note 51, at 6-10, reprinted in 1970 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 4736-44. Payment could be made in cash, rail passenger equipment, or promises to provide future service under contract with Amtrak. Id. For a discussion of the federal financial assistance for Amtrak, see id.

Commuter service was expressly excluded from the Act, thereby leaving the railroads responsible for that category of passenger service. See Rail Passenger Service
ruptcy and its trustees issued their reorganization report on February 15, 1972, it was clear that one requirement for a successful reorganization of the northeast rail system was to relieve freight operations of the burden of commuter losses.  

4. Labor Costs

Another underlying problem that contributed to the Penn Central bankruptcy was high labor costs. The labor cost problem was a dilemma with three facets: labor protection, crew size, and bargaining structure.

To reduce labor opposition to the Penn Central merger, the management of the Pennsylvania and New York Central negotiated a labor protection agreement that provided lifetime earnings protection for all of their employees. Although more generous than prior arrangements, the Penn Central Merger Protection Agreement was merely one in a series of collective bargaining agreements or ICC orders that provided protection for employees of railroads that engaged in mergers or abandonments. See Special Staff of the Senate Commerce Comm., The Penn Central and Other Railroads, A Report to the Senate Comm. on Commerce, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 331-32 (1972) [hereinafter cited as 1972 Senate Commerce Comm. Report]. See also Pennsylvania R.R.—Merger—N.Y. Cent. R.R., 327 I.C.C. 304, 313 (1966).

The labor protection movement began with efforts by rail unions during the Depression to promote federal legislation that would protect railroad employment during mergers. See L. Lecht, Experience Under Railway Labor Legislation 103 (1955). The Roosevelt Administration proposed legislation to facilitate railroad mergers, and the resulting statute prohibited dismissals or pay reductions resulting from mergers accomplished under the law. Emergency Railroad Transportation Act, Pub. L. No. 91-68, § 7(b), 48 Stat. 211 (1933). Railroad managers opposed the statutory job freeze, and they were even more concerned about labor-sponsored legislation that would make employment protection a permanent requirement of ICC approvals for consolidations. In May 1936, labor and management reached an agreement on employee protective measures that came to be known as the "Washington Agreement." See L. Lecht, supra, at 109-10.

The ICC began to impose similar requirements for employee protection for its approval of consolidation projects. See, e.g., Chicago, R.I. & G. Ry. — Lease, 230 I.C.C. 181 (1938); Associated Ry.—Acquisition, 288 I.C.C. 277 (1938). This action by the ICC was approved by the Supreme Court. See, e.g., United States v. Lowden, 308 U.S. 225, 238 (1939) ("fair and equitable provision for the compensation of losses thrown upon employees as the result of an authorized consolidation or lease promotes the national transportation policy by developing, coordinating and preserving the railroad transportation system"). In 1940, Congress enacted legislation requiring the
after consummation of the merger several thousand unnecessary employees had to be rehired. In making these concessions, management was responding to labor's legitimate concern over job security, which, in turn, was prompted by the enormous reduction in railroad employment since the Second World War. Assuring job security, however, necessarily imposed an economic burden on the railroads.

Another historic cause of high labor costs was the inflexible requirements for crew size that were required by state full crew laws and collective bargaining agreements. Collectively bargained labor agreements for train crew size (crew consist) varied considerably from one geographic region to the next. Although technological advances made the jobs of many train crew employees—such as second brakemen—largely unnecessary, the railroads were obligated by their crew consist agreements to retain the positions. In addition, collective bargaining agreements with the unions representing firemen and en-

---

73. See PRC Report, supra note 71, at 25-26. This report noted that historically, the railroad industry has been one of the largest employers of manpower in the United States. During World War I, there were over 2 million jobs on the railroads. Except for increases resulting from the unusual transportation demands of World War II, the number of jobs has declined steadily to less than 800,000 in 1960.
74. See PRC Report, supra note 71, at 54-56. "Crew consist" is a term of art
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gineers, required virtually all railroads to employ largely redundant firemen on certain kinds of diesel locomotives. State laws have had a similar effect on the size of railroad crews and thus on labor costs. For instance, state laws enacted mostly in the 1930's imposed minimum crew requirements for both engine and train crews.

used to refer to a collectively bargained rule that requires a particular number of members for a train crew. Id. at 53.

75. Under the National Diesel Agreement of 1937, the railroads agreed to employ firemen on diesel locomotives in passenger trains that either had been streamlined for aesthetic appearance or which operated on a route with heavy traffic between major terminals. The railroads also agreed to employ firemen on diesel locomotives weighing more than 90,000 pounds. Firemen were not required on electric locomotives, a result sought strongly by the Pennsylvania Railroad. See NATIONAL RAILWAY LABOR PANEL, EMERGENCY BOARD REPORT 55-56 (1943); PRC REPORT, supra note 71, at 36. On May 10, 1941, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen (BLF & E) proposed that firemen be employed on each unit of diesel and electric locomotives. 1943 EMERGENCY BOARD REPORT, supra, at 4-5. These locomotives were designed so that they could be operated with a number of units coupled together, thereby requiring only one engineer in the forward unit. Four years earlier, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers (BLE) had proposed that an employee represented by it be employed as an “assistant engineer” in the engine room of internal combustion locomotives. Id. at 5-6. Both the firemen and the engineer organizations were concerned that the replacement of steam locomotives with diesels would eliminate a substantial number of engine crew positions. Id. at 49-50. The 1943 Emergency Board concluded that an additional fireman might be required on locomotives in main-line passenger service to handle engine room matters, but the board rejected proposals for additional employees in freight service diesels. Id. at 53-54.

The BLF & E settled with the three carrier conference committees separately on essentially the substantive terms recommended by the Emergency Board. See NATIONAL RAILWAY LABOR PANEL, EMERGENCY BOARD NO. 58 REPORT 6-7 (1949). The BLE later settled with the conference committees in a manner that left open a dispute over the employment of additional engineers. Id. at 8-10. After the BLE proposed modification of the agreements, to provide expressly for the employment of an additional engineer in the engine room, another Emergency Board was appointed, which recommended against adoption of the proposal. Id. at 85. The BLE did not press the matter. L. LECHT, supra note 71, at 219. On May 10, 1950, the BLF & E staged a six-day strike on four railroads. The carriers responded by agreeing to employ firemen on yard diesels placed in service after June 1, 1950, and the BLF & E withdrew its demand for an additional employee on road locomotives. Id. at 221.

The carriers proposed the elimination of diesel firemen in 1956, but the proposal was withdrawn. See PRC REPORT, supra note 71, at 36. In 1959, another proposal was served which led to the establishment of the Presidential Railroad Commission. See Rehmus, Collective Bargaining and Technological Change on American Railroads, COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN AMERICAN TRANSPORTATION 195-209 (1971).

76. States enacted statutes to regulate the size of train crews and the lengths of trains ostensibly on grounds of safety. See generally L. LECHT, supra note 71. Arkansas enacted the first full-crew law in 1907. Act of 1907, No. 116, §§ 1-3, ARK. STAT. ANN. §§ 73-720 to 73-729 (1947) (repealed 1972). In 1911, and again in 1931, the Arkansas law was upheld as constitutional. Missouri Pac. R.R. v. Norwood, 283 U.S. 249 (1931); Chicago, R.I. & P. Ry. v. Arkansas, 219 U.S. 453 (1911). By 1937, twenty states had full-crew laws, and by 1940, four states had train-length laws. L. LECHT, supra, at 91. Later, some state laws were amended to protect the jobs of firemen on diesel locomotives. See, e.g., N.Y.R.R. LAW § 54(b) (McKinney 1952) (repealed...
In the late 1950's, the railroad industry organized a major public relations campaign to gain the right to determine crew size unilaterally, without restrictions imposed by labor agreement or statute. The campaign forcefully attacked featherbedding on the nation's railroads and called for the establishment of a Presidential Commission. In response to this concerted effort, in 1960, a Presidential Commission was appointed.

1977). As a measure of the effectiveness of the laws, one commentator noted that when the California full crew laws were relaxed during World War II manpower needs decreased by almost one-third. L. Lecht, supra, at 92. See also Southern Pac. v. Mashburn, 18 F. Supp. 393 (D. Nev. 1937) (impact of train-length law on number of crews). In 1945, the Arizona train-length law was declared unconstitutional as imposing an undue burden on interstate commerce. Southern Pac. v. Arizona, 325 U.S. 761, 781-82 (1945). Although rail unions pressed for federal full-crew and train-length legislation, none was enacted. One bill was, however, passed by the Senate. See S. REP. No. 416, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. (1939).

77. The campaign was directed by the Association of American Railroads (AAR) and focused initially on building public support for industry proposals after moratoria for change in the applicable collective agreements expired on October 31, 1959. See Association of Am. Railroads, Press Release (Oct. 20, 1959). Pamphlets for the general public were prepared and material distributed for industry spokesmen to use in making public speeches. See Letter from Vice President and General Counsel of the AAR to General Counsel of Member Roads (Feb. 18, 1960). Substantial press coverage resulted. See, e.g., Rail Unions Warned, N.Y. Times, Oct. 21, 1959, at L-30, col. 4; Steinberg, It's Showdown Time for Featherbedding on the Railroads, Reader's Dig. (Oct. 29, 1959). The AAR also called for the establishment of a Presidential commission to make "an objective study of the public impact of outmoded work rules . . . ." Association of Am. Railroads, Press Release (Aug. 20, 1959). The campaign continued into the mid-1960's, after the Commission was appointed. See Association of Am. Railroads, Press Release (Mar. 27, 1964). Typical of the industry's message was that contained in the following press release:

SOONER OR LATER FEATHERBEDDING WILL END. The public benefits which will come from the elimination of featherbedding on the nation's railroads will be further delayed while the courts dispose of legal technicalities raised by the railroad operating unions. This is a setback for the shipping and traveling public which now pays the railroad unions nearly $600,000,000 each year for work not needed or not performed. Plunging this rules dispute into the courts instead of handling it through the orderly processes of the Railway Labor Act is merely an example of the stalling and delaying tactics which the unions have followed ever since the railroads have attempted to negotiate work rules changes. Another example is the unions' attempt to divert attention from the monstrous public costs of featherbedding by calling for a Congressional investigation of railroad finances. No one is deceived by such diversionary tactics. Few industries live in such a goldfish bowl as the railroads, who are required to report in meticulous detail to the Interstate Commerce Commission. Every financial fact about the railroads is a matter of public knowledge. But it does not take any Congressional investigation to disclose the effects of the $600,000,000 burden inflicted by union protected featherbedding.

The railroads will do their best to speed the end of featherbedding.

was appointed to study the fireman and train crew problem. It recommended the elimination of many firemen, and proposed a procedure for resolving the crew consist problem on a local basis. After unsuccessful attempts to implement the Presidential Commission's recommendations through collective bargaining, Congress intervened to prevent a nationwide strike by enacting legislation that provided for compulsory arbitration of both disputes. The result was the virtual elimination of diesel firemen on freight engine crews, and a substantial reduction in the number of freight train crews that required two brakemen. But railroads in the Northeast and Midwest benefitted only modestly from the arbitration award because of obligations imposed by state full crew laws. Moreover, the Pennsylvania Railroad, in an effort to reduce labor opposition to the Penn Central merger and to facilitate the repeal or modification of full crew laws, agreed to a standard train crew of one conductor and two brakemen. Despite contentions by management that many of these employees were unnecessary, this pattern was eventually imposed on the rest of the industry by rail labor.

79. PRC Report, supra note 71, at 48-50, 59-60.
81. Id. Although the Presidential Railroad Commission had recommended that the crew consist issue, once settled, should not be reopened for at least five years, Congress provided that the arbitration award should last for only two years. PRC Report, supra note 71, at 60.
83. By the time of the Penn Central bankruptcy, full crew laws were still in effect in Ohio and Indiana, two states where the railroad had significant operations. New York's full crew laws had been repealed in 1966. N.Y.R.R. Law § 54a (McKinney 1952) (repealed 1966). The Indiana law was modified in 1972. Ind. Code Ann. § 8-9-2-10 (Burns 1973). The Ohio law was repealed in 1974. Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4999.07-08 (1910) (repealed 1974).
84. This was the so-called "Luna-Saunders Agreement" of 1965. See F. Wigner, The United Transportation Union's Selective Strike Technique 31 (1977).
In 1972, the railroads, through their National Railway Labor Conference, succeeded in negotiating an industry-wide agreement, the Firemen Manning Agreement, that provided for the elimination of most diesel firemen. The crew consist issue, however, was not dealt with at the industry level, because of a court decision that the carriers could not insist upon negotiating that issue on a national level.

Finally, efforts to negotiate necessary labor cost reductions have historically been impeded by the structure of railroad collective bargaining, which, in turn, was shaped both by the custom of union representation of individual crafts and by the practice of separate negotiations of discrete issues under the Railway Labor Act. "Bargaining structure" is a term used to describe the factors that influence the balance of power between labor and management in collective bargaining. Employers and employees ultimately can resort to lockouts and strikes to force their bargaining table adversaries to accede to their demands, but the bargaining structure within which they act determines the frequency of the use, timing, and impact of these economic weapons.

In the rail industry, there is a strong disincentive against resort to the ultimate weapon of lock-outs by management. As a practical, economic matter, railroads are highly vulnerable to strikes, in part because the technology of railroad operations is functionally and geographically interdependent. For instance, if employees in one sector such as train operations, decide to stop working, then continued activity by employees in the engineering, mechanical, or clerical sections cannot keep the enterprise running. Similarly, if operations are interrupted by a strike in one geographic area, operations in other areas are also affected because freight cannot flow through the struck area to or from the non-struck areas. Moreover, the limited technological ability that exists to continue railroad operations despite interruptions to a single function or to a single geographic area is diminished by the traditional solidarity of rail unions. It is quite uncommon for

---

86. The National Railway Labor Conference is the industry bargaining committee established in the early 1960's to coordinate the previously separate activities of the Eastern, Western, and Southeastern Carriers Conference Committees.

87. See Brotherhood of R.R. Trainmen v. Atlantic C.L.R.R., 383 F.2d 225 (D.C. Cir. 1967). After the Penn Central went bankrupt, its trustees, and the trustees of at least one other bankrupt line struggled alone with the crew consist problem. The Penn Central trustees considered the labor cost problem primarily in terms of crew size. [1972] 1011 CORP. REORG. REP. (CCH) 2476, 2479. Eventually these trustees forced Congress to deal generally with the northeast rail problem because of the 1972 crew consist dispute. For a discussion of this dispute, see notes 105-14 and accompanying text infra.

employees in one craft union to cross the picket lines of another craft union. Therefore, a strike by one labor organization usually causes a cessation of work by all unionized employees.

The problems inherent in a rail strike cannot be mitigated by advance preparation because transportation services cannot be stockpiled. Consequently, a strike that interrupts operations causes an immediate and substantial reduction in revenues. Moreover, for several decades, railroad liquidity has been marginal. Reduced revenues due to a strike can thus have a disastrous effect on the solvency and survival of a railroad. Because of these economic realities, both labor and management know that a strike which continues for any length of time will result in a certain victory for labor.

One factor that increases the number of strike threats is craft organization. Railroad employees historically have been organized into relatively narrow crafts. Approximately twenty “standard” railway labor organizations are recognized, although no more than about fifteen represent significant numbers of employees, largely because of the decline in passenger service and some of its incidental elements such as dining cars. The large number of labor organizations representing employees of a single carrier has resulted in increased strike frequency, and competitive pressure for more ambitious demands by labor. Although industry-wide bargaining has suppressed the most severe effects of these conflicts, the problems, nevertheless, remain.

The Railway Labor Act, under which railroads and their employees bargain, also has influenced the rail bargaining structure. This Act contemplates issue-by-issue bargaining rather than bargaining over a comprehensive contract for a definite term. Unless suitable precautions are taken, any issue relating to wages, rules or working conditions can be opened for bargaining, and unless agreement is reached at the bargaining table, a strike over that single issue can occur.

91. Nonetheless, before a strike can occur under the Act, at least one party to the dispute must declare an impasse, and a period of mediation by the National Mediation Board, undetermined in duration, must ensue. Brotherhood of R.R. Trainmen v. Jacksonville Terminal Co., 394 U.S. 369, 378 (1969). For a discussion of the negotiation framework established by the Act, see note 107 infra. Moreover, the courts have interpreted the Act so as to preclude a railroad from reacting to a strike over a single issue by making changes in other terms of employment. Brotherhood of Ry. & S.S. Clerks v. Florida E.C. Ry. Co., 384 U.S. 238, 248 (1966).

The bargaining structure of the rail industry has also been improved somewhat by the practice of railroads and rail labor organizations participating jointly in industry-wide negotiations over major economic issues. See Rehmus, Evolution of Leg-
One way in which management has attempted to avoid these bargaining problems is through multi-employer bargaining. There are a variety of reasons why employers wish to engage in multi-employer bargaining, including the desire to promote comprehensive negotiations over various issues and to force strike threats by different labor organizations to occur simultaneously. An additional, and perhaps the dominant, reason for rail carriers to engage in multi-employer bargaining is the threat of the economic consequences of a strike against a single carrier, combined with a belief that Congress will intervene rather than permit a national rail strike. The belief that the Congress would intervene to prevent a national strike, with results favorable to management, was vindicated in 1963 when Congress enacted a law to resolve the fireman dispute. Congress also enacted compulsory procedures to settle a shopcraft dispute in 1967. Indeed, in 1967 the rail industry used the threat of a nationwide strike in a single dispute to support its desire for permanent legislation providing for compulsory arbitration.

Rail labor has sought to preserve a fragmented bargaining structure on occasion. It apparently recognized management’s advantage in forcing disputes to the industry-wide level, thereby enhancing the prospect of congressional intervention. A former president of the United Transportation Union (UTU), Charles Luna, takes credit for conceiving the idea of selective strikes against individual railroads participating in national negotiations. His objective was to exert economic pressure, without the risk of congressional intervention which might be favorable to management. In 1971, the UTU struck individual carriers vulnerable to strikes over a multiplicity of issues involving many separate labor organizations.

92. See Bonanno Linen Serv., Inc. v. NLRB, 102 S. Ct. 720, 723 n.3 (1982).
93. See Delaware & H. Ry. v. United Transp. Union, 450 F.2d 603, 612 (D.C. Cir.) (vulnerability of individual carriers to strike).
97. See F. Wilner, supra note 84, at 13, 16, 40.
98. Id. at 45-46, 48.
vidual carriers engaged in national bargaining. This kind of selective strike was found by the courts to be permissible, as long as its objective was to force an industry-wide settlement. Thus, the railroad industry’s attempt at multi-employer bargaining was less than successful.

B. The Penn Central Bankruptcy

The method which the managements of the New York Central and Pennsylvania railroads chose to deal with these complex problems was merger. But on June 21, 1970, only two years after its much heralded merger, the Penn Central Transportation Company filed a petition for bankruptcy in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Within six months, the trust


The difficulties of multi-employer bargaining are illustrated by the attempt of three UTU general committees to withdraw from national negotiations over wage proposals in late 1981. The National Railway Labor Council (NRLC) filed suit, seeking to enjoin the UTU from withdrawing from national negotiations without the consent of all the railroads represented by the NRLC. Complaint at 16, Atchison, T & S.F. Ry. v. United Transp. Union, No. 82-0278 (D.D.C. Jan. 28, 1982). The UTU had taken the position that the NRLC was insisting on dealing with “local issues” involving work rules in the national negotiations, and that the UTU was entitled to revert to local negotiations of associated wage issues to preserve its right to bargain locally on issues historically handled at that level. Letter from F.A. Hardin to Rowland K. Quinn (Jan. 12, 1982). The suit did not proceed to a conclusion, but was withdrawn as a part of the 1982 UTU-NLRC collective bargaining agreement.


Prior to the 1960’s, railroad insolvency usually was caused by an inability to meet fixed debt service or debt maturities. In re Penn Central Transp. Co., 384 F. Supp. 895, 902 (Regional Rail Reorg. Ct. 1974). Income reorganization was possible in these cases by restructuring debt and equity so that debt service and refinancing could be accomplished with available income. The Penn Central bankruptcy, on the other hand, involved an inability to pay taxes and operating expenses. Id. at 903. Therefore, restructuring of debt and equity could not solve the problem. The reorganization court would, of course, have the power to consider a restructuring of oper-
ees of the Penn Central informed Congress that the railroad would cease operating unless it received federal assistance in the form of loan guarantees.\textsuperscript{101} Congress responded with the Emergency Rail Services Act of 1970, which provided up to $125 million in loan guarantee authority.\textsuperscript{102}

Two years after filing for bankruptcy, the trustees filed a report on the feasibility of reorganizing the Penn Central.\textsuperscript{103} The trustees concluded that the Penn Central could be reorganized, but only if projections of increased freight traffic were accurate and the company was permitted to reduce its labor costs, abandon its unproductive lines, and receive full compensation for the losses it incurred by continuing passenger service.\textsuperscript{104}

\begin{quote}
\textit{In the absence of a prospect for an income-based reorganization based on net operating income, there is no justification for continuing a reorganization proceeding, unless at least one of the following conditions is met: 1) a reasonable prospect that, because of streamlining, consolidations, and other changes in circumstances, earning power and profitability can be restored; or 2) a reasonable prospect that the public need for preserving the debtor's railroad is such that it will be appropriated for public use, and that the values inherent in its assemblage as an operating railroad will be recognized and compensated. 383 F. Supp. at 537 (Fullam, J., concurring). For example, in the New Haven bankruptcy, "[t]here were no earnings and no prospects of any . . . . The alternatives were liquidation, nationalization, or merger." 494 F.2d at 280.}
\end{quote}

It was not entirely clear what the reorganization court was supposed to do when it determined that an income based reorganization was not feasible, and that neither nationalization nor merger would occur. Presumably it was to dismiss the petition, and let liquidation occur under an equity receivership. In \textit{re} Tennessee Central Ry., 304 F. Supp. 789 (M.D. Tenn. 1969). But see \textit{In re} Lehigh Valley R.R., 558 F.2d 137, 142-43 (3d Cir. 1977) (district court with jurisdiction of estate of railroad in reorganization was authorized to continue railroad reorganization proceedings even when it was no longer possible to reorganize the debtor as a railroad). See also S. Rep. No. 989, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 136, reprinted in 1978 U.S. CODE CONG. \& AD. NEWS 5787, 5922. The new Bankruptcy Act makes it clear that liquidation can occur under supervision of the reorganization court. See 11 U.S.C. § 1174 (1978).

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textit{104. [1972] 1011 CORP. REORG. REP. (CCH) 2476. To achieve plant rationalization, the trustees recommended that 9,000 of the 20,000 route miles operated by the Penn Central should be abandoned. Id. at 2477, 2482. They suggested that un-}
\end{quote}
On March 14, 1972, a month after the trustees filed their report, the Penn Central announced that it would implement a crew consist reform proposal by eliminating 6,000 of 18,000 conductor and brake-men positions within two weeks. When the UTU threatened to strike if this plan were implemented, President Nixon appointed an emergency board to investigate the dispute within 30 days as required by the Railway Labor Act. The emergency board recommended further negotiations, which were unsuccessful, and by June 15, 1972 the parties had satisfied their legal obligations under the Railway Labor Act and were free to strike. First, however, they pursued legal action. On December 22, 1972, the Penn Central trustees were given permission by Judge Fullam to reduce crew size after providing four-

necessary labor costs could be reduced by eliminating 9,800 train and engine service personnel that the railroad was required to employ under crew consist agreements and state full crew laws. Their report, however, projected an increased reimbursement of $87.2 million for the losses which Penn Central would incur in providing these services. If the necessary charges were made by the end of 1973, the trustees projected that the railroad would begin generating sufficient income to begin to cover fixed charges in 1974. The trustees further contemplated that by 1976 the company would generate $220-290 million to cover fixed charges.

107. S. REP. NO. 18, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 4, reprinted in 1973 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 1220. The Railway Labor Act provides a framework which is intended to facilitate voluntary agreement between carriers and employees' representatives. Various steps are required by both parties before either may lawfully resort to economic self-help over “major disputes,” which are those involving establishment of new terms and conditions of employment. “Minor disputes,” in contrast, involve interpretation of existing agreements. Elgin, J. & E.R.R. v. Burley, 325 U.S. 711, 722-27 (1945). First, if either party wishes to make a change in rates of pay, rules, or working conditions, a 30-day written notice must be given. 45 U.S.C. § 156 (1976). Second, if there is any dispute as to these suggested changes, the parties must confer in an attempt to agree. Id. § 152. Third, if the conferences do not result in an agreement on the matter, either party or both may invoke the services of the National Mediation Board, or if the Board determines that a labor emergency exists, it may proffer its services. Id. § 155. Fourth, if mediation is requested and fails, the Mediation Board must attempt to induce the parties to submit their controversy voluntarily to arbitration. Id. Fifth, if mediation is unsuccessful and arbitration is refused by one or both parties, then the Mediation Board shall give immediate notice that mediatory efforts have failed and for the next 30 days neither party may make changes in rates, pay, rules, or working conditions. Id. § 156. Only after the 30 day “cooling off” period or the 10 day waiting period after the conferences have terminated, may either party change the status quo and resort to self-help. Id. § 155. Throughout this process each party has a judicially enforceable duty to exert every reasonable effort to make and maintain agreements and to settle all disputes. Id. § 152.
teen days notice.\textsuperscript{108} Two months later, the Penn Central announced
that it would implement its plan to reduce crew size at 12:01 a.m. on
February 8, 1973. The UTU promptly struck.\textsuperscript{109}

On the same day that the strike broke out, both houses of Con-
gress passed a joint resolution aimed at restoring the status quo that
existed prior to Penn Central’s implementation of its plan to decrease
crew size.\textsuperscript{110} The resolution prohibited implementation of the crew
consist change and any lock-outs or strikes over this issue until May 9,
1973.\textsuperscript{111} Just one day later, on February 9, 1973, President Nixon
signed this joint resolution into law.\textsuperscript{112} The committee report accom-
panying the legislation concluded that the labor dispute could not be
resolved without comprehensive proposals that would make it possible
to preserve essential rail transportation in the affected areas.\textsuperscript{113}
Accordingly, the legislation also required the Secretary of Transpor-
tation to submit to Congress within 45 days a “full and comprehen-
sive plan for the preservation of essential rail transportation services
in the Northeast section of the Nation.”\textsuperscript{114}

\textsuperscript{108} Order No. 1055, [1972] 1011 CORP. REORG. REP. (CCH) 4338; See Petition
of the Trustees to Promulgate the New Crew Consist Rule, [1972] 1011 CORP.
REORG. REP. (CCH) 4277. For a general history of these events, see S. REP. NO. 18,

\textsuperscript{109} S. REP. NO. 18, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., reprinted in 1973 U.S. CODE CONG. &
AD. NEWS 1217, 1222.

\textsuperscript{110} See id. at 1, reprinted in 1973 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 1217.

\textsuperscript{111} Id. The quick congressional response to this threatened rail strike is fre-
quently interpreted to mean that Congress will not permit a major railroad strike to
occur. The result is a sort of tripartite bargaining among Labor, Management and
Congress over labor issues. Another conclusion that can be drawn from this entire
incident is that the Penn Central trustees purposefully created a labor crisis in order
to stimulate the government to address the overall problem posed by the Penn Cen-
tral bankruptcy. Regardless of the cause of the crew consist crisis, it certainly had the
effect of prompting a general governmental response to the Penn Central
bankruptcy.


\textsuperscript{113} S. REP. NO. 18, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 2, reprinted in 1973 U.S. CODE CONG. &
AD. NEWS at 1218.


At about the same time Congress concluded that a federal plan was necessary to
save the Penn Central. Judge Fullam tentatively concluded that the Penn Central
estate would have to be liquidated unless the government acted. On March 6, 1973,
the reorganization court entered an order extending the deadline for filing the reor-
Supp. 1343 (E.D. Pa. 1973). The court noted that little progress had been made in
achieving the three changes which the trustees had decided were necessary for a suc-
cessful reorganization, and that the railroad had continued to operate only because of
such short-term measures to conserve cash as deferring maintenance and certain
wage increases. Id. at 1349. However, the court took note of the ongoing congres-
sional action, and concluded that the government should be given more time to act.
Id. at 1346.
On July 5, 1973, the trustees filed a reorganization plan with the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC). This plan proposed cessation of rail service unless properties forming an 11,000 mile "core system" could be sold to other railroads. In addition, it concluded that even if a sale could be effected, substantial federal financial assistance would be required, the burden of operating passenger service would have to be removed, and changes would have to be made in labor agreements, particularly those respecting crew consist. The plan anticipated a need for federal financial assistance to cover the labor protection payments that were required by existing collective bargaining agreements with employees who would be displaced by plant rationalization.

The Department of Transportation (DOT) urged the ICC to advise the reorganization court that reorganization of the Penn Central was not feasible. Instead, the Nixon Administration believed that Congress should enact legislation to permit the rationalization of all northeast railroads into an efficient system. The DOT envisioned a legislative solution providing for a new entity within which route structures could be rationalized and work rules changed, with possible federal funding of labor protection expenses.

The ICC rejected the trustees' reorganization plan as not meeting the requirements of the Bankruptcy Act. It suggested that the federal government assume responsibility for labor protection obligations, but only for those employees who agreed to changes in work rules. The ICC also concluded that the railroad must be relieved of passenger service losses, and announced the commencement of public hearings aimed at determining the best way to solve this problem.

III. THE CONRAIL SOLUTION

A. The Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973

Throughout the three years following the Penn Central bank-
ruptcy, both houses of Congress held hearings on the bankruptcy and on legislative proposals to solve the underlying problems confronting the railroad industry, particularly those lines in the Northeast.124

Financial problems plagued the northeastern railroads and Congress was confronted not only with the bankruptcy of the Penn Central, but also with the bankruptcy of seven smaller northeastern railroads. In the period between 1967 and 1973, the Central of New Jersey, the Boston & Maine, the Lehigh Valley, the Reading, the Lehigh & Hudson, the Erie Lackawanna, and the Ann Arbor all succumbed to bankruptcy.125 Despite the pervasiveness of the industry's economic problems, Congress delayed in formulating a legislative response.

Finally, however, events of 1973, beginning with the threatened strike in February126 and culminating in the presentation of the Penn Central trustees' dire reorganization plan in July,127 aroused in Congress a new sense of urgency to create a coherent legislative plan for dealing with the northeast rail problem.128 On February 27, 1973, for instance, Senator Hartke introduced a bill129 that would have established a nonprofit government corporation to own and maintain railroad rights of way over which railroads could operate.130 The bill envisioned that this government ownership would begin with the bankrupt carriers of the Northeast but it could later be expanded to

---

124. 1972 Senate Commerce Comm. Report, supra note 71 (report analyzing the financial collapse of the Penn Central). This study called for the creation of a Northeast Transportation Authority to propose the best regional industry structure which might take over operations of the bankrupt railroads. It paid little attention to passenger service or labor issues and did not identify them as important issues related to the future of the Penn Central. Id. at 205-08. Instead, the 350 page study focused most of its attention on management and financial policies of the Penn Central.


126. See notes 109-12 and accompanying text supra.

127. For a discussion of the trustees' reorganization proposal, see notes 115-17 and accompanying text supra.

128. See also J. Harr, The Great Railway Crisis: An Administrative History of the United States Railway Association 178 (1978). Harr also credits the judicial process, and particularly Judge Fullam, with prompting legislative action: "[T]he real pressure had been applied by an astute federal judge in Philadelphia with his clear and repeated messages that a resolution could not be postponed indefinitely or he would have to move to liquidate the Penn Central." Id. On March 6, 1973, for instance, Judge Fullam issued an order that required the Penn Central trustees either to file a reorganization plan or a proposal to liquidate the railroad. In re Penn Central Transp. Co., 355 F. Supp. 1343 (E.D. Pa. 1973).


130. Hearings on S. 1031 Before the Surface Transportation Subcomm. of the Senate Comm. on Commerce, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., 1-52 (1973) [hereinafter cited as Hearings on S. 1031].
include the properties of profitable railroads.131

On March 26, 1973, the Nixon Administration submitted a re-
structuring bill for the northeast rail system that would have estab-
lished a Northeast Railroad Corporation to purchase rail lines from
bankrupt carriers and then operate some of these lines within a core
system designated by the Secretary of Transportation.132 This bill
also would have permitted accelerated abandonments of properties
that had not been designated by the Secretary.133

Various labor organizations offered different proposals. The
UTU, for instance, proposed the establishment of a "North East
Transportation Commission," consisting of representatives of shippers,
labor, railroads, consumers, and state governments who would
be appointed by the chairmen of House and Senate commerce com-
mittees.134 The Commission would have been empowered to design
new transportation systems in the region, to provide for consolidations and funding, and to establish one or more private corporations
to operate the new systems.135 The Brotherhood of Railway and Air-
line Clerks (BRAC), on the other hand, proposed the establishment of
a Federal Railroad Transportation Authority, that would take over
the railroad operations of the bankrupt carriers.136 BRAC's proposal
also would have prohibited abandonments for one year; at the end of
this year, abandonments could be accomplished only under existing
ICC procedures.137

The ICC also proposed legislation which Representative Dingell
introduced on April 4, 1973.138 This bill provided for a three-year
lease of rail lines by bankrupt carriers to the United States.139 The
ICC would then develop a "Federal-Aid railroad system," composed
of those main lines, yards, and terminals located in the northeast re-
region which were best suited for inclusion in an integrated rail sys-

131. S. 1031, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., 119 CONG. REC. 5601 (1973). One aspect of
government ownership that made it attractive was that it would permit rail and
track subsidies to be equalized. The expenditures on interstate highways gave trucks
their rights of way at low cost, sharpening their competitive edge against private
roads. 119 CONG. REC. at 5606 (referring to § 403 of Senate Bill 1031).
132. Hearings on S. 1031, supra note 130, at 261-64.
133. Id. at 263.
134. Id. at 556-60 (testimony of Al H. Chesser).
135. Id. at 559.
136. Id. at 590-604 (testimony of C.L. Dennis).
137. Id. at 603.
139. Hearings on H.R. 6591 Before the Subcomm. on Transportation and Aeronautics of the
House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., 8 (1973) (referring
to § 201 of H.R. 6591).
The bill also proposed the expenditure of $800 million for the reimbursement of carriers for specific rehabilitation projects approved by the ICC. Still another proposal by Representative Eckhardt called for the creation of a federal agency to take over and directly operate the properties of the Penn Central.

With these proposals before it, Congress finally enacted the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973 (the 1973 Act). This Act called for the creation of two new entities: the United States Railway Association (USRA) and the Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail). The USRA, a nonprofit government association, was established by Congress to prepare and implement a plan for reorganizing rail service in the Northeast and Midwest. One of USRA's major responsibilities, therefore, was preparing a "Final System Plan" which was to serve as the basis for reorganization of railroads in that region. In particular, the USRA was required by the 1973 Act to designate in its plan certain properties which were to be transferred from bankrupt carriers to Conrail. Conrail, as a private, but government supported, corporation, would operate rail service on the transferred properties. It was to issue securities to the estates of the bankrupt railroads in exchange for their properties.

To create a more rational, economically-viable industry structure, the Act authorized expedited discontinuance of service and abandonment of those lines which were not included in the Final System Plan. But if states or localities wished to continue service over these lines, they could receive a federal subsidy. As an additional financial boost, the 1973 Act authorized the expenditure of $250 million for a government-funded employee protection program to guar-

---

140. Id. at 20 (referring to § 301 of H.R. 6591).
141. Id. at 28 (referring to § 314 of H.R. 6591).
146. Id. § 206 (codified as amended at 45 U.S.C. § 716 (1976)). The plan was subject to congressional veto after comment by the ICC and DOT. Id.
147. Id. The Act also provided funding for continued operations by the bankrupt railroads until Conrail could take over. See In re Penn Central Transp. Co., 384 F. Supp. 895, 909 (Regional Rail Reorg. Ct. 1974). For a discussion of the transfer of securities, see text accompanying note 152 infra.
antee compensation of employees of the bankrupt railroads.\footnote{149} This funding was necessary because Conrail was required to offer employment to all bankrupt railroad employees and to assume the collective bargaining agreements that had been negotiated by the bankrupt railroads.\footnote{150}

1. \textit{Constitutional Challenges to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973}

In enacting the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973, Congress was, in effect, attempting to solve the northeast rail problem by supplementing the provisions of section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act with new legislation.\footnote{151} The basic approach of the 1973 Act was simple. Conrail was to receive those rail properties which the USRA designated to it in the Final System Plan, and, in return, the estates of


\footnote{There was general agreement between Secretary of Transportation Brinegar and members of Congress on the need to assure reasonable protection to employees adversely affected by reorganization of the bankrupt railroads by providing public funding for at least part of the costs of this protection. \textit{See S. REP. No. 601, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 126-29, 139-44, reprinted in 1973 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 3242, 3294-97, 3304-06 (letter from Secretary of Transportation Brinegar to Senators Magnuson and Cotton (Nov. 13, 1973)) (statement of Senators Cotton, Griffin, Cook and Beall). \textit{See also H. REP. No. 620, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 102 (1973) [hereinafter cited as the 1973 ACT HOUSE REPORT]} (supplemental views of Representatives Devine, Harvey, Collins and Heinz).}

\footnote{The DOT and congressional Republicans, however, objected to the legislative enactment of the detailed life-time protection formula worked out among the representatives of the labor unions and the Union Pacific and Southern railroads. \textit{See S. REP. No. 601, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 139, reprinted in 1973 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 3304 (statement of Senators Cotton, Griffin, Cook and Beall). Secretary of Transportation Brinegar suggested that the legislation should contain general principles for labor protection that would allow labor and the management of the new railroad to work out necessary details. \textit{See id. at 127-28, reprinted in 1973 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 3295-96 (letter from Secretary Brinegar to Senators Magnuson and Cotton (Nov. 13, 1973))}. More specifically, Secretary Brinegar suggested that the period of employee protection payments would not exceed six years after the conveyance of rail properties to Conrail. In addition, Secretary Brinegar suggested that a procedure should be established that would assure the achievement of only the initial collective bargaining agreements between Conrail and the labor unions. \textit{Id. at 129, reprinted in 1973 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 3296. Otherwise, Congress might be called upon to settle disputes over “consolidation of the many differing and restrictive working agreements of the six bankrupt railroads.” \textit{Id.}}

\footnote{A provision in the Senate Bill directing the secretary to study work rules and their possible effect on the consolidation of rail operations was deleted by the Conference Committee. \textit{CONF. REP. No. 744, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., reprinted in 1973 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 3337.}}

\footnote{151. \textit{Regional Rail Reorganization Act Cases, 419 U.S. 102, 109 (1974).}}

The judicial scheme that the 1973 Act created to oversee this conveyance process was slightly more complicated.\footnote{For a general overview of this scheme, see J. Harr, supra note 128, at 246-51.} Under the 1973 Act, all railroads that were involved in section 77 reorganization proceedings in district courts were to remain under the jurisdiction of the district courts until two determinations were made:\footnote{Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-236, § 207(b), 87 Stat. 985, 998 (1974) (codified as amended at 45 U.S.C. § 717(b) (1976)).} 1) whether the railroads were reorganizable on an income basis under section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act;\footnote{Id. at 116-17 (citing Kansas City Terminal Ry. v. Central Union Trust Co., 271 U.S. 445, 454-55 (1926)).} and 2) whether the 1973 Act provided an alternative to the bankruptcy law that was "fair and equitable."\footnote{The district courts were required to make this determination within 180 days of January 2, 1974. Id. See also Regional Rail Reorganization Act Cases, 419 U.S. 102, 110 (1974).}

If the district courts decided that the railroads should be reorganized under the 1973 Act, then a new Special Court, endowed with broad judicial powers by the Act, was to superintend the process.\footnote{Section 209(b) of the 1973 Act provided for the establishment of a Special Court with exclusive jurisdiction to review the Final System Plan and any suit challenging actions of the USRA or the constitutionality of the Act. See Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-236, § 209(b), 87 Stat. 985, 999-1000 (1974) (codified at 45 U.S.C. § 719(b)(e) (1976)). The Special Court was to be a three-judge district court established by the judicial panel on multi-district litigation as authorized by 28 U.S.C. § 1407 (1976). Three eminent judges with experience in reorganization proceedings were appointed to this court: Judge Henry J. Friendly.}
The USRA, for instance, was required to submit its Final System Plan to the Special Court which then had exclusive jurisdiction over any proceedings arising under this plan. The Special Court also was required to determine whether the conveyance of rail properties to Conrail was in the public interest and whether it would be fair and equitable to the railroad estates. In general, the 1973 Act differed significantly from reorganization under section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act because the 1973 Act provided for a conveyance prior to any judicial determination that the creditors would be adequately compensated.

Uncertainty soon developed over the constitutionality of this general scheme. A split developed among district courts over whether the 1973 Act established a process of reorganization that was fair and equitable to the railroad estates. The most significant constitutional challenges focused on the "conveyance taking" and "erosion taking" arguments. Specifically, some creditors of the bankrupt railroads

(Second Circuit); Judge Carl McGowan (D.C. Circuit); Judge Roszel Thomsen (Maryland District). See J. HARR, supra note 128, at 248.


159. Id. at § 303(c) (codified as amended at 45 U.S.C. § 743(c) (1976)).


161. See id. In the Regional Rail Reorganization Act Cases, the plaintiffs, major creditors and the holding company of the Penn Central, as trustees of Penn Central, contended that the taking of Penn Central's rail properties without just compensation violated their fifth amendment rights in two respects. First, the creditors argued that to compel continued operation of the railroads pending implementation of the Final System Plan violated their due process rights guaranteed under the fifth amendment. Id. at 117-18 (citing Connecticut Gen. Ins. Corp. v. United States Ry. Ass'n, 383 F. Supp. 510, 525 (E.D. Pa. 1974)). The Supreme Court referred to this as the "erosion taking" issue. Since under § 207(b) of the 1973 Act only those properties which were not reorganizable were to be transferred to Conrail, these were the only properties which were compelled to operate. See Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-236, § 207(b), 87 Stat. 985, 994 (1974) (codified at 45 U.S.C. § 716(c)(1) (1976)).

A line of cases has held that a railroad may be ordered to continue service for a reasonable time while the reorganization court or commission explores alternatives even though the railroad will suffer losses and the creditor's security is thereby eroded. See In re Chicago, M., S. P. & P. R.R., 611 F.2d 662, 667 (7th Cir. 1979). Courts have also concluded, however, that the fifth amendment rights of the creditors who have a security interest in the enterprise are violated when a railroad is forced to continue operations indefinitely at a loss so that the public may be served. Id. at 666-67 (citing Brooks-Scanlon Co. v. Railroad Comm'n, 251 U.S. 396 (1919) (fourteenth amendment). See also In re Penn Central Transp. Co., 494 F.2d 270, 278-81 (3d Cir. 1974) (discussing the continued viability of the Brooks-Scanlon principle in the context of the fifth as well as the fourteenth amendment). In such circumstances, operating losses can be financed by new debt or equity with a priority over existing creditors or shareholders, by drawing down liquid assets such as cash, or by failing to maintain assets. Any of these methods reduces the economic value of the interests of the existing claimants. The first method reduces their relative claims to income or to liquidation proceeds. The second and third methods reduce the value of the enterprise. See In re
argued that the 1973 Act violated the fifth amendment on at least two grounds: 1) the requirement that rail properties be conveyed to Conrail in exchange for its securities rather than for cash amounted to an unjust taking of property without adequate compensation; and 2) the requirement that rail service be maintained until adoption of the Final System Plan without any provision for compensation for the erosion in value of the rail properties during this time was likewise an unconstitutional taking of property.\textsuperscript{162}

Two reorganization courts concluded that the Act provided a fair and equitable procedure and thus ordered reorganization of the railroads under their jurisdiction according to the provisions of the 1973 Act.\textsuperscript{163} Three other reorganization courts, however, concluded that the 1973 Act did not provide a fair and equitable process.\textsuperscript{164} These latter decisions were subsequently reversed by the Special Court in September of 1974 when it held that the 1973 Act did not violate the fifth amendment by requiring the surrender of rail properties to Conrail in exchange for Conrail securities.\textsuperscript{165} The Special Court conceded that because Conrail's financial prospects seemed doubtful, its securities alone might not be adequate compensation for the rail properties that the 1973 Act required to be surrendered to it.\textsuperscript{166} The court concluded, however, that if these securities were buttressed by the possibility of a Tucker Act judgment against the United States for any shortfall in compensation, then constitutional standards would be satisfied.\textsuperscript{167}

Three months later, most doubts about the constitutionality of


\textsuperscript{166} Id. at 938.

\textsuperscript{167} Id. at 932. For the relevant provisions of the Tucker Act, see 28 U.S.C. § 1491 (1976). For general discussion of a Tucker Act remedy, see notes 169-70 \textit{infra}. 
the procedures under the 1973 Act were alleviated when the Supreme Court reversed a three-judge district court decision that the 1973 Act was unconstitutional because it required the continued operation of bankrupt railroads pending adoption of the Final System Plan. In reversing this decision, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the 1973 Act on the theory that a Tucker Act remedy was in fact available to provide compensation for any erosion in value during the interim period prior to the adoption of the Final System Plan.

169. Connecticut Gen. Ins. Corp. v. United States Ry. Ass'n, 383 F. Supp. 510, 530 (E.D. Pa.), rev'd, 419 U.S. 102 (1974). The action was brought by creditors of the Penn Central and was heard by a three-judge court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 2282, 2284 (1976). The district court initially decided that the plaintiffs' conveyance taking claim must fail for lack of ripeness. 383 F. Supp. at 517. The court began its analysis of the "erosion taking" issue by noting that Penn Central had been determined not to be reorganizable on an income basis within a reasonable time under § 77 of the Bankruptcy Act. Judge Aldisert reviewed the magnitude of the losses incurred during the reorganization process and impliedly determined that they were substantially greater than the funding authorized or appropriated pursuant to the 1973 Act for interim operations. Id. at 521-22. The court's task was made easier by the defendants' acknowledgment that an unconstitutional erosion taking would occur unless an implied remedy were available for just compensation from the United States under the Tucker Act. See id. at 525 (citing 28 U.S.C. § 1491 (1976)). But the court declined to "read a Tucker Act remedy into the [1973] act" and held § 304(f), which required mandatory interim operations, and § 207(b), which precluded liquidation under § 77 of the Bankruptcy Act, to be constitutionally defective. Id. at 529-30. Accordingly, it enjoined the USRA from certifying a Final System Plan to the Special Court pursuant to § 209(c). Id. In a concurring opinion, Judge Fullam voiced his concern "that the constitutional validity of uncompensated interim erosion cannot be properly decided except in the light of the constitutionality of the ultimate result which implementation of the Act would produce." Id. at 532 (Fullam, J., concurring). In other words, he found it necessary to address the conveyance taking issue in order to decide the erosion taking issue. Judge Fullam stated:

[T]he fact that the statute does not provide compensation for interim erosion as such would not necessarily render the statute unconstitutional if there is reasonable present assurance that the end result of the statutory process would be the receipt of consideration for the assets and other benefits in amounts equaling at least liquidation value plus interim erosion.

Id. at 532-33 (Fullam, J., concurring).

Judge Fullam determined that the value of the Conrail stock to be received in exchange for the rail properties of Penn Central was too uncertain to permit a conclusion that a deficiency judgment would not be required to satisfy the just compensation standard of the fifth amendment. Id. at 540-41 (Fullam, J., concurring). He agreed that a Tucker Act remedy was not assured under the Act, and, moreover, expressed doubts about the adequacy of such a remedy should it be available. Id. at 541-42. He therefore concurred in the result reached by the majority.

170. Regional Rail Reorganization Act Cases, 419 U.S. 102, 121 (1974). The Supreme Court concluded that a Tucker Act remedy was available to provide just compensation for any erosion taking effected by the 1973 Act. Id. at 136. The Court also decided that the conveyance taking issues were ripe for adjudication. Id. at 145. The Court characterized the conveyance taking arguments as resting on assertions that an eminent domain statute which provides for compensation in the form of...
2. The Final System Plan

The USRA began its work in the midst of these legal controversies. It was incorporated by Congress on February 1, 1974, for the primary purpose of preparing and implementing a "Final System Plan" for the reorganization of the rail service in the Northeast. The USRA was first required to develop a Preliminary System Plan and after recruiting key personnel, began to explore possibilities for that plan. By September, the USRA Board concluded that there were at least five options for reforming the structure of the bankrupt railroads. These five basic options were 1) merger of the bankrupt railroads into a single new entity called Conrail; 2) establishment of a new railroad from the "best" pieces of the bankrupt carriers west of the Allegheny Mountains, and the provision of government subsidies to eastern facilities so that they could provide terminal services to all railroads; 3) creation of two or more medium-sized carriers in the region; 4) allocation of the bankrupt carriers' essential services to profitable freight railroads, Amtrak, and local commuter authorities; and 5) establishment of a government entity that would own the rights of way over which Conrail, as a private company, would operate.

The USRA Board decided to study the economic possibilities of the Conrail option in detail so that it could be compared to the remain-

"stock of an unproved entity" rather than in cash violates the fifth amendment. Id. at 137. First, the Court concluded that a Tucker Act remedy would be available for any deficiency in the consideration paid for rail properties for the same reasons it would be available to cure erosion taking problems. Id. at 148. The Court concluded that compensation in the form of stock was permissible under the 1973 Act without deciding whether it was an eminent domain statute or a reorganization statute. Id. at 152-54. It did not deny the possibility that the value of the stock received might be less than the minimum constitutional value, but it concluded that recourse to a Tucker Act suit in the Court of Claims for a cash award to cover any constitutional shortfall assured that just compensation would be received. Id. at 155.


In formulating its Preliminary System Plan, the USRA focused little attention on the general passenger service problem. Rather, it analyzed the passenger service problem only within the context of freight service. This was because USRA’s main concern was to find a way to allocate costs between freight and passenger operations that would prevent the passenger operations from financially draining the more profitable freight operations.

Labor issues received even less USRA scrutiny. The USRA staff prepared a series of papers proposing, among other things, that studies of work rule changes should be undertaken as part of the planning process, and that labor agreements to implement the Final System Plan should be developed, and perhaps negotiated. Although the DOT and the Treasury department hoped for a strong USRA stand on work rules, the USRA Board ultimately rejected this possibility. Apparently the USRA was concerned that if it called for reform of work rules, the relationship between labor and the management of the bankrupts would be disrupted. In addition, it was concerned that an ambitious approach to the labor problem might cause too many delays in the implementation of the Final System Plan.

According to Harr, a second major concern preoccupying USRA was whether there could be some way of effectively segregating freight and passenger traffic in the northeast corridor. The USRA was concerned with achieving better allocation of costs between freight and passenger services of both intercity and commuter operations. According to Harr, a second major concern preoccupying USRA was whether there could be some way of effectively segregating freight and passenger traffic in the northeast corridor. The USRA was concerned with achieving better allocation of costs between freight and passenger services of both intercity and commuter operations. According to Harr, a second major concern preoccupying USRA was whether there could be some way of effectively segregating freight and passenger traffic in the northeast corridor.
might result in strikes that would interfere with the establishment of Conrail.180

In formulating their industry structure proposal, the USRA evaluated each option in terms of three goals: achieving an economically viable Conrail, encouraging railroad competition, and safeguarding the economic viability of other railroads in the region.181 The Big Conrail option, which would create an entity larger than the Penn Central, seemed likely to achieve economic viability but not railroad competition.182 In particular, USRA staff members and the press expressed concern that Big Conrail might threaten the economic viability of the still solvent Chessie and the Norfolk & Western, as well as the financially weak Erie Lackawanna.183 Moreover, political opposition began to develop over the Big Conrail option.184 Finally, as the deadline for the Preliminary System Plan drew uncomfortably near,185 a breakthrough came. On January 9, 1975, the trustees of the Erie Lackawanna concluded that their railroad could not be reor-

180. J. HARR, supra note 128, at 421. The Board further recognized that the USRA had no statutory authority to enforce its recommendations; rather implementation was left up to Conrail. Id.
181. Id. at 350.
182. Id. at 351. The Conrail option had become known as Big Conrail. Id.
183. Id. at 351-52. The Erie Lackawanna had gone bankrupt but it was not included in the USRA reorganization plans because a district court had held that it was reorganizable on an income basis under § 77 of the Bankruptcy Act. Id. at 352.
184. Since it was both government financed and created, there was concern that Big Conrail would be more vulnerable to political pressures that could interfere with its willingness to take economically necessary, but unpopular, actions. Id. at 352-53.
185. Id. at 377. As the deadline for the Preliminary System Plan drew near, USRA began to perceive that the amount of federal funding envisioned by the 1973 Act would be inadequate for virtually any option. Id. at 300, 396. Pro forma estimates for Big Conrail indicated that $6 billion in federal funding would be required over ten years. Id. at 396. The DOT urged the consideration of options involving greater abandonment, but analysis suggested that the benefit of reducing federal funding requirements would be outweighed by political opposition. Id. at 401. For a while, there was renewed interest in the “Confac” option, which involved government ownership of rights of way. This approach had the political appeal of transmitting government funds into grants in a politically acceptable form, but it was feared that the degree of government involvement would be too great to be acceptable to the Administration. Id. at 396. By the time the Preliminary System Plan was released, the federal funds required for the favored option had been arbitrarily reduced to $3.5 billion because of perceptions that the larger figure would not politically be acceptable. Id. at 405. See UNITED STATES RAIL ASSOCIATION, 1 PRELIMINARY SYSTEM PLAN 200-03 (Feb. 26, 1975) [hereinafter cited as PRELIMINARY SYSTEM PLAN].
organized on an income basis, thus permitting the properties of that line to be included in the restructuring process.\textsuperscript{186} The USRA, therefore, moved quickly to adopt the “Three Systems East” plan as its preferred option for the Preliminary System Plan.\textsuperscript{187} This plan envisioned the acquisition of the bankrupt properties by Conrail, the Chessie, and the Norfolk & Western.\textsuperscript{188} Specifically, under this plan Conrail would consist of the Penn Central, most of the Reading and Lehigh Valley, the Central Railroad of New Jersey, the Lehigh & Hudson, the Ann Arbor, and the Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore Lines; the Chessie would acquire the Erie Lackawanna; and the Norfolk & Western would extend its operations over the Reading lines between Harrisburg and Philadelphia.\textsuperscript{189} The USRA adopted this Three System East concept as its preferred option despite indications that the Norfolk & Western might not be willing to participate in it.\textsuperscript{190} The Big Conrail option, which envisioned Conrail acquiring the properties of all bankrupt lines, was retained as an alternative.\textsuperscript{191}

After the Preliminary System Plan was released on February 26, 1975, the Ford Administration, at the urging of the newly appointed Secretary of Transportation, William T. Coleman, organized a cabinet level task force to consider alternatives to the industry structure recommended in the Preliminary System Plan.\textsuperscript{192} Coleman advocated controlled liquidation of the properties of the bankrupts,\textsuperscript{193} but despite energetic efforts, he could not produce any buyers for these properties.\textsuperscript{194} Meanwhile, serious negotiations with the Chessie and

\textsuperscript{186} J. Harr, supra note 128, at 377 (citing Press Release, Erie Lackawanna Railway Company (Jan. 9, 1975)).

\textsuperscript{187} Id. at 378-79.

\textsuperscript{188} United States Railway Association, 1 Final System Plan 15 (1975) [hereinafter cited as Final System Plan].

\textsuperscript{189} Id.

\textsuperscript{190} J. Harr, supra note 128, at 400. Although recommending the concept as its first choice, the USRA had not engaged in any discussions with the Chessie on the Three Systems East plan. Id.

\textsuperscript{191} 1 Final System Plan, supra note 188, at 4.

\textsuperscript{192} J. Harr, supra note 128, at 478-80. William T. Coleman, Jr., a dynamic leader, took control of the Department of Transportation in the spring of 1975. Id. at 473. As Secretary of Transportation, Coleman became a member of The Ford Administration Cabinet-level Economic Policy Board (EPB), which decided to create a “Rail Task Force” headed by Coleman. Id. at 478. The task force was to study, among other things, the concept of “controlled transfer” (or controlled liquidation) as an alternative to the Preliminary System Plan’s recommendation. Id. at 479.

\textsuperscript{193} Id. at 511. While USRA maintained the position that controlled transfer should be an option should Conrail falter, Coleman advocated that Conrail should be solely a stepping-stone to achieving controlled transfer. Id.

\textsuperscript{194} Id. at 508-09. Harr suggests that Coleman favored a doubling in size of the solvent estates, the Norfolk & Western and the Chessie, while USRA was pursuing a more modest acquisition policy allowing the two railroads selective entrance into new
the Norfolk & Western over the purchase of several of the smaller railroads as required to implement the Three Systems East plan resulted in 1) a rejection of the plan by the Norfolk & Western,195 and 2) a temporary agreement by the Chessie to purchase several of the bankrupt lines.196

Despite these troubled negotiations with the Norfolk & Western, the Final System Plan which the USRA submitted to Congress on July 26, 1975197 still envisioned as its preferred option the Three Systems East plan, albeit in modified form.198 Specifically, the USRA recommended that the northeastern region should be served by three major railroads: Conrail, the Chessie, and the Norfolk & Western as well as by smaller solvent railroads such as the Delaware & Hudson and the Boston & Maine.199 Conrail was to provide most of the services of the Penn Central, the Chessie was to acquire some of the Erie Lackawanna and Reading properties, while the Norfolk & Western was to retain its previous configuration. In addition, the Southern Railway was offered Penn Central properties on the Delmarva Peninsula.200

Extremely important elements of the Final System Plan were the related questions of federal funding and Conrail capital structure. The USRA successfully negotiated for federal investment of up to $2.1 billion in debentures and senior preferred stock of Conrail, with a subordinated class of preferred and common stocks and certificates of value going to the bankrupts.201

markets. Id. at 508. As part of Coleman's marketing efforts, he attempted to persuade the presidents of two solvent railroads to divide the desired lines of the bankrupts between them by offering a fifty percent split between them of the $1 billion loan funding for rehabilitation under the 1973 Act. Id.

195. USRA offered the Reading properties to the Norfolk & Western. Id. at 514. The president of the Norfolk & Western made a counter-offer to the USRA offer which was significantly below the asking price. Id. When the counter-offer was rejected by the USRA, the Norfolk & Western dropped out of the negotiations, leaving a "Two Systems East" concept. Id.

196. Id. at 514-20. The Chessie responded to the USRA's offer by agreeing to the asking price of $114.1 million, without federal assistance, for the Reading, the Erie Lackawanna, and two smaller portions of the estates including an important Penn Central line into the West Virginia coal fields. Although the Board approved the initial deal, when the Chessie attempted to lower the price, the Board rejected their offer. Upon reconsideration the following day, the Board approved the Chessie proposal by a 6 to 4 vote. Id. at 514-19.

197. See id. at 554-55; 1 Final System Plan, supra note 188.

198. J. Hark, supra note 128, at xviii.

199. 1 Final System Plan, supra note 188, at 4-5.

200. Id. at 15-19.

201. See id. at 91-96. Interest due on the government's obligations was to be paid in securities and the government's securities were to be redeemed after Conrail had accumulated $500 million in retained earnings. The USRA Board also adopted
The Final System Plan also focused on the problem of light density lines, which had prompted considerable public attention because of the substantial abandonments of those lines proposed in the Preliminary System Plan. After evaluating public comments, the USRA decided to include in the Final System Plan an additional 1400 miles of light density lines which had been excluded by the Preliminary System Plan.

Under the provisions of the 1973 Act, the Final System Plan was to have the force of law if it was not disapproved by either house of Congress within sixty legislative days after its release. On November 9, 1975, the Final System Plan was allowed to go into effect.

After the USRA presented its Final System Plan, the bankrupt railroads, through their creditors and trustees, mounted major critical of the idea of "certificates of value" to ensure the estates of receipt of a value for their rail properties, without waiting for Tucker Act judgment. The Final System Plan recommended a capital structure that would finance Conrail's projected public sector-funding needs through purchase by USRA of Conrail debentures and series A preferred stock. Under the plan, the estates of the bankrupts were to receive Conrail series B preferred stock, Conrail common stock, and certificates of value.

The certificates of value, as full faith and credit obligations of the United States, were designed to ensure that the value of the total package of securities issued to the estates would equal the minimum constitutionally required. Debentures and preferred A were to have a 7.5% return, payable through issuance of Conrail Series A preferred stock, and in cash only if cash was available for such purpose and retained earnings exceeded $500 million. Earnings within the percentage limit greater than the amount necessary to service the debentures and series A preferred stock would be utilized, in turn, to redeem the debentures and the preferred A and Conrail had the option of calling the preferred B.

Debentures, preferred A, and preferred B, in that order, were to have preference in liquidation. Common stock represented the residual claim to income and liquidation proceeds. This capital structure was eventually approved by both Congress and the President. For a definition of the characteristics of the certificates of value, see 45 U.S.C. § 746 (1976). The remaining securities are defined in Conrail's articles of incorporation.

202. See 2 PRELIMINARY SYSTEM PLAN, supra note 185, at 345 (public officials, shippers, and the general public have expressed concern about the ultimate disposition of light-density lines); J. HARR, supra note 128, at 546. See also 2 FINAL SYSTEM PLAN, supra note 188, at 11 (the proposed line abandonments contained in the Preliminary System Plan resulted in considerable public reaction).

203. J. HARR, supra note 128, at 546. Of the total 10,692 miles of active light-density line studied by the USRA, 46% (4,935 miles) was to be included in Conrail and 54% (5,757 miles) was recommended for exclusion.


205. See J. HARR, supra note 128, at 571. Despite criticisms, the plan was allowed to become effective. Id. at 574-75. Congress knew that it would have an opportunity to affect the details of the plan as it considered legislation that everyone acknowledged would be necessary to implement the plan.
cisms against the financial aspects of the plan. The creditors and trustees of the bankrupts criticized the value which USRA had placed on the bankrupts’ assets and, further, feared that the securities they received would be worthless.\textsuperscript{206} The Penn Central trustees also criticized the plan for failing to address six basic problems hindering the attainment of a viable rail system in the Northeast: 1) passenger service losses; 2) historically inefficient use of labor; 3) losses arising from the operation of thousands of miles of unprofitable branch lines and duplicative main and secondary lines; 4) costly and inefficient terminal operations; 5) the need to increase traffic volume and revenues; and 6) the need for government financial assistance in rehabilitating the rail plants.\textsuperscript{207}

The ICC criticized the USRA’s financial projections as overly optimistic. It recommended that interest on government loans should be forgiven until Conrail could begin to pay so that the plan would not be so burdensome as to be “tantamount to nationalization.”\textsuperscript{208} Studies commissioned by the House and Senate Commerce Committees generally echoed the concern that projected federal funding would be insufficient to meet the program’s needs.\textsuperscript{209} These criticisms and concerns made it apparent that further legislative changes were necessary in order to deal effectively with the problems of northeast rail industry.

B. The Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976

The most direct way to make legislative changes to implement the Final System Plan was to amend the 1973 Act. In fact, after the Final System Plan was published, the USRA and the DOT began drafting proposed amendments, hoping for enactment by November 9, 1975, when the Plan was to become law.\textsuperscript{210} Congressional leaders, however, concluded that it would be preferable to implement the Plan as part of a new omnibus legislation, which could additionally incorporate regulatory reform and a program of aid for railroads outside the northeast region.\textsuperscript{211} This legislative strategy reflected certain political realities. Regulatory reform was a priority of the Ford

\textsuperscript{206} J. Harr, \textit{supra} note 128, at 554.
\textsuperscript{207} See Statement of the Penn Central Trustees, \textit{supra} note 1, at 16-17, \textit{reprnted in Hearings} at 581-82.
\textsuperscript{208} J. Harr, \textit{supra} note 128, at 568-69.
\textsuperscript{209} Id. at 569-71.
\textsuperscript{210} See id. at 575.
\textsuperscript{211} Id. Harr observed that “[i]nstead of merely amending the 1973 Act, the leadership of each committee came to the conclusion that it would be better to cast the [Final System Plan] within the framework of brand-new omnibus legislation.” Id. The amendments were to concern 1) the financial provisions; 2) the liberalization
Moreover, a priority of the railroad industry, whose support was needed for the Final System Plan, was the creation of a general aid program for railroads outside the northeast region.213 After complicated maneuvering by members of Congress and the Ford Administration, on February 5, 1976, Congress enacted the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976214 which amended the 1973 Act to provide for the implementation of the Final System Plan. The 1976 Act also overhauled rate regulation, simplified railroad mergers, modified ICC processes, and established a fund to assist railroads with capital and maintenance requirements.215 The 1976 Act established a finance committee of the USRA to review of Title IV; and 3) the provision of deficiency judgment protection for the Chessie. Id. 212. Id. The Ford Administration made regulatory reform a precondition of governmental financing. Id. See also G. Ford, Foreword, in RAILROAD REVITALIZATION AND REGULATORY REFORM (P. MacAvoy & J. Snow eds. 1977). 213. J. HARR, supra note 128, at 575. 214. Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-210, 90 Stat. 31 (codified at 45 U.S.C. §§ 801-854 (1976)). The legislative history of this statute was complex. On August 1, 1975 Senator Hartke introduced a bill that was intended to serve as a “working paper to provide a basis for comment and development of more mature legislative proposals.” See S. 2265, 94th Cong., 1st Sess., 121 CONG. REC. 26,776 (1975); J. HARR, supra note 128, at 581. Under Senator Hartke’s proposed legislation, the USRA would have been given the nationwide rail planning role while the ICC would have authority over mergers and restructuring. Id. On September 12, 1975, the USRA was ready with its legislative recommendations. These recommendations included the establishment of a government investment committee to supervise investment in Conrail, the implementation of its capital structure recommendations, authorization of “certificates of value” to protect the bankrupt estates, and provisions for further restructuring of the northeast rail system. Id. at 586. On September 26, 1975, Congressman Rooney introduced a bill which not only incorporated the substance of some of the USRA recommendations but also made important changes regarding the Administration’s control of Conrail. Id. at 606-07 (citing H.R. 9802, 94th Cong., 1st Sess., 121 CONG. REC. 29,898 (1975)). Major battles ensued between the Administration and Congress over the level of funding for all programs that were to be included in the new legislation and the manner in which the government would exercise control over its investment in Conrail. See id. at 607-11. The DOT was strongly opposed to increasing the funding levels for Conrail despite perceptions that the Final System Plan had underestimated the need. Id. at 617. Secretary Coleman considered these various bills unacceptable and began to prepare for a Presidential veto despite the risks of a delay to northeast rail service. Senator Hartke decided not to send the bill to the President and Conveyance Day was postponed from February 27, 1976 to April 1, 1976, so that Congress would have time for additional action. A second informal conference occurred; the Senate and House rescinded their approval of the conference report, and recommitted it to the conference committee, where the revised conference report could be adopted officially. Id. at 644-56. Ultimately, the Senate Bill, rather than the House Bill, was passed. See S. 2718, 94TH CONG., 1ST SESS. (1975), reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 14. 215. S. REP. NO. 595, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 134-41, reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 148-59 [hereinafter cited as 1976 ACT CONFERENCE REPORT].
Conrail’s use of federal funds. It authorized the capital structure essentially as recommended by the Final System Plan, deferring debt service on the government’s investment. It also authorized certificates of value for the bankrupt estates. Under this Act, Conrail was given federal assistance to assure the continuation of commuter service as determined by state and local agencies. The 1976 Act, however, made no major changes in the labor provisions of the 1973 Act.

After the 1976 Act was approved, labor negotiations were initiated to permit the conveyance of properties to the Chessie and to the Southern Railway, as contemplated by the modified Three System’s East concept of the Final System Plan. The Chessie and the Southern insisted that employees transferred with the bankrupt properties should be covered by the existing labor agreements with the Chessie and Southern, rather than by the agreements of the bankrupt carriers. Labor opposed placing employees under the less favorable terms of employment of those agreements and insisted that the transferred employees take with them their existing wages and work rules. Despite the personal involvement of Secretary Coleman and of Secretary of Labor Usery, the negotiations were unsuccessful and the transfers to the Chessie and the Southern became unworkable. This resulted in a reversion to the Big Conrail option which the Final System Plan had recommended as an alternative to the preferred Three Systems East plan. Faced with no other immediately viable alternative, on April 1, 1976, the bankrups’ rail properties were conveyed to Big Conrail.

C. Conrail’s First Five Years

As early as 1978, it was clear that Conrail’s actual performance had fallen far behind the expectations originally embodied in the Final System Plan. In large part, this disappointing performance occurred because projected revenue from increased traffic never

217. Id. § 605 (codified at 45 U.S.C. § 726 (1976)).
218. Id. § 610(b) (codified at 45 U.S.C. § 746 (1976)).
219. Id. §§ 801-810.
220. See J. Harr, supra note 128, at 662.
221. Id. at 665.
222. Id.
223. Id. at 666-74. For a discussion of the Big Conrail option, see notes 182-84 and accompanying text supra.
224. J. Harr, supra note 128, at 697.
materialized. Consequently, by mid-1978, Conrail projected that an additional $1.3 billion in federal funding over the amount authorized in the 1973 and 1976 Acts would be needed to meet congressional goals and to achieve self-sufficiency by 1982. Congress rejected suggestions that it should provide only interim additional funding pending further evaluation of Conrail’s future; instead, it authorized $1.2 billion for the Conrail. Despite this allocation of additional funds for Conrail, Congress still intended that Conrail should gain economic independence. Yet, as one Senate report noted, Conrail could not become independent of federal financial assistance unless a number of key assumptions were realized. Specifically, the Senate report noted the need to increase revenue by improving service, reducing labor cost intensity to a level near that of other railroads, and achieving more efficient car utilization.

By the end of 1979, Conrail had concluded that it could not “continue to operate all of its present service, over all of its present track, under all of the existing regulatory constraints, without Federal funding beyond the $3.3 billion already authorized.” In order “to minimize the need for additional federal funding” and to function within the confines of the authorized funding, Conrail emphasized

---

226. S. REP. No. 885, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 7, reprinted in 1978 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 5293, 5298. In addition, for that same period Conrail projected an equipment financing requirement of $1 billion which it hoped to satisfy through the private sector. Id.
229. Id. at 9, reprinted in 1978 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 5300.
230. Id. at 10, reprinted in 1978 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 5301. Labor cost intensity measures the amount of labor units required on average to produce a unit of output. Frequently, it is expressed as a ratio of total labor cost to total revenues. When traffic remains the same, the number of employees must be reduced or they must be paid less if labor cost intensity is to be reduced.
231. Id. at 11, reprinted in 1978 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 5302. A more efficient use of existing equipment is part of plant rationalization. Besides deferred maintenance and lower labor costs, it is a third significant area of cost reduction in rail operations. See 1 FINAL SYSTEM PLAN, supra note 188, at 72.
that "fundamental regulatory reform" was required. Specifically, Conrail stated that it should "be able to shape [its] fixed plant and operations to the demonstrated needs of its customers" and to set rates freely. Conrail also noted that commuter operations were proving to be a financial burden, notwithstanding the requirements of the 1973 Act, which had required subsidization of commuter losses. In addition, Conrail suggested that its future might be jeopardized by possible liability for labor protection costs beyond available federal reimbursement, increased car hire charges, and potential increases in rail retirement taxes.

Finally, the Carter Administration concluded that at least for the time being the best public policy was to enact regulatory reform rather than increase federal funding of Conrail capital and operating deficit needs. The Administration nonetheless recommended increased federal funding for Conrail labor protection payments in addition to reforms of the statutory formula for the protective payments. The Congress did both in the Staggers Act.

D. The Staggers Rail Act of 1980

In enacting the Staggers Rail Act of 1980 (Staggers Act), Congress acknowledged that its previous legislative attempts to increase railroad profitability had not been particularly successful. With the Staggers Act, therefore, Congress decided to remedy the financial plight of railroads through broad reform of economic regulation.

Historically, the general process of introducing substantial changes in the regulation of railroad rates and service conditions began with the 1976 Act. This Act modified railroad rate regulation

233. Id.
234. Id. at 16.
235. Id. at 12.
236. Id. at 3.
238. Id.
239. Id.
240. Id.
by changing the standard by which the ICC determined whether a rate was "reasonable."244 A proposed rate that contributed to going concern value, 245 which is roughly equivalent to marginal cost, 246 could not be found to be unjustly or unreasonably low. 247 Although the ICC was required under this Act to promulgate standards for establishing seasonal, regional, or peak period rates, 248 it was divested of jurisdiction to find a rate unreasonably high except where it found "market dominance" to exist. 249

By 1980, Congress determined that the 1976 Act had been largely ineffective in reforming rate regulation. 250 Accordingly, Congress made dramatic changes under the Staggers Act which were designed to give carriers the freedom to set competitive rates that were determined mainly by market forces. 251 In fact, the changes in economic regulation initiated by the Staggers Act are the most extensive since the 1930's. 252 The most significant changes involve maximum rate regulation, contract authority, and independent carrier action on rates and routes. By relaxing maximum rate regulation, the Staggers Act is intended to permit railroads to increase their total revenues by allowing them to raise rates to market levels and thereby improve their rates of return to the point that private sector financing can be obtained more readily. 253 The grant of contract authority

1980)). For a general discussion of basic concepts of railroad rate regulation, see text accompanying notes 41-47 & 50-54 supra. For a brief history of legislation on rate regulation, see S. REP. NO. 499, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 10-14, reprinted in, 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 14, 24-27.


246. Friedlaender, supra note 44, at 134.


252. For a chronological overview of railroad regulatory legislation, see id. at 81-92, reprinted in 1980 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 4025-29.

253. Id. at 57, reprinted in 1980 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 3999. Removing maximum rate restrictions allows railroads to respond to the elasticity of demand in each segment of the market. Where demand is inelastic, high revenues can be produced, allowing rates to be dropped elsewhere to meet a more elastic, competitive price structure. The provision recognizes that, with high fixed costs, the carrier may
weakens the common carrier obligation, thus enabling investments in rolling stock to be linked more directly with profitable traffic. Finally, by giving rail carriers freedom to engage in independent action respecting rates and routes, the Staggers Act permits cross subsidies among carriers to be changed in order to benefit carriers with weaker financial performance.

E. Impact of the 1973 Act, the 1976 Act and the Staggers Act

The reforms in rate regulation introduced by the Staggers Act will necessarily have an impact on Conrail. In addition, the Act more specifically addressed Conrail's problems by requiring the USRA and Conrail to submit to Congress, by April 1, 1980, reports on the future price high or low for any single customer; but to meet revenue goals for the system, the carrier must charge "what the market will bear." For the relevant statutory provisions, see Staggers Rail Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-448, § 201(a), 94 Stat. 1895, 1898-1900 (codified at 49 U.S.C. § 10701a (Supp. IV 1980)).

254. STAGGERS ACT HOUSE REPORT, supra note 42, at 57, reprinted in 1980 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 4002. See also Staggers Rail Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-448, § 204, 94 Stat. 1895, 1905 (codified at 49 U.S.C. 10731 (Supp. IV 1980)). Section 204 of the Staggers Act authorizes rail carriers and the purchasers of rail services to enter into contracts for specific services at specified rates and conditions. Id. Before November 1978, any contracts between railroads and shippers were held unlawful because the Interstate Commerce Act imposed an obligation on common carriers to provide transportation to all shippers upon reasonable requests at reasonable rates. STAGGERS ACT HOUSE REPORT, supra, at 57, reprinted in 1980 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 4002. For instance, in 1961 the ICC invalidated reduced rates that were available only to shippers who executed a contract to ship 80% of their traffic with the New York Central. The rationale for their order was that such contracts threatened the integrity of the existing rate structure and more particularly, threatened to divert traffic from other modes to rail. See Contract Rates on Rugs and Carpeting From Amsterdam, N.Y. to Chicago, 313 I.C.C. 247, aff'd sub nom. New York Central R.R. v. ICC, 194 F. Supp. 947 (2d Cir. 1961). The ICC had begun to relax this policy in 1979. See Ex Parte 358-f, Change of Policy, Railroad Contract Rates, 361 I.C.C. 205 (1979).

255. STAGGERS ACT HOUSE REPORT, supra note 42, at 41 reprinted in 1980 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 3978, 3986. Seventy percent of the property transported by rail moves over routes involving more than one carrier. Id. Before the enactment of the Staggers Act, these movements were covered by joint rates, and the resulting revenue divided among the participating carriers according to divisions generally prescribed by the ICC. Id. The existing joint rates and divisions did not allow some rail carriers, including Conrail, to recover even the variable costs of providing transportation services on certain through routes. Id.

Section 301 of the Staggers Act, which added a new § 10705(a) to Title 49, provides that rail carriers that do not earn adequate revenues under existing joint rates and divisions can surcharge such rates or cancel their application to particular routes without the concurrence of other carriers. Id. at 10-11, reprinted in 1980 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 4008. This provision is intended to resolve a century-old battle between northeastern and southern railroads. For a discussion of the legislative and regulatory history of this battle, see id. at 91-94, reprinted in 1980 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 4035-38.
prospects of Conrail. 256 This required a reevaluation of Conrail in the context of three main problems: industry structure, passenger service and labor costs. 257 These problems, however, cannot be analyzed in a legislative vacuum. Instead, the impact of federal legislation since 1973 on these three problems must also be analyzed. Only through this analysis is it possible to assess the prospects for success of the most recent legislative attempt to deal with the northeast rail crisis—NERSA.

1. **Industry Structure and Profitability**

The preferred recommendation of the Final System Plan for industry structure, the Three Systems East plan, was not achieved because of unsuccessful negotiations with the Chessie and Norfolk & Western. 258 Clearly, the second choice, Big Conrail, had not met the profitability projections of the Final System Plan. 259 The "supplemental transaction" authority in the 1973 Act, 260 insisted upon by DOT to facilitate further changes in industry structure, had been used to effect but one rather modest transfer of properties in New England. In the meantime, major mergers between the Southern Railway and the Norfolk & Western, and between the Chessie and the Seaboard Coast Line, threatened Conrail with much stronger competition. 261 Route abandonments during Conrail's first five years were few. Moreover, it became increasingly doubtful whether large scale abandonments would contribute to Conrail's self-sufficiency. 262

In enacting the 1973 Act, Congress created a statutory mechanism under which industry structure problems could be addressed more freely than under the Interstate Commerce Act or section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act. Unfortunately, the USRA did not take advantage of this opportunity. Its Final System Plan did little more than perpetuate the Penn Central and add to its estate properties of the other bankrupt carriers. Thus, the intellectual foundations laid by the national restructuring plans of the 1920's and 1930's and by the

---


257. Id.

258. For a discussion of these negotiations, see notes 195-96 and accompanying text supra.

259. For a discussion of Conrail's disappointing economic performance, see notes 225-26 and accompanying text supra.


262. See CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION, OPTIONS FOR CONRAIL 4-1 to 4-3 (Apr. 1, 1981) [hereinafter cited as OPTIONS FOR CONRAIL].
debate over the Penn Central merger were not built upon.\textsuperscript{263}

Additionally, since the USRA did not adequately address questions of economic regulation, it fell to the Nixon, Ford, and Carter Administrations to press for regulatory reform. Unfortunately, the regulatory reform provisions that were finally incorporated in the 1976 Act produced disappointing results.\textsuperscript{264} Not until the Final System Plan solution was questioned did Conrail finally seek the much needed rate flexibility, which to a large extent was achieved by the enactment of the Staggers Act.\textsuperscript{265} Because the Staggers Act regulatory reforms are so new, there is little evidence available as to their effect on profitability. It is particularly difficult to assess the effects on profitability of both the broadened contract authority and independent rate and route action. However, two significant questions can be identified regarding the effect the maximum rate changes will have on the economic viability of the northeast rail system. The first question is whether the Staggers Act will be interpreted by the ICC and courts in a manner that furthers the relaxation of regulation contemplated by Congress. The second question is whether the freedom to increase rates will have the beneficial effect of increased profits rather than exacerbating financial problems by accelerating traffic declines or encouraging “cutthroat competition.” More simply, the impact of the Staggers Act will depend on whether the legal constraints on maximum rates actually will be relaxed and whether market forces will permit new rates which substantially increase revenues.

The reason why it is so difficult to predict the ultimate effects of the Staggers Act reforms is illustrated by the ICC’s changing position and the posture of the courts on the question of market dominance. The 1976 Act eliminated maximum rate regulation, except in cases in which the carrier proposing the rate increase had “market dominance” over the movement or traffic involved.\textsuperscript{266} The ICC initially interpreted the phrase “market dominance” in a manner that limited


\textsuperscript{264} \textit{Id.} The Reform Act of 1976 did not provide the requisite flexibility in rates that the industry needed to maintain and improve the rail system.

\textsuperscript{265} Eckhardt, \textit{Market Dominance in the Staggers Act}, 48 I.C.C. PRAC. J. 662, 672, 682 (1981). For a discussion of whether deregulation will prove to be more of a solution to Conrail’s problems than the changes projected in the Final System Plan, see notes 266-88 and accompanying text infra.

\textsuperscript{266} See 49 U.S.C. § 10705 (1976). Basically, market dominance is the relationship between railroad and shipper in which the railroad has a monopoly on shipments into and out of the plant. Shippers subject to market dominance are a small segment of the transportation market. Many shippers may ship economically by truck or water, without increasing transportation costs to the extent that they would price their own products out of existing markets. The hard question in market domi-
the effect of the 1976 Act, thereby largely preserving its jurisdiction over rate increases.267 Four years later, the ICC shifted its position and defined market dominance to preclude maximum rate regulation where shippers had other markets available for their products ("geographic competition") or consignees had other sources for their supplies ("product competition").268 This first move toward consideration of geographic and product competition as a means of relaxing regulation was rejected by the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, in an opinion that suggests how the implementation of deregulation may be frustrated in litigation.269 Although the ICC has sought to remedy the deficiencies found by the Fifth Circuit, while at the same time preserving its substantive position, vigorous criticism of the relaxed definition has been expressed.270 Considering the stakes involved for shippers, this criticism is likely to be pressed.271 Although the Staggers Act does not change the definition of market dominance, it does establish a revenue/cost threshold below which rates are deregulated without regard to market dominance.272 Thus, the Staggers Act has to some extent reduced the uncertainty respecting administrative and judicial interpretations of the deregulation of maximum rates. Nevertheless, because the revenue/cost threshold is lower than was sought by the railroad industr...


268. Ex parte No. 320 (Sub. No. 2), Market Dominance Determinations and Consideration of Product Competition, 365 I.C.C. 118 (1981). These measures determine the extent of a shipper's reliance on cheap rail transportation to maintain its own competitiveness. The new rules follow the ICC's historic function of protecting shippers from unfair advantages gained by discriminatory transportation rates.

269. See Central Power & Light Co. v. United States, 634 F.2d 137 (5th Cir. 1980).

270. See Eckhardt, supra note 265, at 662.


272. See 49 U.S.C. §§ 10701a, 10709 (Supp. IV 1980). Revenues above variable costs defray the high proportion of fixed costs attributable to the cost of haulage. By deregulating all rates below a revenue/cost threshold, the Staggers Act recognizes that no monopolistic profits are earned by rates that contribute proportionally to the system-wide expense. For a discussion of fixed costs, see note 23 supra. Regulatory authority is maintained over rates that may potentially take advantage of a monopolistic market and inelastic demand. See notes 253 & 266 supra.
try, the interpretation of the market dominance factor is of continued importance in determining the extent to which maximum rates will be held below their market levels by regulation.

Assuming that deregulation succeeds in allowing rates to reach market levels, questions remain as to whether the market will permit rates that produce adequate revenues for carriers in the Northeast. A number of econometric studies have been conducted in recent years which attempt to refine estimates of demand and cost behavior in the railroad industry. In particular, a study conducted by Professor Richard C. Levin of Yale University specifically addressed the probable course of events which would occur under the deregulation scheme of the Staggers Act.

An important threshold question is whether intramodel competition (competition among railroad lines) will prevent substantially increased revenues. In the Levin model, the type of cutthroat rate

273. See Eckhardt, supra note 265, at 672-77. In its April 1, 1981 Report to Congress, Conrail identified a number of problems which could reduce the benefits derived from the Staggers Act reforms by $300 million annually. OPTIONS FOR CONRAIL, supra note 262, at 3-9. Specifically, Conrail expressed concern about the possibility that rates for market-dominant commodities might be limited to fully allocated costs. This approach was approved by a number of circuits. See, e.g., Union Pac. R.R. v. United States, 637 F.2d 764 (10th Cir. 1981); Celanese Chem. Co. v. United States, 632 F.2d 568 (5th Cir. 1980); Burlington N., Inc. v. United States, 555 F.2d 637 (8th Cir. 1977). A higher threshold allows market forces to determine more rates. Charging “what the traffic will bear” seeks to increase rates according to the value of transportation. Thus, more valuable goods are charged higher rates; goods such as pine board exported from only a few areas nationally are charged more for transport to importing regions; and goods that cannot be shipped by alternative modes, such as truck or barge, are charged more.

274. Economic theory would predict that a situation in which revenues do not cover costs, including the cost of capital, would result in disinvestment (abandonment or deferred maintenance), thereby reducing the supply of rail services. As the supply declines, the price would be bid to a higher level by shippers. If competition from other modes of transportation holds prices below the level sufficient to cover costs, rail plant facilities will decrease until an equilibrium point is reached at which the price level produces adequate revenues. Of course, there is no theoretical reason for this equilibrium plant size to be larger than a few rail lines running from coal mines to power plants or ports. This theoretical line of reasoning is supported by the actual experience with rail passenger operations.


276. Levin, supra note 271, at 1.
competition which existed prior to the enactment of the Interstate Commerce Act would actually reduce rates of return below the two percent level. Therefore, in order to make any reasonable projection as to the effects of deregulation, the extent to which the pricing behavior in the rail industry currently differs from the pricing behavior of 1886 must be determined. Drawing on the results of other studies, Levin concludes that pricing railroad services equal to the marginal cost of providing those services, the condition which would be expected in a market with perfect competition, would not cover total costs. However, he concludes that competition under the present rail industry structure will produce prices in excess of marginal costs, thereby avoiding the "cutthroat competition" result. The industry structure has changed sufficiently since the Interstate Commerce Act was enacted to eliminate the need for ICC rate regulation to boost rail profits.

The possibility of cutthroat competition is rooted in the concept of natural monopoly. A natural monopoly exists when fixed costs are a high proportion of total costs, thus causing marginal costs to be substantially below average costs over the full range of output absorbable by the relevant market. The most efficient producer, pricing at marginal costs, eventually drives all his competitors out of business. This is so because the large producer enjoys technological economies of scale. The possibility of destructive competition with deregulation of railroad rates arises if there are continued restrictions on mergers and abandonments, thus artificially preserving excess capacity. The result of competition in such circumstances is reduced capital expenditures and deteriorations in service.

As railroads were built, entrepreneurs resorted to rate wars to coerce competitors in a manner designed to either affect stock prices, force mergers, or both. Railroad cost structures were such that rates could be cut well below average total cost and still be greater than short run marginal cost. In competitive markets, price cutting toward the floor set by marginal costs almost inevitably occurred. However, this meant that any negative difference between price and average costs had to be made up elsewhere if total costs were to be recovered. These pressures led railroads to accept the need for regulation in order to stabilize prices. This is so because the large producer enjoys technological economies of scale. The possibility of destructive competition with deregulation of railroad rates arises if there are continued restrictions on mergers and abandonments, thus artificially preserving excess capacity. The result of competition in such circumstances is reduced capital expenditures and deteriorations in service. Id.

For a discussion of the relationship between rate regulation and control of industry structure by regulation of mergers and abandonments, see notes 7-9 and accompanying text supra.

As railroads were built, entrepreneurs resorted to rate wars to coerce competitors in a manner designed to either affect stock prices, force mergers, or both. J. MEYER, supra, at 251. Railroad cost structures were such that rates could be cut well below average total cost and still be greater than short run marginal cost. Id. In competitive markets, price cutting toward the floor set by marginal costs almost inevitably occurred. However, this meant that any negative difference between price and average costs had to be made up elsewhere if total costs were to be recovered. These pressures led railroads to accept the need for regulation in order to stabilize prices. Id. at 6-7. See also G. KOLKO, supra note 10, at 7-17 (cutthroat competition led to industry desire for government action).

See Levin, supra note 271, at 19.

See id. at 8-9.

In markets characterized by a small number of competitors, behavior can range from cutthroat competition to joint profit maximization. Levin believes that the weakening of rate bureaus and the complexity of the rate structure will make the monopoly solution of the maximization of joint profits difficult to
The second basic question is whether intermodal competition, primarily between trucks and railroads, will permit substantially increased revenues. The Levin study specifically accounted for the possibility that increased rates would divert traffic to other modes.\footnote{Levin, supra note 271, at 5-6.} Professor Levin concluded that railroad rates of return on total invested capital could increase from about two percent to as high as thirteen percent, but only if competition between railroads was nonexistent.\footnote{Id. at 19-21.} In his opinion, the more likely pricing behavior would increase rates of return to approximately eight percent, a level at which he thought that it was possible for the railroad industry to obtain the financing necessary to sustain and improve its physical plant.\footnote{Id at 19-20.} Significantly, Professor Levin also identified a number of qualitative factors characteristic of the Northeast which he considered likely to cause the improved profitability benefits of deregulation to be realized even more strongly by the distressed railroads in the Northeast.\footnote{Id at 22.}

In another econometric study, Professor Friedlaender concludes that competitive rate making would cause a shift of manufactured goods away from rail and in favor of trucks while bulk commodities would shift toward rail.\footnote{See Friedlaender, supra note 44, at 115.} She concludes, however, that the resulting rates of return would be insufficient to allow the railroads to maintain existing levels of capital stock.\footnote{Id at 118.} Hence, railroads could be financially self-sustaining only with substantial abandonments or rates substantially in excess of marginal costs.\footnote{Id.}

Thus, these studies demonstrate that it is reasonable to expect that deregulation, as represented by the Staggers Act, can make a significant contribution to the achievement of profitability in the northeast rail system, but only if administrative and judicial interpretation of the statute permit rates that are governed by market forces rather than by regulation and if the legislation permits substantial

\footnote{On the other hand, he asserts that the recognition by the small number of firms of their interdependence will lead them to refrain from cutthroat competition. Id. at 21. See also J. MEYER, supra note 53, at 251.}

\footnote{281. Levin, supra note 271, at 5-6.}

\footnote{282. Id. at 19-21.}

\footnote{283. Id at 19-20.}

\footnote{284. Id at 22. Firms with high shares of manufactured traffic will derive greater benefit, as will those with cross-subsidized light density lines. In addition, Levin expects low-profit carriers to benefit from changes resulting from independent action on rates and routes. Id.}

\footnote{285. See Friedlaender, supra note 44, at 115.}

\footnote{286. Id at 118. She projects rates of return of 3.34% for the eastern region and 5.36% for the Southwest.}

\footnote{287. Id.}
abandonments.\footnote{288}

2. Passenger Operations

The passenger problem received only modest attention in the 1973 Act, the Final System Plan, and the 1976 Act. Conrail was in little better position regarding passenger service at the end of 1980 than its predecessors were when the 1973 Act was enacted. Under the provisions of the 1973 Act, Conrail continued most of the passenger operations of the bankrupts in return for reimbursement of its losses in that area. Five years after its creation, Conrail was operating 1819 daily commuter trains and carrying 231,000 daily round trip passengers at an annual operating cost of more than $512 million.\footnote{289} Only about forty percent of this cost was covered by fares.\footnote{290} The remaining sixty percent of the cost was covered by subsidies from federal, state and local authorities.\footnote{291}

Congress addressed the commuter problem in the 1973 Act by investing commuter authorities, rather than Conrail, with the authority to decide what level of service should be provided. Moreover, Congress sought to make it clear that Conrail should provide commuter service only for as long as it was fully reimbursed.\footnote{292} The statute, however, was interpreted as requiring Conrail to engage in protracted abandonment litigation before service could be terminated, even when full reimbursement was not provided.\footnote{293} Thus, by the end of

\footnote{288. For a discussion of the need to combine an abandonment policy with a relaxation of rate regulation to achieve a viable rail system, see note 277 supra and Friedlaender, supra note 44, at 118.}
\footnote{289. OPTIONS FOR CONRAIL, supra note 262, at 9-2.}
\footnote{290. Id. at 9-3.}
\footnote{291. Id.}
\footnote{292. Section 304(b)(2) of the 1973 Act originally required Conrail to continue to provide commuter service provided by its predecessors for 180 days after conveyance, regardless of whether the properties on which such service was provided were designated for conveyance in the Final System Plan. The period was subsequently extended by amendment to 240 days. See Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-236, § 304(b)(2), 87 Stat. 985, 1008 (1974) (codified as amended at 45 U.S.C. § 744(b)(2) (1976)). If state or local commuter authorities did not pay the difference between revenue and avoidable costs for providing commuter service after the 180 day period, Conrail was permitted to discontinue service. Id. § 304(c)(2)(A) (codified as amended at 45 U.S.C. § 744(c)(2)(A) (1976)). Although Conrail was obligated to assume commuter service contracts, and commuter authorities were exempted from ICC regulation by the Reform Act of 1976, it was not clear whether Conrail had been relieved of the common carrier obligation to operate the service. See Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-210, § 804, 90 Stat. 133-139 (codified at 45 U.S.C. § 744(a) (1976)).}
\footnote{293. See Illinois v. Consolidated Rail Corp., 589 F.2d 1327, 1334 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 442 U.S. 942 (1979) (holding that 45 U.S.C. § 744 does not authorize Conrail to summarily discontinue rail passenger service over a Final System Plan line without first pursuing protracted abandonment litigation); Brown v. Consolidated Rail
1980, Conrail estimated that it had been forced to spend $230 million to support its passenger operations. Losses of this magnitude not only made it more difficult to eliminate the need for federal funding of Conrail, but also diverted management’s attention from more pressing tasks.

3. Labor Costs

After five years of Conrail operation, excessive labor costs continued to be a major threat to a viable northeast rail system. This labor cost problem was the result of at least three factors: labor protection obligations, rigid work rules and a fragmented collective bargaining structure.

a. Labor Protection Obligations

The labor protection provisions included in Title V of the 1973 Act were substantially the same as the provisions negotiated prior to the Penn Central merger. Congress responded to proposals to relieve the reorganized carrier of the economic burden of funding protective payments, but nonetheless wrote the lifetime protection provision into law. The 1973 Act authorized $250 million to fund the statutory labor protection program. There was, however, no clear evidence that this amount would be sufficient. By early 1980, the $250 million in authorized funding was nearly exhausted and Conrail was confronted with the possibility that it would be required to continue making protective payments out of its own funds. The Staggers Act significantly changed the benefit formulas to reduce the cost of the program, and, in addition, authorized $230 million in in-
increased funding. Yet, the Staggers Act explicitly provided that Conrail was responsible for residual funding. In less than a year, it was clear that the additional funding authorization contained in the Staggers Act would be insufficient to cover program costs. This hindered successful reorganization of the regional rail system in two ways: 1) it threatened continued drains on Conrail funds; and 2) it inhibited further restructuring by leaving Conrail with the financial responsibility for continuing to pay employees full salary even when the rail properties on which they worked were abandoned or transferred to other carriers. Undeniably, Conrail's burdensome labor protection responsibilities had to be lightened before the overall Conrail problem could be solved.

b. Work Rules

A second cause of the labor cost crisis was the work rule problem. Unfortunately, the 1973 Act, the Final System Plan, and the Reform Act of 1976 accomplished virtually nothing toward resolving this problem, thus leaving it to Conrail to address this aspect of the general labor cost problem within the context of a materially worse bargaining structure. In early 1978, Conrail, following in the footsteps

300. Staggers Rail Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-448, § 501, 94 Stat. 1895, 1948 (codified at 45 U.S.C. § 775(b) (Supp. IV 1980)) (repealed 1981). Section 501 of the Staggers Act amended § 505(b) of the 1973 Act by changing the formulas for computing income protection. See id. The Staggers Act amendments treated the four generic classes of railroad employees differently. For maintenance-of-way employees, monthly displacement allowances (MDAs) were annualized, and overtime was removed from the base period earnings from which MDAs were derived. For nonoperating employees, overtime earnings were eliminated from the base. For protected operating employees, a limit equal to the average compensation for the craft was imposed on MDAs. For noncontract employees, the original formula was left unchanged. Id. § 501(b)(1)-(b)(4) (codified at 45 U.S.C. § 775(b)(1)-(b)(4)) (Supp. IV 1980) (repealed 1981).

In 1981, the Special Court held that the Staggers Act changes did not violate the fifth amendment because there was a rational basis for the distinctions Congress made among employees. Hinds v. Consolidated Rail Corp., 518 F. Supp. 1350, 1361 (Regional Rail Reorg. Ct. 1981), cert. denied, 102 S. Ct. 1007 (1982). The Special Court's opinion contains a detailed description of the changes in the benefit formulas made by the Act, and summarizes the economic effect of these changes. See id. at 1355-58.


302. See CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION, LABOR REPORT TO CONGRESS 9-10 (Mar. 15, 1981) [hereinafter cited as LABOR REPORT].

303. Id. at 9.
304. Id. at 10.
305. Id.

306. Section 504(d) of the 1973 Act required Conrail and labor organizations representing employees of the railroads in reorganization to begin negotiations over new collective-bargaining agreements. There was, however, no assurance that nego-
of the Penn Central six years earlier, identified the solution of the crew consist problem as a major negotiating goal. Its specific financial goal was to save $500 million in labor costs in the subsequent five years.\textsuperscript{307} This $500 million figure reflected Conrail's assumption that resolution of the crew consist problem and the attainment of other bargaining objectives could be achieved promptly.\textsuperscript{308} There seemed to be grounds for optimism on this score because in 1978 Conrail succeeded in negotiating a crew consist agreement with the United Transportation Union (UTU) providing for the reduction of train crew size through attrition as a precondition for payment of wage increases agreed to by other carriers.\textsuperscript{309}

Unfortunately for Conrail's plan to reduce labor costs, implementation of this new Conrail crew consist agreement and of the 1972

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{307} CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION, SUMMARY OF BUSINESS PLAN, Jan. 1, 1978 to Dec. 31, 1982 12 (Feb. 1978).
  \item \textsuperscript{308} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{309} CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION, 1979 ANNUAL REPORT 8-9 (1980). On August 30, 1978, Conrail signed an agreement with a majority of the UTU general chairmen representing its trainmen. Maloof v. United Transp. Union, No. 78-3793, slip op. at 14-15 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 27, 1980). The August 30 agreement provided for the payment by Conrail of wage and benefit increases that had been agreed to by the National Railway Labor Conference and the UTU. \textit{Id.} at 37-41. The agreement was applicable to most of the major railroads. In exchange, the general chairmen agreed to a crew size reduction and to binding arbitration of remaining unresolved issues. \textit{Id.} at 37. On September 8, 1978, a detailed crew consist agreement was signed by Conrail and a majority of the UTU general chairmen in order to implement that element of the August 30 agreement. \textit{See id.} at 42.
  \item The September 8 agreement provided for the eventual elimination through attrition of one brakeman from each train crew, leaving one conductor and one brakeman. Trainmen holding seniority on the date of the agreement ("protected trainmen") were entitled to continue to bid for second brakemen positions, so that attrition would result in smaller crews through a gradual decrease in the size of the class eligible to demand second brakemen's jobs. \textit{Id.} at 52-54. Protected trainmen also were to share in the savings resulting from the crew size reduction through payments by Conrail into an employee trust fund. \textit{Id.} at 54. A trust fund agreement was subsequently signed on February 25, 1980, and an arbitration award was entered on June 30, 1981. The combination of the August 30 and September 8 trust fund agreements with the award of Arbitration Board No. 385, resolved all of the issues between Conrail and the UTU represented employees covered by the agreements.
  \item For an explanation of the impact of a court decision partially invalidating the August 30 and September 8 agreements, see note 312 \textit{infra}.
\end{itemize}
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Firemen Manning Agreement\textsuperscript{310} was inhibited by declining traffic.\textsuperscript{311} In addition, Conrail became ensnared in unsuccessful litigation over
\footnotesize{310. For a discussion of the Firemen Manning Agreement, see notes 86-87 and accompanying text supra.}
\footnotesize{311. Declining traffic causes the number of crews to decrease. Fewer crews means fewer opportunities for protected trainmen to bid for second brakemen positions and for protected engine service personnel to bid for fireman positions. For any particular number of protected trainmen or engine service personnel, the end result is a higher proportion of firemen or second brakemen positions that will be occupied through the exercise of seniority under the crew consist or firemen manning agreements. In more rigorous terms, the process can be expressed mathematically. Suppose, for example, that a railroad operates an average of 3000 crews per day, or 1.09 million crews per year, and that trainmen work an average of 225 days per year. A pool of approximately 15,000 trainmen would be required to fill one conductor and two brakemen positions on all the crews. If the railroad enters into a crew consist agreement similar to Conrail's 1978 agreement with the UTU, the pool of 15,000 trainmen will be "protected", or entitled to exercise seniority to second brakeman positions. However, seniority may not be exercised to a second brakeman's position if the railroad requires the employee to work on a conductor or first brakeman job. This is called a "force assignment" rule, and was included in Conrail's 1978 agreement with UTU.

If attrition among protected trainmen is \textit{a} on an annual basis, the number of protected trainmen in year \textit{t} is:
\[ P = P_o (1-a)^t \]
where \( P_o = 15,000 \)

If traffic declines at rate \textit{b}, the number of crews operated in year \textit{t} will be:
\[ C = C_o (1-b)^t \]
where \( C_o = 1.09 \) million

The number of conductor and first brakeman jobs in year \textit{t} is twice the number of crews. Because of the force assignment rule, the number of protected trainmen exercising seniority to second brakeman positions in year \textit{t} (based upon 225 working days) will be:
\[ Z(t) = 225P_o (1-a)^t - 2C_o (1-b)^t \]

The percentage of crews operated with second brakemen will be:
\[ Y(t) = \frac{Z(t)}{C_o (1-b)^t} = \frac{225P_o}{C_o} \left( \frac{1-a}{1-b} \right)^t - 2 \]
\[ = 3 \left( \frac{1-a}{1-b} \right)^t - 2 \]

If attrition is 6\% (\textit{a}=0.06) and traffic is constant (\textit{b}=0.0), approximately 20\% of the crews will be operating with a second brakeman in the fifth year of the agreement. On the other hand, if traffic declines at 3\% per year (\textit{b}=0.03) and attrition is 6\% (\textit{a}=0.06), 56\% of the crews will be operating with a second brakeman in the fifth year.

Attrition can be accelerated by separating protected trainmen in exchange for a lump sum payment. For example, if "\textit{d}" protected trainmen are separated at the beginning of the hypothetical crew consist agreement, and the crew consist agreement otherwise remains in force, the percentage of crews operating with a second brakeman in year \textit{t} becomes:
the validity of the crew consist agreement. By the end of 1980, therefore, Conrail's ratio of labor costs to revenue was significantly higher than that of other railroads. One reason for this was that the

\[
Y(t) = \frac{225(P_o - d) (1-a)^t - 2C_o (1-b)^t}{C_o (1-b)^t}
\]

If normal attrition is 6% and traffic declines by 3% and 2500 protected trainmen are separated, approximately 12% of the crews will be operating with second brakemen in the fifth year of the agreement.

If, in addition, the railroad is entitled to eliminate completely one second brakeman's job for each trainman separated, the percentage of crews operating with a second brakeman in year \(t\) would be:

\[
Y(t) = \frac{225 (P_o - d) (1-a)^t - 2C_o (1-b)^t - 365d}{C_o (1-b)^t}
\]

If 2500 trainmen were separated and 2500 second brakeman jobs were eliminated at the beginning of the agreement, no crews would be operating with a second brakeman in the fifth year of the agreement. This assumes, of course, the same 6% and 3% rates of attrition and traffic decline. Equally important, only 15% of the crews will be operating with a second brakeman in the first year, compared with 44% in the first year if 2500 trainmen were separated, but no positions were eliminated.

312. See, e.g., Maloof v. United Transp. Union, No. 78-3793 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 27, 1980). In Maloof, the court held that Conrail's August 30, and September 8, 1978 wage, crew consist, and arbitration agreements were invalid as to four UTU general committees, whose chairman had not signed the agreements. Id. at 76, 88. The agreements were held valid as to employees within the jurisdictions of seven other signatory general committees. Id. at 74-76. By February 1981, Conrail had concluded agreements with all of the nonsignatory general committees, which were substantially identical to the August 30 and September 8, 1978 agreements. These four agreements, negotiated pursuant to the Maloof court's order, each provided that

[In reaching this agreement, both parties recognize fully their obligations under section 504(d) of the Regional Rail Reorganization Act, as amended, and acknowledge that section requires system wide negotiations in the future, aimed at reaching a simple agreement for the entire craft or class of trainmen, as a single bargaining unit.]

Id. at 90-91. In a recent case involving some of the same legal issues but different facts, another district court sustained an agreement between the UTU and the Boston & Maine Railroad to arbitrate the crew consist dispute, and similarly upheld the resulting arbitration award. See Lenfest v. Boston & M. R.R., 537 F. Supp. 324 (D. Mass. 1982). The court held that the union was authorized to execute the agreement to arbitrate, that the union did not breach its duty of fair representation, and that the affected UTU General Committee ratified the agreement to arbitrate after the fact. Id. at 334-36. Independently, the court found that acceptance of the pay increases provided for by the arbitration award estopped the plaintiffs from attacking the award. Id. at 338.

While the differing facts in the Lenfest case make it difficult to distinguish the legal reasoning of Maloof on the authority and ratification issues, the outcome on the estoppel theory certainly is different in the two cases. Compare id. at 338 with No. 78-3793, slip op. at 89-91 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 27, 1980).

313. Labor Report, supra note 302, at 1.
average size of its crews had increased rather than decreased. Consequently, the “solution” to the labor cost problem sought by the Penn Central trustees and pursued by Conrail was far from realization.

c. Bargaining Structure Problem

A third element of the labor cost crisis was Conrail's bargaining structure. The fragmented bargaining structure under which Conrail was forced to negotiate with the rail unions made Conrail's efforts to reduce labor costs even more difficult than that of its predecessors. The 1973 Act had required Conrail to assume the collective bargaining agreements that were in force on the bankrupts. At the same time, it obligated Conrail and the labor organizations to begin negotiations over new agreements to replace the separate agreements which the bankrupt railroads had negotiated with their employees. The 1973 Act however, contained no mechanism for forcing resolution of these negotiations. There were some advantages to this situation which Conrail was able to exploit. For example, by bargaining separately from the rest of the industry, Conrail was able to use the 1978 National Wage Agreement as a lever to force most of its labor organizations to conclude new comprehensive agreements. It, nonetheless, was still plagued by uncertainty over its legal right to require negotiations on a system-wide basis for each craft or class, primarily because of the litigation over the crew consist agreement. The Staggers Act finally resolved the negotiations problem by providing for systemwide negotiations of any collective bargaining agreement. In so doing, it expressly overturned a Pennsylvania Federal

315. For a discussion of attempt by the Penn Central and its trustees to solve the crew consist problem, see notes 105-09 and accompanying text supra.
318. For a discussion of the limitations of § 504(d) of the 1973 Act, see note 306 supra.
319. See Maloof v. United Transp. Union, No. 78-3793, slip op. at 38. The pace of negotiations under § 504(d), which the author observed, accelerated once a national wage settlement had been reached in the summer of 1978. Conrail steadfastly refused to grant a wage increase to any labor organization until that organization had concluded a § 504(d) agreement.
320. For a discussion of this crew consist litigation, see note 312 supra.
321. Staggers Rail Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 94-448, § 506, 94 Stat. 1956 (amending 45 U.S.C. § 774(d) (1976)) (repealed 1981). Section 504(d) of the 1973 Act was amended to make it clear that a “single collective bargaining agreement” was to be negotiated with each craft or class of Conrail employees and to require that
District Court which had found portions of the crew consist agreement invalid. Nevertheless, by the end of the fifth year of its operations, Conrail was still far from realizing its goal of saving $500 million in labor costs. It was also far from achieving the substantial reduction in labor intensity that the Penn Central trustees had identified as necessary, but which both the 1976 Act and the Final System Plan had neglected.

IV. The Evolution of NERSA

A. Planning the Future of Conrail

The Staggers Act required Conrail, USRA, and DOT to submit reports to Congress by April 1, 1981 concerning recommendations on the future of Conrail. The USRA and Conrail reports were specifically to consider three policy options: 1) the discontinuation of federal funding, 2) the continued funding of Conrail as it was then structured, and 3) “future Federal funding [of Conrail] to the extent neces-

“[n]egotiations with respect to such single collective bargaining agreement, and any successor thereto, shall be conducted systemwide.” Id. This provision was retained by NERSA, which added a new § 708 to the 1973 Act. See NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1143(a), 95 Stat. 643, 665-66 (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 797g(a)).

322. See Maloof v. United Transp. Union, No. 78-3793 (E.D. Pa. Mar. 27, 1980). For a discussion of Maloof, see note 312 supra. The legislative history of § 506 makes it clear that the intent was to overrule the Maloof case and to solve one of the most difficult bargaining structure issues facing Conrail. H.R. REP. NO. 1430, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 134-35, reprinted in 1980 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 4166-67. The conference report was critical of the Maloof decision:

[R]evocation of the detailed and comprehensive Crew Consist Agreement, on the strength of findings by a Magistrate, not only denies its benefits to a large number of United Transportation Union members but wipes out needed savings for Conrail. . . . The Conference substitute follows the Senate bill, with a clarifying sentence added to ensure that such a single collective bargaining agreement is negotiated systemwide. This follows the historical policy of the National Mediation Board that crafts or classes are to be certified systemwide, and negotiations conducted on a similar basis.

This section will make it absolutely clear that the intent of Congress was in 1973, has remained, and is today that Conrail is entitled to a single collective bargaining agreement with each craft or class of workers. The Magistrate's opinion was premised on what he described as an ambiguous phrase in the existing statutory language. This section should make it clear that the intent of Congress is that Conrail is entitled to a single agreement for each class and craft.

Id.

323. For a discussion of the Penn Central Trustees’ concern about labor cost intensity, see notes 104 & 116 and accompanying text supra. For a discussion of the USRA’s failure to address the problem when formulating the Final System Plan, see notes 177-80 and accompanying text supra.

sary to preserve rail service in the region which can be self-supporting, without undue interim disruption of operations which will be maintained.\(^{325}\)

The USRA submitted its preliminary report on December 17, 1980.\(^{326}\) The report contained no recommendations; instead, it presented results of a simulation model that indicated that even with an additional $1.5 to $2.1 billion in federal funding over the next five years, Conrail would still not be financially self-sustaining.\(^{327}\) In its concluding chapter, the USRA questioned whether the need for Conrail is “as great now as it was perceived to be in 1974.”\(^{328}\)

The departing Carter Administration, with its budget for Fiscal Year 1982, took the position that further funding for Conrail beyond the amount authorized in the Staggers Act would be forthcoming only if Conrail’s beneficiaries (states, localities, and labor) shared the federal government’s burden of sustaining Conrail commencing January 1981.\(^{329}\) The Reagan Administration proposed more draconian measures for Conrail. In its proposals for modifications of the Carter Budget,\(^{330}\) the Reagan Administration proposed elimination of federal subsidies for Conrail.\(^{331}\) Specifically, the proposal stated:

No funding will be provided to aid Conrail beyond 1982. The original intent of the law leading to Conrail’s formation in 1976 was that it become a self-sufficient corporation; this policy change will require Conrail to attain that goal more quickly. Major reform of Conrail, including (a) substantial track abandonment, (b) reduction in Conrail’s workforce and changes in work rules, and (c) State and/or local sup-

\(^{325}\) \textit{Id.} \S 703(b)(1)(A)-(C) (45 U.S.C.A. \S 747 note (West Supp. 1982)). The same subsection required the Secretary of Transportation to submit recommendations to Congress with respect to the future structure and operations of the Corporation by April 1, 1981. \textit{Id.} \S 703(b)(8) (45 U.S.C.A. \S 747 note (West Supp. 1982)). The ICC and the Secretary of Transportation were required to comment on the Conrail and USRA reports by May 1, 1981. \textit{Id.} \S 703(b)(7)(g) (45 U.S.C.A. \S 747 note (West Supp. 1982)). In addition, Conrail was required to submit, by March 15, 1981, an “analysis of the effects upon [Conrail] and its employees of alternative changes in labor agreements and related operational changes.” \textit{Id.} \S 703(c) (45 U.S.C.A. \S 747 note (West Supp. 1982)).

\(^{326}\) \textit{United States Railway Association, Federal Funding of Conrail: Rail Service Objectives and Economic Realities} (Dec. 17, 1980).

\(^{327}\) \textit{Id.} at 18-19.

\(^{328}\) \textit{Id.} at 36.


\(^{331}\) \textit{Id.} at 4-39.
port for losing or marginal rail lines is necessary for self-sustaining operations. Without such reform, dismemberment of Conrail through sale of its lines to other railroads may become a necessity.\(^{332}\)

In response to this threat, Conrail began to set the political stage for "reform."\(^{333}\) In its labor report to Congress on March 15, 1981, Conrail emphasized that it could not be made self-sufficient unless the proportion of its revenues paid out in labor costs was ultimately reduced to a level typical of that of other railroads.\(^{334}\) Conrail’s report noted that its current labor cost ratio was fifty-six percent, compared to an average industry ratio, excluding Conrail, of approximately forty-eight percent. The difference resulted in more than $300 million in additional annual labor expenses for Conrail.\(^{335}\) The report concluded that Conrail’s labor cost ratio could be reduced only if 1) the 1981 round of collective bargaining negotiations resulted in contributions of at least $200 million per year, 2) the savings permitted by existing productivity agreements dealing with firemen manning and crew consist were accelerated, and 3) Conrail were shielded from employee protection costs.\(^{336}\)

More specifically, the Conrail report proposed that the federal government assume total responsibility for employee protection payments. In addition, Conrail recommended appropriation of funds authorized by the Staggers Act for separation payments to firemen and brakemen in order to accelerate the benefits of the Firemen Manning and Crew Consist Agreements.\(^{337}\) Most ambitiously, the Conrail proposed that the 1981 negotiations aim for labor cost savings of $200 million per year "through wage constraints which would be replaced over time with a negotiated package of work rule changes and other concessions having a comparable value."\(^{338}\)

\(^{332}\) Id.
\(^{333}\) See generally Labor Report, supra note 302.
\(^{334}\) Id. at 1.
\(^{335}\) Id.
\(^{336}\) Id. at 2.
\(^{337}\) Id. at 8-10.
\(^{338}\) Id. at 6. The report concluded that an explicit legislative or administrative requirement that the contributions be negotiated was needed to ensure that the necessary contributions were made. This would be accomplished by prohibiting wage increases to employees represented by any labor organization until that organization had negotiated the necessary agreement, by permitting a strike of significant duration, or by direct substantive determination of the components of a contribution package for any union unwilling to agree at the bargaining table. Id. at 6-7.

The author was the principal draftsman of the March 15 Labor Report. The report’s content and tone were intended to establish a clear and relatively inflexible goal for labor cost savings, while suggesting alternative ways of achieving the goal.
In a subsequent report, Conrail emphasized that "even with the most stringent internal cost-saving measures . . . [it is not] possible to operate a conventional railroad with Conrail's obligations on a self-sustaining basis in Conrail's service area." Consequently, the Conrail report recommended legislative action to modify some of the obligations imposed on it. This legislative action was necessary to enable Conrail to become a "smaller, leaner railroad," to counteract declining business volume, and to assist in negotiating agreements designed to bring about labor savings of $200 million per year. In addition, legislation was needed to require the federal government to assume employee protection obligations imposed by the 1973 Act, relieve Conrail of commuter service operating responsibilities, and relieve Conrail of its debt to the federal government through capital restructuring.

In a major departure from the earlier views of the Penn Central trustees, the Conrail report concluded that large-scale line abandonments would not make a major contribution toward Conrail's self-sufficiency. Conrail's conclusion was based upon an extensive analysis of its lines which suggested that unprofitable lines and traffic were so broadly dispersed that attempts to solve Conrail's problems through drastic network rationalization were more likely to impair the railroad's financial performance than to improve it.

Finally, Conrail explored the viability of transferring some or all of its properties to other railroads. It concluded that a partial transfer which would allow other railroads to pick the most attractive Conrail properties would result in a residual group of disconnected lines that could not be operated as a system and would generally not be self-sustaining on an individual basis. This would leave the federal government with no reasonable option but termination of service on the unacquired lines. In addition, the Conrail report observed that

The report particularly sought to avoid making detailed substantive negotiating proposals, which would not be readily understandable by Congress and the public. Simplicity, it was felt, would enhance the acceptability of Conrail's position.

339. Consolidated Rail Corporation, Options for Conrail, Executive Summary (Apr. 1, 1981) [hereinafter cited as Executive Summary].
340. Id. at 3.
341. Id. at 3, 4.
342. Statement of the Penn Central Trustees, supra note 1, at 16-17, reprinted in Hearings at 581-82. For a general discussion of the Penn Central trustee's views, see text accompanying note 207 supra.
344. Id.
345. Id. at 32.
346. Id.
the actions that were likely to induce other railroads to acquire large portions of Conrail's system were precisely the major changes that were necessary for Conrail's attainment of self-sufficiency, specifically, reduction of labor costs, freedom from labor protection obligations, elimination of commuter passenger service responsibilities, and amelioration of its debt burden.\footnote{347. Id. at 33.}

The USRA in its April 1, 1981 report, asserted that Conrail could become viable and forego the need for further federal funding by fiscal year 1983 through better management of its expenses, deregulation, concessions by labor, and exploitation of the marketing flexibility provided by the Staggers Rail Act.\footnote{348. UNITED STATES RAILWAY ASSOCIATION, CONRAIL AT THE CROSSROADS: THE FUTURE OF RAIL SERVICE IN THE NORTHEAST 79 (Apr. 1981).} The USRA recommended a two-year transition period during which Conrail would be required to achieve substantial visible progress in order to prevent the dissolution of the railroad.\footnote{349. Id. at 77.} In any event, in the USRA's opinion a detailed alternative plan was needed to guarantee an orderly succession should Conrail fail to meet these objectives.\footnote{350. Id. at 77-78.}

As prerequisites for the continuation of Conrail, the USRA recommended several ways to achieve an early reduction in costs: significant concessions by labor; removal of labor protection obligations from Conrail; and transfer of responsibility for passenger operations from Conrail to another entity or to local authorities.\footnote{351. Id. at 79.}

In contrast to the cautiously optimistic USRA report, the DOT, in its March 31, 1981 report, concluded that any independent Conrail organization, no matter how its operations might be economized, would continue to be a marginal, government-owned, northeast operation that consumed hundreds of million of federal dollars.\footnote{352. FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NORTHEAST RAIL SERVICE 2 (Mar. 31, 1981) [hereinafter cited as DOT REPORT].} If labor concessions and other economies could not be achieved by Conrail and USRA, DOT projected that the continuation of Conrail would cost the Federal Treasury $4 billion by 1985.\footnote{353. Id.} Rather than continuing Conrail, DOT proposed legislative action to reform the required labor protection payments and transfer commuter opera-
tions to state and local authorities.\textsuperscript{354} Thereafter, DOT proposed that Conrail's physical plant should be integrated into the national railroad system by transferring major portions of Conrail's lines to other railroads.\textsuperscript{355}

The DOT report analyzed Conrail's report as well as USRA's April 1 report.\textsuperscript{356} DOT concluded that neither report constituted an acceptable basis for further commitment of public funds to Conrail\textsuperscript{357} because both plans required "achievement of ambitious programs involving unprecedented changes in labor agreements, reversal of long-term traffic trends, and achievement of operating efficiencies that could be beyond the reach of Conrail's management."\textsuperscript{358} According to the DOT, the probability of Conrail's achieving such goals was not promising.\textsuperscript{359} The DOT was concerned that even if the Conrail and USRA savings projections could be realized, "the result would be a financially marginal railroad not strong enough to survive subsequent economic downturns and unable to sustain itself without Government assistance over the long term."\textsuperscript{360}

The three reports conflicted on whether Conrail should be given another infusion of federal funds and afforded another opportunity to become viable. All three reports agreed, however, on the need for legislative initiatives that would transfer the responsibility for labor protection to the federal government, divest Conrail of commuter service obligations, and lead to labor savings.\textsuperscript{361} This agreement pro-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{354} Id. at 1-2.
\item \textsuperscript{355} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{356} Id. at III-1.
\item \textsuperscript{357} Id. at III-1.
\item \textsuperscript{358} Id. at III-7.
\item \textsuperscript{359} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{360} Id. Such a perpetually marginal system, in DOT's opinion, would be unable to be a part of the dynamics of the railroad industry. Id. Without sufficient earnings to attract merger partners and insufficient financial strength to purchase other railroads or lines, Conrail could not effectively exploit the single-line, shipper-oriented service packages which would be necessary for long term viability in the rail system. Id.
\item \textsuperscript{361} See generally notes 336-60 and accompanying text supra. At about the same time that these reports were submitted, the commuter authorities expressed their positions in congressional testimony. See Conrail Reauthorization, 1981: Hearings before the Subcomm. on Surface Transportation of the Senate Comm. on Commerce Science and Transportation, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 106-11 (1981) [hereinafter cited as NERSA Senate Hearings] (testimony of Louis J. Gambaccini, N.J. Comm'r of Transp. and Chairman, N.J. Transit Corp.). They questioned whether relieving Conrail of the obligation to provide commuter service was essential to Conrail's future financial health. Id. at 108. In the event responsibility was to be transferred, however, the commuter authorities proposed creation of a new corporation to provide service under contract with the authorities. Id. at 109-10. Such a corporation was established in the resulting legislation, though not exactly in the form proposed by the authorities.
\end{itemize}
vided a foundation for congressional debate.

Even before the April 1 reports were submitted, private groups with an interest in Conrail were expressing similar views. During Senate hearings in late March, shipper representatives, who favored continuation of a restructured Conrail, recommended removing the labor protection burden from Conrail and creating mechanisms for transfer of Conrail lines.362 Rail labor criticized Conrail for asking the government to intervene on the issues of labor protection and collective bargaining363 over labor costs, but hinted that concessions such as wage deferrals might be considered in the appropriate labor-management forum.364 One local union representative suggested a wage freeze, a change in work rules, and the elimination of the responsibility for commuter service.365 Rail labor made no suggestions regarding labor protection except to note that the Staggers Act changes366 in the benefit formulas had reduced claims significantly.367

On the thorny passenger service issue, some commuter authorities accepted the need for a transfer of commuter operating responsibility from Conrail,368 but others wanted to retain Conrail as the operator of commuter lines through achievement of major changes in the labor agreements.369

B. Draft Bills

1. The Department of Transportation Proposal

Shortly after April 1, both Conrail and DOT informally submitted draft legislative proposals to each other and to congressional committee staffs. The DOT "Rail Service Transfer" draft bill would have relieved Conrail of the obligation to operate commuter service one

362. See id. at 119-25 (testimony of E. Kennedy Bowers, Chairman, Railway Facilities Commission, National Industries Traffic League; Thomas T. Church, Vice President, Transportation, Bethlehem Steel Corp.).

363. Id. at 50. (testimony of Fred J. Kroll, Chairman, Railway Labor Executives Association).

364. Id. at 56, 79 (testimony of Fred A. Hardin, President, United Transportation Union; Fred J. Kroll, Chairman, Railway Labor Executives Association).

365. Id. at 166 (testimony of William Svendlin, Legislative Representative, Brotherhood of Railway, Airline and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express and Station Employees).

366. For a discussion of the Staggers Act changes in benefit formulas, see note 300 and accompanying text supra.

367. NERSA Senate Hearings, supra note 361, at 45 (statement of Fred A. Hardin, President, United Transportation Union).

368. Id. at 109 (testimony of Louis J. Gambaccini, New Jersey Commissioner of Transportation and Chairman, New Jersey Transit Corp.).

369. Id. at 158 (statement of Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority).
year after its effective date, by transferring this responsibility to commuter authorities.370 The DOT favored the splitting up of Conrail, and accordingly recommended that Conrail freight rail properties be transferred to “financially responsible” persons by the Secretary of the Treasury.371 The bill authorized the Secretary to permit the discontinuation of service on lines, and, in addition, to promote the formation of necessary terminal operations which were to be supported by connecting railroads.372 Those lines on which service was to be discontinued could be transferred to entities designated by the states, in which case the transferee would not have common carrier status.373 The draft bill provided for transfer of commuter employees to new operators, expressly subjecting the new operators to the collective bargaining agreements that were in effect on the transferee railroads.374 If the transferee railroad had no collective bargaining agreement, then the new operators would be subject to the Railway Labor Act.375 According to this draft bill, the transferee railroads would be able to determine the number of Conrail employees to be transferred with the properties.376 Finally, the bill would have repealed the Title V employee protection provisions of the 1973 Act. It would nonetheless have authorized lump-sum separation payments to employees deprived of employment in connection with the transfer of rail operations from Conrail.377

2. The Conrail Proposal

The Conrail draft bill provided for additional federal funds for Conrail, and mandated legal and economic changes to enhance the prospects of Conrail’s viability. The bill would have relieved Conrail of the obligation of operating commuter passenger service within 180 days of its enactment, permitting commuter authorities to designate themselves or some other entity as replacement operators.378 The bill also would have required Conrail and the labor organizations to reach collective bargaining agreements that would result in reduced

371. Id. § 201(a).
372. Id. § 201.
373. Id. § 205.
374. Id. § 403.
375. Id.
376. Id. § 402.
377. Id. §§ 301, 308.
labor expenses. Until such agreements were negotiated, wages would be frozen. In addition, the bill transferred responsibility for labor protection to the federal government, and required state and local governments to contribute $50 million in the aggregate per year for five years. Finally, it permitted the Secretary of Transportation to determine annually whether Conrail would require federal funding substantially in excess of the total amounts authorized. If the Secretary determined that additional funds would be required, the draft bill authorized him to sell Conrail's properties according to a specified procedure.

C. The May 5 Labor Agreement

Shortly after Conrail filed its March 15, 1981 labor report, it began negotiations with a committee of labor organizations representing its employees. Conrail proposed a five-year agreement, providing for $200 million annually in wage concessions. These concessions were to be achieved through a variable delay in Conrail's implementation of wage increases provided for in the industry agreement. Any resulting differentials between Conrail wage levels and industry wages were to be narrowed on a craft-by-craft basis as work rule changes were negotiated. The labor representatives objected, claiming that the five-year term was unprecedented, that the pay differential formula was too complex, and that the craft-by-craft wage/work rule tradeoff was impracticable in view of historical wage relationships among crafts and the substantial disparity in the value of work rule changes sought from different organizations.

On April 24 and 28, 1981, Conrail, union negotiators, and the staff of the House Subcommittee on Tourism and Labor engaged in discussions. The union negotiators made it clear that their overriding objective was to forestall the Reagan Administration's proposed liquidation of Conrail. The House staff warned, however, that the only hope of preserving Conrail was to build political support in the House by negotiating a labor agreement that satisfied the requirements set forth in the bill.

379. *Id.* § 202(a)(1)(b).
380. *Id.* § 203.
381. *Id.* § 301(b).
382. *Id.* § 401(a).
383. *Id.* § 501(a).
384. *Id.* §§ 501-505.
385. For a discussion of this report, see notes 333-38 and accompanying text supra.
386. The author participated in these negotiations. The following characterizations of the negotiating process are drawn from the author's recollections and contemporaneous notes.
forth in Conrail's March 15 labor report. To achieve the desired effect, such an agreement would have to be negotiated before House action commenced on the Conrail legislation.

After renewed bargaining, Conrail and members of a committee representing twelve of Conrail's fifteen labor organizations signed a three-year agreement on May 5, 1981 which was subject to ratification by their individual organizations. The agreement established a twelve-percentage-point differential between Conrail wages and industry wages by withholding wage increases until the differential was established. According to a fact sheet prepared by Conrail and distributed to the union committee, the differential would result in average savings of $200 million per year for its duration.

Equally important as the agreement's substantive treatment of wage concessions and work rule issues was its resolution of the troublesome bargaining structure issues that had impeded Conrail's labor negotiations during its first five years. The agreement contained a procedure, tied to the Railway Labor Act, that would channel all work rule proposals into a single set of negotiations. Any work rule issues which were not resolved in these negotiations would be the subject of a factfinding report that would be released shortly before the agreement expired. Thus, fragmented bargaining over discrete issues was to be prevented.

D. The Senate Proposal

On May 4, 1981, Senator Packwood introduced in the Senate a bill that reflected the Reagan Administration's position. The proposed bill would have relieved Conrail of any obligation to operate commuter service beginning one year after the bill's enactment. At that time, responsibility for providing commuter service would be transferred either to Amtrak or to other commuter authorities.

388. Id. at 109.
389. Id. at 132.
390. For a discussion of the history of this problem, see notes 316-23 and accompanying text supra.
392. Id.
394. Id. §§ 201, 202. Within eight months after the bill's enactment, commuter authorities or regional transportation authorities for areas outside the northeast corridor were required to complete transfer agreements with Conrail. Id. § 202(a). These agreements were to specify the service responsibilities to be transferred and the rail properties to be conveyed. Within ten months after the bill's enactment, Conrail and Amtrak were to formulate an agreement on the terms for transfer of the balance of Conrail's commuter services and related properties in the northeast corridor. Id.
Conrail's commuter employees were likewise to be transferred to these other authorities with their collective bargaining agreements intact. The collective bargaining agreements, however, could be changed if the new operators followed the procedures outlined in the Railway Labor Act.

Senator Packwood's bill also would have required the Secretary of Transportation to initiate negotiations for transfer of Conrail's freight service responsibilities. The transferees of the freight service were required to determine the number of Conrail employees whose continued employment was necessary for operation of the freight service. After making this determination, they had to offer employment to those employees.

\[\text{\S}\ 202(b)\]. These transfers were also to occur within the one year period provided in \[\text{\S}\ 201\]. If Conrail and Amtrak could not reach an agreement within ten months, the Secretary of Transportation was given the authority to determine the rail properties that were to be transferred to Amtrak as well as the terms and conditions of the transfer.

Amtrak was required to operate the service for commuter authorities if those authorities so requested and if they reimbursed Amtrak for fully allocated costs. If Amtrak and the commuter authority were unable to reach an agreement, either party had the right to petition the ICC to establish the terms and conditions for operating the commuter service.

Commuter authorities, but not Amtrak, could determine the number of employees that were to be transferred. Amtrak was required to operate the service for commuter authorities if those authorities so requested and if they reimbursed Amtrak for fully allocated costs. If Amtrak and the commuter authority were unable to reach an agreement, either party had the right to petition the ICC to establish the terms and conditions for operating the commuter service. The ICC also had authority to establish the just and reasonable terms for operation of the commuter service.

\[\text{\S}\ 251(a)\]. Lines that were not transferred under these agreements could be transferred to an entity designated by an affected state or shipper for continued operation without common carrier obligations.

\[\text{\S}\ 452(a)(1), (b)(1)\]. These employees were to be covered by collective agreements already in effect as to the transferee, or, in the absence of such agreements, under terms prescribed by the transferee, pending negotiations.

This provision would have avoided the problem that developed in the Chessie and Southern negotiations under the Final System Plan. For a discussion of the negotiations with the Chessie, see notes 195-96 and accompanying text supra. Under the Packwood bill the Secretary was required to impose protective conditions for transferred employees and for adversely affected transferee employees unless other protective arrangements were negotiated.

Although this bill would have repealed Title V, it also provided for allowances of up to $30,000 to Conrail employees deprived of employment because of the transfer of freight or commuter service, except for those commuter employees refusing transfer to the new operators. The bill also provided that employees who were deprived of employment should be given priority for rehiring by other railroads. Any employee who incurred moving expenses after rehiring by another railroad within 3 years of the transfer date was also entitled to compensation for these expenses. To finance these new employee protection benefits, the bill authorized $400 million.

The bill also broadened the jurisdiction of the Special Court established by the 1973 Act to include all cases involving enforcement, operation or interpretation of the Act. Conrail and its successors were given the flexibility to revise divisions and joint rates for a period not to exceed two years.
The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation ordered the bill to be reported on May 15, 1981 without significant change. Subsequently, the Committee and the Secretary of Transportation agreed to certain changes in the bill, which was later incorporated into an omnibus budget bill and therefore did not receive a separate vote on the Senate floor.

E. House Proposal

A bill much more favorable to the continued existence of Conrail as an entity was introduced in the House of Representatives. After extensive informal discussions with committee staff and interested parties, Representative Florio introduced a bill on May 12, 1981. This proposal provided for the initial transfer of commuter services to a new subsidiary of Conrail 210 days after enactment, and subsequently to a new subsidiary of Amtrak 540 days after enactment.

bill did not authorize any additional funds for Conrail, it did provide for $50 million to facilitate the transfer of commuter services. Id. § 204(c).


400. Id. Senator Packwood’s bill was incorporated into Senate Bill 1377, with certain changes. S. REP. No. 139, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981). For a discussion of the novel approach that was taken in enacting NERSA as part of a Budget Reconciliation Act, see note 426 infra.


402. Id. § 301. Section 301 proposed to amend the 1973 Act by adding Title IV—Conrail Commuter Corporation. Id.

This bill proposed creation of a new subsidiary, known as the Conrail Commuter Corporation (CCC), which would be authorized to issue common stock as well as to borrow any amount up to $50 million. Id. § 301 (proposing to add § 404(b) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973). These loans were to be guaranteed by the Secretary of Transportation under the 1976 Act, and were to be used to cover operating expenses prior to reimbursement by the commuter agencies and possible delays in such reimbursement. Id.

403. Id. § 305. Section 305 sought to amend Title IV of the Rail Passenger Service Act by adding a new Title V. Id. (proposing to amend 45 U.S.C. §§ 501-645 (1976)). Section 305(a) of the Florio Bill was combined with portions of Senate Bill 1377 and the original Packwood Bill (S. 1100) to form § 1137 (Establishment of Amtrak Commuter) of NERSA. See CONFERENCE REP. OF THE OMNIBUS RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1981, H.R. REP. No. 208, 97th Cong., 1st Sess., 127 CONG. REC. S9035, S9056-57 (1981).

Commuter authorities desiring to operate service themselves could take over directly from the Conrail subsidiary, but, if they so elected, the Amtrak subsidiary was required to provide service so long as it was reimbursed for the difference between revenues and avoidable costs. Conrail was relieved of all obligations to operate commuter service 540 days after enactment. Employee representatives were to negotiate implementing agreements with the new Conrail subsidiary to provide for the transfer of commuter service employees. The decision of a neutral referee was to conclude such agreements if necessary. New collective agreements to cover commuter employees also were to be negotiated with a wage freeze imposed until such agreements were reached. If a new collective bargaining agreement between the Conrail subsidiary and employee representatives of the transferred commuter employees was not com-
The Florio bill authorized $500 million for additional investment in Conrail, but funds could flow only if certain conditions were met, including the negotiation of $200 million per year in labor savings agreements covering five years and the availability of $40 million per year in contributions from state and local governments.

The bill sought to repeal Title V and add a new Title VII to the 1973 Act which would have authorized new labor protection funds, as well as a program to separate excess firemen and brakemen. By completed within 240 days from the effective date of the Act, then the agreement in existence at such time would control.

A similar negotiating procedure was required with respect to the transfer of employees from the Conrail subsidiary to the Amtrak subsidiary. In addition, within 330 days of enactment a factfinding panel was to be established to report on desirable work rule changes for the Amtrak subsidiary. H.R. 3559, §§ 301, 305, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (proposing to add § 505 to the Rail Passenger Service Act and §§ 406(a), 406(b)(5), 407(c), 410(a), 411(c), 412(a) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973).

Section 505 of the bill proposed a special two-emergency board procedure to resolve commuter labor disputes, including those involving commuter authorities, the Conrail subsidiary, or the Amtrak subsidiary. If an irresolvable dispute arose between a publicly funded and publicly operated carrier providing rail commuter service and its employees, any party or the Governor of the state in which the service which was the subject of the dispute was operating could request the President, in his discretion, to establish an Emergency Board to investigate and report on the dispute. If no settlement was reached within 120 days, any party to the dispute, or the Governor of the state whose service was affected, could request the President to establish another emergency board. The second emergency board was to receive the final offers of the parties, and then select the most reasonable offer. If either party rejected this final offer and thus caused a strike, sanctions would be imposed against that party. For instance, if the Board selected the final offer of the carrier, and the employees of the carrier continued to engage in a work stoppage, the employees would not be eligible during this period for benefits under the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. On the other hand, if the carrier refused to accept the final offer of the employees selected by the Board, and the employees engaged in a work stoppage, the carrier would be precluded from participating in any benefits arising from any agreements between carriers that were designed to provide benefits to such carrier during any work stoppage.

404. Id. § 201 (proposing to add § 217(n) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973). Although the crux of this section was not adopted into NERSA, certain of the preconditions for investment became "goals" in NERSA. Among the changes was a reduction of $500 million authorized for purchase of securities to $262 million.

405. Id. (proposing to add § 217(c) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973). Under the Florio proposal, the labor agreement was required to include a fact-finding procedure to address work rule issues. The USRA was authorized to increase or decrease, as necessary, the required contributions from employees and others in order to enhance Conrail's prospects for profitability. Employees were to receive shares of a new class of Conrail preferred stock in exchange for their wage concessions. Id. § 201 (proposing to amend the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973 by adding §§ 217(a), 217(c)(6)(B), 217(d)).

406. Id. § 205(a). Section 701 of the new title VII would have required rail labor and the Secretary of Transportation to negotiate an agreement providing for the expenditure of $165 million into new labor protection funds authorized by the bill. The agreement could not require an obligation of more than the amount au-
April 1, 1984, the USRA was required to recapitalize Conrail by converting all debt and equity into common stock if it determined that Conrail could become profitable. The Secretary of Transportation was to submit to Congress, by April 1, 1982, a plan for disposition of the Conrail assets.

The House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce ordered the Florio bill to be reported on June 18, 1981. The committee made significant changes in the original bill, in addition to altering its organization. The Conrail commuter subsidiary was to carry over Conrail labor agreements rather than negotiate new agreements. A new section 308(i) was added, prohibiting spillover of freight strikes into commuter operations, and vice versa. New authorizations for Conrail funding were reduced from $500 million to $375 million. Conrail was exempted from state and local taxation until its stock was sold or its assets were transferred, and the requirement for state and local “contributions” was deleted. Except for the fact that the terms of the new labor protection program were to be negotiated with the Secretary of Labor rather than with the Secretary of Transportation, the original labor protection and firemen and

(continued)
brakemen separation provisions of the Florio bill were left unchanged by the committee.413

The committee did, however, significantly change the original bill's provisions for the sale or transfer of Conrail. The USRA, for instance, was to make a determination as to whether Conrail would become profitable each time federal money was invested.414 If the USRA determined that Conrail would become profitable, the Secretary of Transportation was required to sell Conrail's common stock between July 1, 1982 and December 31, 1983, first offering the stock to Conrail employees.415 The Secretary was permitted to transfer Conrail's assets on a piecemeal basis only if it was determined that Conrail would not become profitable.416 Asset transfer could occur under a plan submitted to the Congress within 180 days after December 31, 1983, unless either house of Congress passed a resolution disapproving the plan.417

The reported bill provided more detail on the transfer of employees to transferee railroads than did the original bill. Transferees were to negotiate implementing agreements with representatives of rail labor. If agreements were not reached, arbitration of the terms of transfer was possible.418 The ICC was to determine the extent of employee protection.419

F. Conference Report

The House and Senate bills were considered as part of a comprehensive budget reconciliation bill under a novel procedure.420 With no floor debate on the specific Conrail provisions, the Senate passed its budget reconciliation bill on June 25, 1981421 and the House passed its version one day later.422

Pressures on the conferees with jurisdiction over the Conrail legislation came from two quarters: the Reagan Administration and rail labor.423 Rail labor was concerned with realizing the benefit of the

413. Id. at 84-86.
414. Id. at 50.
415. Id. at 61.
416. Id. at 62.
417. Id.
418. Id. at 71-81.
419. Id. at 65.
420. For a discussion of this procedure, see note 426 infra.
423. Rail labor encompassed the following labor organizations: The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers; United Transportation Union; Brotherhood of Railway and Airline Clerks; Brotherhood of Railway Car Men; The Brotherhood of
bargain which it believed it had derived from the May 5 Agreement. By entering into the May 5 Agreement, rail labor sought to ensure the continuation of Conrail as an entity in exchange for wage concessions. Labor took the position that the Conrail entity should be protected until the wage concession agreement came to an end on April 1, 1984. Accordingly, rail labor viewed with alarm provisions of the Senate bill that would have permitted transfer of Conrail assets prior to April, 1984.

Labor did not have a clear understanding of the differing impacts that a stock sale and an asset transfer would have on employment levels and labor standards, and accordingly labor representatives generally tended to oppose the sale of Conrail stock at any time within the term of the May 5 Agreement. Although labor representatives were willing to consider the possibility of stock sales, they expressed concern that the Secretary of Transportation might refuse arbitrarily to consummate a stock sale in order to make possible a piecemeal transfer of assets.

In addition, some labor organizations, primarily the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the UTU, were concerned about the manner in which the transfer of employees to new commuter operators would be handled. In particular, they sought to ensure that seniority rights would be preserved in any such transfer. Finally, labor was concerned that the procedure for the negotiation of new collective agreements to cover the new operators of commuter service might adversely affect their interests. Consequently, rail labor sought to compel accommodation of its concerns by threatening to withhold ratification of the May 5 Agreement.

Although this point was rarely discussed, the Reagan Administration was presumably astute enough to realize that a transfer of

424. Most of the facts in this section are based on discussions between the author and the participants. The author was counsel for Conrail throughout the conference period, with specific responsibility for trying to work out language acceptable to both DOT and rail labor.

425. Basically, a stock sale would leave the Conrail corporate entity intact and would have no direct effect on employment levels or labor agreements. An asset transfer, in contrast, would create considerable uncertainty concerning the number of employees that would be transferred with the assets and the labor agreements that would apply to those employees who were transferred. Thus, a stock sale, in concept, was less threatening to labor interests than an asset transfer.
Conrail during a Presidential election year could prove impolitic. The Administration, therefore, was primarily concerned with preserving its ability to effect an early transfer of Conrail to private ownership. The Secretary of Transportation, Andrew Lewis, did not oppose preserving Conrail as an entity by seeking the sale of Conrail stock. Spokesmen for the DOT, however, expressed concern that a sale of stock to persons without sufficient resources to provide for Conrail's future funding requirements ultimately would result in a repeat of the Penn Central bankruptcy experience. Therefore, DOT sought to have discretion to determine whether the terms of a stock sale were acceptable. If a stock sale on acceptable terms could not be arranged, DOT wanted to preserve the option to transfer Conrail assets without undue delay. The Reagan Administration threatened to force accommodation of its concerns by urging the Senate to remove the Conrail provisions from the Senate Reconciliation Bill, thus precluding the authorization of new funding for Conrail.

Conrail had two overriding objectives: 1) the realization of the benefits of the May 5 agreement; and 2) the elimination of the burden of labor protection obligations. Conrail understood the concerns of the rail unions and the Administration and sought to promote a compromise that would be acceptable to each party. Accordingly, Conrail negotiated a resolution of the commuter employee transfer issues which was acceptable to both labor and Amtrak. In addition, Conrail attorneys served as mediators between rail labor and DOT.

On July 16, 1981, representatives of Conrail, rail labor, and DOT met in an effort to achieve a compromise. Although the parties moved much closer together, they did not reach a formal agreement, possibly because labor representatives believed that their interests might be protected better in a struggle between Senate and House conferees than in a compromise with DOT. Consequently, as the compromise discussions continued, Conrail, DOT and rail labor each provided proposals for language changes to the Senate and House staffs. In some instances, the parties agreed upon the proposed language changes, while in others no consensus was reached.

By the end of July, 1981, the rough substance of a solution acceptable to both DOT and rail labor had emerged. A key concept was a requirement that, if the Secretary of Transportation could not sell the Conrail stock on terms acceptable to him, he must offer the stock to Conrail employees. Through this "last resort" employee purchase option, rail labor would have the power to prevent a piecemeal transfer of assets. Additional constraints on the Secretary's discretion during the stock sale procedure were sought by the House staff.
in the form of mandatory involvement by an investment banking firm.

The final language for a conference report was put together by staff late in the evening of July 30 in order to meet the deadlines for floor action set by the Reagan Administration and the congressional leaders who were much more concerned with the general budget policy issues in the comprehensive budget bill than with Conrail. Ultimately, the Senate Republicans abandoned their position on the Conrail legislation so that the overall bill could be enacted. The result of these negotiations, the Northeast Rail Service Act of 1981, (NERSA), was passed by both the House and Senate on July 31,

426. NERSA was contained in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, Pub. L. No. 97-35, 95 Stat. 357 (1981) (to be codified in scattered sections of 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 26, 29, 31, 40, 42, 45, 49, 50 U.S.C.). Consequently, NERSA did not receive independent consideration on the floor of either the House or Senate. Rather, it was combined in a single bill with provisions as diverse as Agriculture, Forestry and Related Programs, International Affairs, and Medicare. This procedure substantially affected the practical political strength of various groups interested in the Conrail legislation, especially rail labor.

The unusual procedure was authorized by § 310 of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-344, 88 Stat. 297, 315 (codified as amended in 31 U.S.C. 1331 (1976)). See S. Rep. No. 139, 97th Cong., 1st Sess., 2-11, reprinted in 1981 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 396, 397-403. Basically, the 1974 Act requires that appropriation bills should not cumulatively exceed a limit established by a series of congressional budget resolutions. If, however, the total appropriations threaten to exceed this ceiling, § 310 provides that congressional committees may submit recommendations to the Budget Committee for reducing spending. The Budget Committee then must assemble these recommendations, without substantive revision, into a single package which will then be considered by the House and Senate respectively. COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET PROCESS: A GENERAL EXPLANATION 12-13 (Comm. Print 1981).

In Conrail's case, the supplemental appropriation proposals for $60 million in Title V funding, for $350 million investment in Conrail for fiscal year 1981 and for additional proposed appropriations for fiscal year 1982, required the enactment of a subsequent concurrent budget resolution pursuant to section 311 of the Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974. This subsequent resolution for fiscal year 1981 was combined with the First Budget Resolution for fiscal year 1982. H.R. Cong. Res. 115, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981). It included “reconciliation” directions to the House and Senate Commerce Committees, pursuant to section 310 of the 1974 Budget Act, that Title V of the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973 should be amended to 1) reduce the benefit formulas set forth in section 505 of that Act, and 2) to relieve Conrail of the legal obligation to make Title V payments after federal funds are exhausted.

Achieving the goal of section 310 to conform the total level of spending to the ceilings set in a new budget resolution can require an amendment of substantive authorizing legislation that modifies the terms under which appropriated funds will be obligated. The Senate Report, for instance, observed that under § 310 “[a] broad spectrum of possible action is provided in recognition of the fact that any and all facets of the revenue/expenditure/debt posture must be amenable to change in order to achieve a fiscally responsible result.” S. Rep. No. 688, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 52, reprinted in 1974 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 3504, 3552 (emphasis added).

Other portions of the legislative history of § 310, however, suggest that reconcili-
V.IV. EVALUATION OF NERSA

A. Introduction

NERSA, as finally enacted, addresses most of the major problems that caused the bankruptcies of Conrail's northeast predecessors 427 and incorporates the major suggestions for reform offered by Conrail, the USRA and the DOT as part of the review process mandated by the Staggers Act. 428 It facilitates substantial changes in industry structure by requiring the sale of Conrail stock and, failing that, the transfer of its assets. In the meanwhile, additional funding is authorized for federal purchase of additional Conrail stock to support operations and capital programs. 429

NERSA also focuses on the passenger problem by disassociating passenger service from private enterprise freight service through the transfer of commuter services to state and local commuter authorities. 430 Finally, NERSA tackles the labor cost problem essentially as suggested in Conrail's labor report 431 by eliminating the Title V labor protection program, by forcing negotiation of a collective agreement to reduce annual labor costs by $200 million, by authorizing the accelerated separation of firemen and brakemen, and by taking steps to reform the collective bargaining structure. 432 Because reform of rate regulation was already accomplished by the Staggers Act, 433 NERSA

ation bills may be limited to directions to change "budget authority," a term of art referring to appropriations rather than to substantive authorizing legislation. Under this interpretation, a reconciliation bill was not the appropriate vehicle for substantive legislation such as NERSA, which did far more than adjust budget authority. See id. However, even if the Budget Act was improperly stretched to permit substantive legislation in a reconciliation act, the permissibility of this procedure almost certainly is not justiciable in private litigation. See Field v. Clark, 143 U.S. 649, 680 (1892) (court may not inquire into procedural regularity of legislative process when Act has been properly presented to the President and signed, even when there is a good chance that the President signed something different from what Congress passed).

427. For a discussion of these problems, see notes 7-99 and accompanying text supra.

428. For a discussion of these varying proposals, see notes 333-61 and accompanying text supra.

429. For a general discussion of the sale of Conrail, see notes 437-71 and accompanying text infra.

430. For a discussion of NERSA's commuter transfer provisions, see notes 474-501 and accompanying text infra.

431. For a discussion of Conrail's labor report, see notes 334-38 and accompanying text supra.

432. For a discussion of NERSA's labor provisions, see notes 502-27 and accompanying text infra.

433. For a discussion of the Staggers Act rate regulatory reforms, see notes 240-55 and accompanying text supra.
did not address this problem.

Enactment of NERSA, however, does not ensure that a solution to the northeast rail problem has been achieved. The statute, for instance, may be implemented in a manner that reduces its intended effect. Political pressures may lead to legislative action that will vitiate the force of important NERSA provisions. It may also develop that the policy objectives embodied in NERSA were misguided or that the statutory language was ineffective to achieve these objectives. This section considers these possibilities by focusing on NERSA's impact on each major issue: industry structure and profitability, commuter problems, and labor issues.

B. Conrail Funding and Sale

NERSA does not specifically deal with the industry structure problem; it does, however, establish an environment in which Conrail has a better chance of becoming a profitable railroad and makes its properties potentially more attractive to purchasers or merger partners. It also circumscribes the methods that can be used by the Secretary of Transportation in disposing of the government's ownership of Conrail, or, alternatively, of disposing of Conrail's rail properties.

In enacting NERSA, Congress ultimately allowed the basic approach proposed by the Florio bill to prevail. Consequently, $262 million was authorized for additional federal investment in Conrail. 434 NERSA also exempts any transfers or sales of rail property from federal, state, and local taxes. 435 Although NERSA does not require the negotiation of a labor contribution agreement as a precondition of funding, one of its statutory goals is that Conrail employees should help assure Conrail's profitability by agreeing to reductions in wage increases and changes in fringe benefits that might lead to an annual savings of $200 million a year for Conrail. 436

NERSA creates a complicated procedure for the ultimate sale of Conrail. It requires a restructured USRA 437 to make two profitability determinations. First, by June 1, 1983, the USRA is required to determine whether Conrail will become profitable. 438 Then, as soon


435. Id. § 1153 (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 1106).

436. Id. § 1134 (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 1103).

437. Id. § 1147 (amending 45 U.S.C. § 711 (1976)).

438. Id. § 1142 (adding § 403(a) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 763(a)).
after November 1, 1983 as possible, the USRA must determine whether Conrail has become profitable during the period between June 1, 1983 and October 31, 1983.\textsuperscript{439} The Secretary of Transportation is required, with the assistance of an investment banking firm, to attempt to sell Conrail stock, beginning as soon as practicable and continuing until the USRA concludes that Conrail has failed either one of the two profitability tests.\textsuperscript{440} If the Secretary is unable to sell the stock by April 1, 1984, he is required to notify the USRA.\textsuperscript{441} If the USRA board agrees with the Secretary's determination that he cannot sell the stock, or if Conrail fails to meet the profitability tests, Conrail assets may be sold piecemeal.\textsuperscript{442} If the USRA does not concur with the Secretary's determination that the stock cannot be sold, the Secretary has an additional 90 days in which to sell the stock.\textsuperscript{443} This process will be repeated until either the stock is sold, or the USRA agrees that it cannot be sold.\textsuperscript{444}

The NERSA approach to the preservation of Conrail as an entity conflicts with the DOT's original desire to move promptly to integrate Conrail operations into the emerging regional industry structure.\textsuperscript{445} Yet, by preserving the Conrail entity, the Act ensures that there will be a period of time during which problems other than industry structure can be addressed. For instance, the transfer of commuter operations, the phasing out of the 1973 Act's Title V labor protection provisions, and the pursuit of labor cost reductions under the May 5 Labor Agreement and the firemen and brakemen termination program all can be accomplished better in a stable corporate setting rather than simultaneously with the break-up of the Conrail entity. Of equal importance, the opportunities to increase revenues because of deregulation probably can be pursued more aggressively by the established Conrail marketing organization than by other railroads that are pre-occupied with absorbing pieces of Conrail. Once the Staggers Act and NERSA reforms of rate regulation, passenger

\textsuperscript{439} \textit{Id.} (adding § 403(b) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 763(b)).

\textsuperscript{440} \textit{Id.} (adding § 403 to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 763).

\textsuperscript{441} \textit{Id.} (adding § 404(a) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 764(a)).

\textsuperscript{442} \textit{Id.} (adding § 404(b) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 764(b)). Employees have first option to purchase common stock. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{443} \textit{Id.} (adding § 404(c) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 764(c)).

\textsuperscript{444} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{445} For a discussion of DOT's draft proposals, see notes 370-77 and accompanying text supra.
service, and labor cost have been given a chance to either succeed or fail, the industry structure problem can be addressed separately.

If the Secretary and his investment banker can develop a sound plan for the future rail industry structure in the Northeast, NERSA contains only a few provisions that might interfere significantly with the implementation of the plan; moreover, it contains some provisions that could encourage successful reforms of the industry structure. Section 1142 of NERSA requires DOT to sell the Conrail stock.\(^\text{446}\) Although this section probably does not materially add to the authority that already exists for such a sale, it clearly indicates that Congress contemplates such a sale. In addition, the proviso in section 1142 of NERSA which exempts a stock sale from ICC review could expedite the sale of the enterprise to one or more railroads; without such a provision, the sale would require ICC approval.\(^\text{447}\) Finally, section 1167(c) of NERSA extinguishes minority stockholder interests that otherwise might be asserted in a stock sale by eliminating the bankrupt estates as shareholders.\(^\text{448}\)

If buyers can be found for the stock, they will have the flexibility to merge Conrail into another carrier, or to sell its assets to other railroads. Indeed, if other railroads are interested in major portions of Conrail, they could acquire Conrail properties more freely by first buying the stock, rather than by waiting to participate in an asset transfer under section 1142 of NERSA.\(^\text{449}\) The stock sale approach does not impede any further major restructuring of the rail industry in the region.

Nevertheless, a number of impediments to a stock sale still exist, some of which are serious. Admittedly, the possibility of a two-house veto to a stock sale provided for in section 1142 of NERSA\(^\text{450}\) does not represent a significant obstacle since the amount of political support necessary to forestall a stock sale under this provision would also be adequate to pass new legislation prohibiting a sale even in the ab-


\(^{447}\) See id. (adding § 408(c) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 768(c)).

\(^{448}\) Id. § 1167(c) (amending 45 U.S.C. § 743 (1976)). This section requires the transfer of all the common and preferred B stock from the clerk of the Special Court to the Secretary of Transportation. This eliminates the bankrupt estates as shareholders and contemplates the estates being compensated through the medium of the certificates of value.


\(^{450}\) Id. (adding § 401 to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 761(a)(3)).
sence of that provision. The chief impediment to a stock sale is the need for confidence in the buyer's resources and intentions. The DOT probably will not proceed to sell its stock unless it can be assured that the capital structure of Conrail after such a sale will provide adequate financing for the foreseeable future. Absent such assurance, a bankruptcy could ensue which would start the cycle all over again, with the inevitable pressure for a federal rescue. In addition, while the requirement in section 1142 of NERSA that the government forgive its interests in the preferred stock and debentures provides the legal framework for outside financing through the issuance of new senior debt and stock,\footnote{See id. } such financing probably will not be available unless Conrail's prospects for continued profitability are relatively bright. In this respect, the reservation of the government's priority in a bankruptcy proceeding may be a significant deterrent to private sector investment.\footnote{Id.} Furthermore, the right of employees to be offered stock in exchange for their wage concessions under the May 5 Agreement is unclear.\footnote{See id. (adding § 404(b) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 764(b)). This new § 404(b) does not make it clear whether employees are to receive stock in exchange for consideration already given in the form of wage concessions agreed to in the May 5 Agreement or for new consideration. If they are entitled to stock only for new consideration, there is little guidance in the statutory provisions as to how the stock should be priced to the employees.} Litigation over this right could delay the consummation of a stock sale, or at least guarantee the existence of a group of minority shareholders which might discourage potential purchasers of the stock. However, if employee groups do develop a stock purchase package, the option to purchase some shares in exchange for wage concessions would not be troublesome, and might provide a face-saving way for DOT to dispose of its stock for minimal new consideration.

By the end of 1982, Conrail had developed the financial capacity to maintain its operations without additional federal funding.\footnote{See Consolidated Rail Corporation, Press Release, Special for Year-End Editions (Dec. 22, 1982).} This economic viability was achieved during a period when total traffic declined at an annual rate of more than 20%.\footnote{See id. at 2.} While the railroad hardly can be said to be profitable, in the sense that term is applied to

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{See Consolidated Rail Corporation, Press Release, Special for Year-End Editions (Dec. 22, 1982).}
\item \footnote{See id. at 2.}
\end{itemize}
nonrailroad enterprises, it nevertheless appears that the divestiture of the government’s ownership and control of Conrail can proceed more or less according to the schedule envisioned by the drafters of NERSA.456

The economic trends in the region of the country served by Conrail, however, do not bode well for a reversal in long-term traffic declines.457 Accordingly, it is difficult to foresee any strong demand for Conrail securities by investors primarily interested in reasonable financial return in the short run.458 This leaves two or three basic possibilities for the sale and restructuring of Conrail—each of which is feasible only if the enterprise does not require a large scale cash inflow.459

The first possibility for the sale and restructuring of Conrail is to transfer the government-owned stock to Conrail employees, or to a trustee for their benefit. The terms of the transfer could require the payment of additional, modest, cash for the stock; it could require additional concessions in wages or work rules; or it simply could transfer the stock in consideration of past concessions. The amount of

456. For a discussion of the schedule for the transfer of government ownership in Conrail, see notes 437-44 and accompanying text supra.

457. Close to 40% of Conrail’s carloadings are related to either the steel or automobile markets. From 1966-81, Conrail’s traffic dropped 33%, measured in ton miles, while the traffic for the rail industry as a whole increased by 24%. Submission of Consolidated Rail Corp., Emergency Board No. 200, 2-11 to 2-12 (Feb. 16, 1983) [hereinafter cited as Emergency Board 200 Submission]. For background on the Emergency Board, see note 514 infra.

458. In theory, the price for a security is determined by the purchaser’s assessment of the capitalized present value of the earnings that will be attributable to the security over time and the value of the assets on which the security holder has a claim in bankruptcy. See G. OVENS & D. BEACH, BUSINESS AND SECURITIES VALUATION 33-35, 45-58 (1972) (comparing valuation of assets and valuation of earnings approaches). In competitive capital markets, the individual investor will bid a price for a security no more than that which will cause his yield to equal the expected interest rate, plus a risk premium. E. SHAPIRO, MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS 204-07, 371-74 (1970) (securities prices as a function of income stream and interest rates). Accordingly, if earnings per share were $1, the price bid would be no more than $10, if prevailing interest rates were 10% and were expected to stay at that level. Projecting a security price attributable to the value of the underlying Conrail assets is problematical; it depends on the investor’s assessment of the likelihood that the asset value could be realized in a bankruptcy. It is likely that investors would look to the Penn Central experience as a guide. However, the value realizable in bankruptcy would be reduced by the provisions of NERSA giving the federal government a priority. See note 452 and accompanying text infra.

459. A growing firm requires a constant infusion of funds. A declining firm does not necessarily require such access to external funds. If, for example, Conrail could earn revenue sufficient to cover its operating expenses and to maintain a constantly shrinking physical asset base, it is conceivable that it could survive without access to capital markets. This would require a continuation of the 1981-82 policies, under which the physical plant was decreased as traffic declined. It is not clear that this can be continued forever.
cash realizable from employees is not likely to make any difference to Conrail's financial future; even if every one of the approximately 50,000 employees contributed $1,000, the total sum generated would be only 10% of Conrail's annual revenues. 460 Transfer of the stock in exchange for additional labor concessions would fit well with the expiration date of Conrail's May 5 Labor Agreement 461 and would remove one major uncertainty with respect to Conrail's future profitability. 462 Transfer of the stock in consideration of past labor concessions arguably is envisioned by certain portions of NERSA, 463 and would present a face-saving way for the government to get rid of the stock, and for the employees to gain control of the enterprise without having to give up anything.

The second basic possibility is to transfer the Conrail stock that is now held by the government to one or more profitable railroads. The problem with this approach is that there is little incentive for other railroads to participate in such ownership. It is clear that connecting roads clearly would have incentive to attempt to forestall the capture of Conrail lines that are important to them by another, hostile, rail-

460. If capital investment on the levels required by other railroads is required by Conrail, such an amount would clearly be insufficient.

461. The May 5 Agreement expires no later than April 1, 1984, after which time changes in wages, rules, and working conditions can be sought in accordance with § 6 of the Railway Labor Act. 45 U.S.C. § 156 (1976).

462. Even if Conrail is profitable within the present levels of labor costs, the prospect that the differential between Conrail wage rates and industry rates might be eliminated in the future would virtually eliminate prospects for profitability. Without the labor concessions of the May 5 Agreement, Conrail's modest profits for 1981 and 1982 would have been losses. See Emergency Board 200 Submission, supra note 457, at 2-24.

463. See NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1142, 95 Stat. 643, 655 (adding section 401(e) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 761(e)). This section provides that any stock sale plan developed by the Secretary of Transportation must include an offer of stock to employees "in amounts equal to the extent of . . . wage reductions." Id. Another provision of NERSA affords employees a final opportunity to purchase Conrail stock, if the Secretary has been unable to sell it to other purchasers. This subsection contains no reference to the consideration to be given to past wage concessions. Id. (adding section 404(b) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 764(b)). On July 9, 1982, the RLEA issued a statement reporting formation of a task force to study, among other options, acquisition of Conrail stock by employees. The statement implied that consideration should be given to the $600 million in wage deferrals which the "employees will have 'invested' through 1984 under existing commitments." Statement by Rail Labor Executives Association (July 9, 1982). An October 15, 1982 letter to Conrail employees represented by RLEA organizations reported that financing for Conrail stock might come from an "extension of current contributions" and in any event would not require cash outlays. Letter from Rail Labor Executives Association to Conrail Employees represented by the RLEA organizations (Oct. 15, 1982).
Similarly, they would have an incentive to attempt to forestall government action that would terminate Conrail operations completely or so degrade the quality of these operations that their competitive position in the marketplace would be diminished. But neither of these threats is present in the first, stock-sale, stage of the NERSA transfer process. It would seem that interested connecting railroads would be better advised to await the outcome of this stage of the statutory process, developing contingency plans if the piecemeal transfer of Conrail properties were to proceed under the subsequent stages, if the stock sale fails.

A third possibility for the sale of Conrail is for a nonrailroad investor to purchase the Conrail stock for essentially speculative purposes. It is, however, difficult to guess the circumstances under which such a sale might be consummated.

Section 1142 of NERSA provides the DOT with authority to transfer Conrail freight properties and service responsibilities in the event the stock cannot be sold, or if Conrail fails to meet the required profitability tests. The DOT is obligated in structuring such transfers to ensure that seventy-five percent of Conrail's total rail service be maintained. In contrast to the two-house veto required to nullify

---

464. Conrail's 1981 report to the Congress identified some of the factors that would make other railroads reluctant to purchase major portions of Conrail. Some of these factors were eliminated by NERSA. See EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, supra note 339, at 11-12. The report estimated Conrail's market value under these circumstances at $0.5 to 0.9 billion. 

465. Conrail's 1981 Report to the Congress summarizes the traffic losses to other major railroads that would result from a shutdown of Conrail operations. 

466. There is no reason that a change in ownership of Conrail stock would have any effect on Conrail policies or operations. Therefore, the stock sale alternative presents few threats for the connecting railroads.

467. The structure of the statutory process leaves little doubt that potential railroad purchasers could wait out the exploration of stock sale and still submit bids for portions of the Conrail properties.


469. See id. (adding § 406(c) to the Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 766).
lify a stock sale, either house is granted veto power over any proposed asset transfers.470

The sale of assets would intrinsically deal with the industry structure issue; the resulting industry structure would be as sound as the plan developed by DOT. However, the requirement that 75% of the rail service performed by Conrail be preserved in an asset sale is difficult to interpret, and the method for its enforcement is not clear. Presumably, the maintenance-of-service requirement would be interpreted by the Congress in determining whether to exercise its one-house veto right as judicial review is precluded under this Act.471

Taken as a whole, the freight transfer provisions of NERSA do not inhibit the prospects for further improvement in railroad industry structure in the Northeast. In fact, NERSA's freight transfer provisions in some respects actually enhance the possibility of improving the industry structure. Ultimately, however, the soundness of industry structure charges will be determined not by the extent of the authority granted by NERSA, but by the policy judgments of DOT.472

In sum, NERSA improves the prospects for Conrail profitability, but the outlook for a satisfactory industry structure in the Northeast is not appreciably clearer than it has been in the past, unless one assumes that what is now Conrail will gradually fade away.473

470. Id. (adding § 407(d) to the Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 767(d)).
471. Id. (adding § 408(c) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 768(c)).
472. Conrail's April 1, 1981 Report to the Congress presented the results of network model simulations of several merger possibilities and of liquidation. "Packaging" 75% of Conrail's existing route mileage into two components, it evaluated four pairs of merger partners: 1) NWS and CSX; 2) Santa Fe and Union Pacific-Missouri Pacific-Western Pacific ("UMP"); 3) Santa Fe and Southern Pacific; and 4) Southern Pacific and UMP. It concluded that gross annual benefits would range from $170 million if Santa Fe and UMP were purchasers to $280 million if NWS and CSX were purchasers. The route mileage that would be lost in such mergers would approximate 2,000 to 3,000 miles. Employment requirements would be diminished by approximately 20,000 jobs. OPTIONS FOR CONRAIL, supra note 262, at 11-12 to 11-13. Liquidation, based on interest expressed by other railroads in 1975 in lines now operated by Conrail, would result in abandonment of nearly 9,000 route miles and the loss of 40,000 jobs. Id. at 11-17.
473. Apart from the impediments to the integration of Conrail into other regional rail systems through purchase of assets or stock, Conrail standing by itself faces enormous difficulties. Except for a few locations in New Jersey, New England, and Pennsylvania, there are no major markets served by Conrail that are not also served by either the Chessie (now part of the CSX Corporation) or by the N. & W. (now part of NWS). In addition, truck competition will become a more severe threat because of lower truck labor costs resulting from concessions made by the Teamsters Union and because larger trucks may now be used under the Surface Transportation Act of 1982. Thus, Conrail standing alone is assured of almost no markets from which it can get profitable traffic. Its ability to compete for traffic in other markets depends greatly on its future cost structure, which in turn depends substantially on
C. Transfer of Computer Operations

NERSA clearly has been successful in disassociating the passenger service problem from the northeast rail freight dilemma. Following the basic approach proposed by the Senate bill, NERSA required the transfer of Conrail's commuter operations to either commuter authorities or to Amtrak Commuter—a new subsidiary of Amtrak. 474 Under NERSA, however, the deadline for this transfer was extended to January 1, 1983. 475 This step represents the resolution of the passenger service problem that rail management has desired since the late 1950's. Until the enactment of NERSA, the problem of discontinuing railroad passenger service was handled in a piecemeal fashion. For instance, during the 1960's, significant discontinuances of passenger service were permitted by the ICC under the authority granted by the Transportation Act of 1958. 476 Twelve years later, Congress made another attempt to solve the passenger service problem through the Rail Passenger Service Act of 1970 which created Amtrak to relieve railroads of the obligation to bear the losses of intercity passenger service. 477 Nonetheless, disputes still occurred over the amount of reimbursement due to the railroads by Amtrak for costs incurred in providing passenger service, but the amounts involved were small in comparison with the passenger losses borne by railroads before 1970. 478

Although NERSA took the final step of relieving Conrail of the responsibility for commuter service—a problem which neither the 1973 Act nor the 1976 Act resolved—even under NERSA several problems remain. The potential for cost disputes, for instance, persists. This is because Conrail may not be fully reimbursed for the costs imposed upon it by commuter operations on its property. Moreover, Conrail may be charged too much for operating freight trains

its continued ability to control and reduce labor costs. See Emergency Board 200 Submission, supra note 457, at 2-12 to 2-15.

474. NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, §§ 1136-1139, 95 Stat. 643, 647-52 (1981) (to be codified in scattered sections of 45 U.S.C.). The commuter authorities involved in the this transfer process are the Metropolitan Transportation Authority, the Connecticut Department of Transportation, the Maryland Department of Transportation, the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority, and the New Jersey Transit Corporation. Id. § 1135(a)(3) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 1104(3)).

475. Id. § 1136 (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 744a).


478. For a discussion of passenger losses borne by railroads prior to 1970, see notes 59-61 and accompanying text supra.

over property owned by the commuter authority.\textsuperscript{480}

Two other major difficulties that might have been anticipated with respect to the NERSA commuter provisions did not interfere with the accomplishment of NERSA's basic goal. These problems related to labor issues and to the capacity of commuter authorities to meet their responsibilities under NERSA.

NERSA amended the Rail Passenger Act by adding sections 508, 509, and 510 to assure an orderly transfer of Conrail passenger service employees to the commuter authorities.\textsuperscript{481} In accordance with section 508, rail labor organizations, Conrail, Amtrak, and independent commuter authorities were required to negotiate implementing agreements that facilitate this transfer of Conrail employees to the new operators.\textsuperscript{482} NERSA also provided for a fact-finding process, followed by negotiations over substantive collective bargaining agreements, to apply after the transfer was completed.\textsuperscript{483}

Substantial litigation occurred over the claim by the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) that until January 1, 1983, it was not bound by section 508 to engage in negotiations for implementing agreements with Conrail employees. Rather, SEPTA maintained that it retained the option either to contract with third parties for performance of certain commuter support services or to begin to perform these services with its own forces.\textsuperscript{484} The Special Court, in a series of cases, concluded that while SEPTA

\textsuperscript{480} Id. § 1137 (adding § 504(e) to Rail Passenger Service Act) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 584).


This newly added § 508 of the Rail Passenger Service Act requires Amtrak Commuter, Conrail, commuter authorities intended to operate commuter service, and labor organizations representing commuter employees to negotiate "implementing agreements." Id. If negotiations are unsuccessful, NERSA provides for binding arbitration. Id.

\textsuperscript{483} Id. (adding § 509 to the Rail Passenger Service Act) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 589). By adding this new section to the Rail Passenger Service Act, NERSA provides for a fact-finding report on changes in wages, rules, and working conditions that would reduce labor costs after commuter service is transferred to the new operators. Id. Section 1145 of NERSA provides for the negotiation of new collective bargaining agreements that would apply after the transfer. Id. (adding § 510 to the Rail Passenger Service Act) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 590).

\textsuperscript{484} See, e.g., RLEA v. SEPTA, 534 F. Supp. 832 (Regional Rail Reorg. Ct.), cert. denied, 102 S. Ct. 227 (1982). SEPTA took the position that NERSA should be interpreted to permit it to decide unilaterally what employees to hire and, alternatively, that the newly added §§ 508 & 510 of the Rail Passenger Service Act were unconstitutional. Id. at 839-40, 849. The Special Court rejected SEPTA's contentions, although it left open the possibility that SEPTA might be able to avoid the
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did have certain flexibility to change the scope of services performed by Conrail employees before the new operators take over, it could not threaten Conrail operations or circumvent NERSA. Although labor provisions of NERSA by contracting with a third party other than Amtrak Commuter to provide service. Id. at 839-48.

Before NERSA was enacted, commuter authorities strongly urged Congress to recognize the need for major changes in collective bargaining agreements for commuter rail labor that would either permit commuter authorities to operate under state labor laws or provide for compulsory arbitration. See NERSA Senate Hearings, supra note 361, at 15-16, 25-26, 27-28. (statements of Louis J. Gambaccini, Richard Ravitch, and David F. Girard-deCarlo).


In SEPTA I, the Special Court held that if SEPTA intended to operate commuter service through Conrail on the effective date of NERSA, it had to comply with § 1145 of NERSA, 534 F. Supp. at 848. See also NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1145, 95 Stat. 643, 669-72 (1981) (adding §§ 508-510 to the Rail Passenger Service Act) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. §§ 589-590). The Special Court permitted SEPTA to operate service on a limited segment without complying with the labor provisions of NERSA because that service was not in operation on the effective date of the Act. 534 F. Supp. at 849. Finally, the court held that the Congress could impose these negotiating obligations on SEPTA without violating the Constitution. Id. at 851.

In SEPTA II, the Railway Labor Executives Association (RLEA) sought to enjoin the contracting out of certain grass cutting and janitorial services previously performed by Conrail. The Special Court framed the question as "whether sections 508 and 510 of NERSA are applicable in a situation where a commuter authority seeks to complete the process of making a small scale adjustment in the manner in which commuter service is provided to Philadelphia" and that it did not pose a danger to Conrail that threatened the transfer of the entire commuter service operations, the Special Court held that SEPTA was entitled to make these changes. 534 F. Supp. at 857. In SEPTA III, the Special Court permitted SEPTA to begin providing commuter police services with its own forces rather than with Conrail forces represented by the Teamsters. The court found the facts to be very similar to those in SEPTA II, particularly since preparations to make the police change were underway before the enactment of NERSA. See 539 F. Supp. at 1222-25.

In SEPTA IV, the principles developed in SEPTA I, II, and III were applied to permit SEPTA to contract out ticket selling functions rather than employing Conrail clerks. 547 F. Supp. at 891-92.

In the state strike litigation, Teamsters representing Conrail police officers were enjoined from picketing Philadelphia center city rail facilities. No opinion was writ-
SEPTA lost the right to avoid completely the NERSA procedures governing the transfer of commuter employees, it gained substantial flexibility—and bargaining leverage—through judicial vindication of its right to dispense with the services of substantial numbers of Conrail commuter employees.

More generally, by the end of 1982, difficulties had been encountered in carrying out NERSA's labor transfer provisions and, particularly in negotiating implementing agreements with the three major commuter authorities: the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), covering the New York area; the New Jersey Transit Rail Operations; and SEPTA. The drafters of NERSA had anticipated these difficulties, and provisions were included in NERSA for binding arbitration in the event of unsuccessful negotiations. Accordingly, arbitration awards were entered to resolve these snarled negotiations. New Jersey Transit challenged the award affecting its operations on two grounds: 1) the arbitrator misapplied section 508 by refusing to order modifications of the transferred employees' craft classifications which New Jersey Transit had requested; and 2) the arbitrator had erred by requiring that each offer of employment by New Jersey Transit should be awarded on the basis of relevant provisions in Conrail's collective bargaining agreements. The Special

ten by the court, but the complaint and supporting memoranda asserted tortious interference with Conrail and SEPTA contractual relationships. In particular, the plaintiffs argued that Teamsters picketing caused Conrail to breach its operating agreement with SEPTA. Plaintiff's Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Temporary Restraining Order at 1, SEPTA v. International Bhd. of Teamsters, Local 732, No. 4446 (C.P. Phila. May 12, 1982).

487. See note 485 and accompanying text supra.
488. The MTA negotiated implementing agreements with organizations representing its nonoperating employees. It was, however, unsuccessful in negotiating agreements for the operating crafts. See In re Arbitration pursuant to Section 508 of the Rail Passenger Service Act (Oct. 12, 1982) (F. Blackwell, Arb.).
490. In a determination and order issued on September 7, 1982, the National Mediation Board decided the structure of § 508 arbitration proceedings. 9 N.M.B. No. 144 (1982). It appointed referees on September 14, 1982 and the arbitrations proceeded thereafter. See Section 508 Implementing Agreements, Arbitration involving New Jersey Transit Rail Corporation, Inc. and Labor Organization Representatives (Oct. 14, 1982) (R. Kashner, Neutral Referee); In re Arbitration pursuant to Section 508 of the Rail Passenger Service Act (Oct. 12, 1982) (F. Blackwell, Neutral Referee); In re Arbitration pursuant to Section 508 (Oct. 10, 1982) (F. Quinn, Neutral Referee); In re Arbitration pursuant to Section 508 of the Rail Passenger Service Act (Oct. 12, 1982) (J. Sickles, Neutral Referee) (Delaware Dep't of Transp. and Maryland Dep't of Transp.).
Court, however, rejected both of these arguments and refused to disturb the arbitrator's award. 492

NERSA also provides for the establishment of a special emergency board upon the inability of the commuter authorities to negotiate new collective bargaining agreements. 493 These special emergency board procedures had to be invoked with respect to the MTA, New Jersey Transit, and SEPTA. 494 In both the New Jersey Transit and SEPTA proceedings, the emergency boards lamented the lack of progress in the negotiations and were eventually forced to select the final offer of the commuter authorities over those of the labor organizations. 495

Two general aspects of this commuter employee transfer process are especially noteworthy. First, rail labor did not encourage Congress to reverse or delay the process of relieving Conrail of its commuter obligations. The only action that Congress took on this issue was enacting legislation that assured the application of the Railway Labor Act and the Railroad Retirement Act to the commuter authorities. 496 The second significant aspect of this general transfer process was SEPTA's unexpected success in assuring that rail commuter service employees should work under mass transit, rather than railroad compensation levels and work rules. 497 For instance, on December

492. Id. at 1331-32. The court took particular note of Referee Kasher's decision not to bind New Jersey Transit to the substantive Conrail agreements. Id. Rail labor also challenged the award of Referee Quinn in the SEPTA 508 dispute. The Special Court dismissed the petition for review, applying the same reasoning it used in reviewing the New Jersey Award. Railway Supervisors v. SEPTA, 551 F. Supp. 688 (Regional Rail Reorg. Ct. 1982).


497. The Emergency Board adopted SEPTA's proposal for a basic labor agreement and transition program. The basic agreement incorporated transit employee wage rates and transit employee work rules. The transition program provides supplemental wage payments and benefits so that no current Conrail employee would be significantly disadvantaged in his compensation. Under the transition program, SEPTA would pay the difference between the prevailing transit wage rate and the
20, 1982, rail labor organizations negotiating with SEPTA announced that they would instruct the employees that they represented to report for work with SEPTA on January 1 under SEPTA's proposed wage levels and work rules while negotiations continued.\(^4\)\(^9\)\(^8\) Rail labor's announcement nonetheless expressly reserved the right to strike if negotiations reached an impasse at a later date.\(^4\)\(^9\)\(^9\) It is therefore too early to conclude with confidence that SEPTA will achieve ultimate success in attaining its objective.\(^5\)\(^0\)\(^0\) Even if SEPTA's proposal for an interim arrangement of compensatory payments to close the differential between mass transit pay rates and Conrail pay rates is accepted formally in the first bargaining round, the principle of linking the transferred employees to mass transit labor agreements, rather than to railroad agreements, easily could be eroded in future rounds of negotiation. Yet despite the uncertain future, it is reasonable to conclude that the policy embodied by NERSA\(^5\)\(^0\)\(^1\) of shifting the responsibility for commuter rail operations to state and local authorities has been achieved.

D. Labor Law Reforms

NERSA adopts most of the recommendations presented to Congress on the labor issue.\(^5\)\(^0\)\(^2\) This may represent NERSA's greatest success but also its greatest potential for failure. The NERSA provisions

\(^{\text{Conrail wage rate, which would be limited by a "cap" on total annual compensation. See Report to the President by Emergency Board No. 196, 7-8 (Dec. 6, 1982) (on file with the N.M.B., Washington, D.C.).}}\)


\(^{4\)9\)\(^9.\) Id., Dec. 21, 1982, at B-1, col. 6. On March 14, 1983, rail labor struck SEPTA over the unresolved § 510 negotiations. The strike was still continuing in early May.

\(^{5\)0.\) At the eleventh hour, the transfer to SEPTA was greatly complicated by two events: a state court proceeding in which SEPTA was ordered not to terminate service for a change-over period; and a brief attempt by the National Mediation Board to intervene and impose the "status quo." See Lashner v. SEPTA, No. 4733 (C.P. Phila. Dec. 27, 1982); Telegram from National Mediation Board to David L. Gunn (Dec. 29, 1982) (on file with the author).

\(^{5\)0\)\(^1.\) Nevertheless, the transfer occurred on January 1 and service has continued while negotiations proceed. At the end of February, 1983, Philadelphia County Common Pleas judge Bernard J. Goodheart, Jr., was mediating between SEPTA and the labor organizations within the framework of the Lashner suit. See Transcript of Hearing (Feb. 14, 1983), Lashner v. SEPTA, No. 4733 (C.P. Phila. Dec. 27, 1982).

\(^{5\)0\)\(^2.\) NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1133(2), 95 Stat. 643, 644-45 (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 1102). A congressional goal in enacting NERSA was to transfer Conrail commuter service responsibilities to entities "whose principal purpose is the provision of commuter service." Id.

\(^{5\)0\)\(^2\)\(^0.\) For a discussion of the recommendations, see text accompanying notes 333-41, 351, 354, 358 & 361 supra.
dealing with the transfer of commuter service and the sale of Conrail represent highly significant policy initiatives in the continuing attempt to restructure the railroad system of the Northeast. The most far-reaching steps taken by NERSA, however, relate to labor costs. It is therefore likely that most of the controversy concerning the implementation of NERSA will relate to these labor initiatives.

NERSA relieves Conrail of the obligation to make labor protection payments. In this respect, NERSA removes the significant burden which the Penn Central bore as the result of collective bargaining, and a constantly threatening contingency which Conrail faced as a result of the 1973 Act. NERSA also shields Conrail from the legal obligation to negotiate on the subject of labor protection until April 1, 1984. This places Conrail in an extremely favorable position as compared to other railroads. However, the fact that Conrail may be required to negotiate labor protection after April 1984 adds some urgency to the task of resolving the industry structure issue.

503. One of the most helpful provisions of NERSA has been the broadened jurisdiction of the Special Court under § 1152, which extends to all disputes over the interpretation of the statute. Id. § 1152 (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 1105). While this has increased substantially the caseload of the court and necessitated the establishment of a new panel, it has prevented individual district courts from rendering interpretations of the statute that are inconsistent with congressional purposes as happened in the Maloof case. For a discussion of Maloof, see notes 312, 319-20 and accompanying text supra.

504. See NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1143(a), 95 Stat. 643, 661-68 (1981) (adding § 701(a) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 797(a)). Section 1144 of NERSA repealed Title V of the 1973 Act in its entirety. Certain Title V provisions, however, were continued in a new Title VII. See NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1143(a), 95 Stat. 643, 661-68 (adding a new Title VII, §§ 701-714, to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. §§ 797-797n). The new § 706 of the 1973 Act, for example, is a reenactment of § 503 of the 1973 Act, except that the assignment of work flexibility which it provides Conrail expires when government funding ceases. The new § 707 is a reenactment of § 506 of the 1973 Act. Section 708 is a reenactment of § 504 of the 1973 Act, with certain changes to clarify the application of the single agreement requirement and to prohibit the negotiation of labor protection obligations. Section 709 is a reenactment of § 505(e) of the 1973 Act and certain other provisions relating to personal injury claims. Section 714 is a substantial reenactment of § 507 of the 1973 Act, relating to arbitration of disputes over the meaning of the statutory labor provisions. However, through a drafting error, the operation of the arbitration mechanism is nullified by the broad jurisdiction of the Special Court. (The author supervised the drafting of the provision as submitted to the congressional committees, but an error was made in the final version).

505. For a discussion of the labor protection agreements negotiated by the Penn Central, see notes 71-72 and accompanying text supra.

506. For a discussion of the employee protection program of the 1973 Act, see note 149 and accompanying text supra.

before that time. If this issue is not resolved by April 1984, one of the chief economic burdens removed by NERSA may well return.

The fund for employee protection which section 1143(a) of NERSA establishes\(^{508}\) was to be expended as determined in negotiations between rail labor and the Secretary of Labor.\(^{509}\) A formula was included which imposed a $20,000 limitation on the benefits payable to any one employee.\(^{510}\) To date, this seems to have resolved the employee protection problem. However, a suit is pending in the Special Court which challenges the constitutionality of the repeal of Title V.\(^{511}\) Thus, it cannot be said with complete confidence that Conrail is entirely relieved of the burden of employee protection obligations.

Although NERSA contains no provisions expressly requiring action to reduce labor costs, this is certainly a goal of the legislation.\(^{512}\) Moreover, it is likely that the May 5 collective agreement will achieve savings of $600 million over its three-year term, if it is fully implemented.\(^{513}\) Since this agreement was negotiated to forestall legislation designed to break up Conrail, to impose a wage freeze or to require work rule changes, it is reasonable to credit the legislative process with producing this labor cost benefit. The significance of the agreement's contribution to Conrail's profitability will depend both upon labor's influences on Conrail's administration, and on the negotiations that will occur at the conclusion of its term. There was a substantial risk that the agreement would be modified or rescinded prior to April 1, 1984 due to the refusal of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers to ratify.\(^{514}\) There is also a risk that improving

---

\(^{508}\) Id. (adding § 701 to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 797).

\(^{509}\) Id. (adding § 701(a)(1) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 797(a)(1)). If negotiations are unsuccessful, the Secretary of Labor is authorized to establish the terms on which the funds will be expended. See id. (adding § 701(a)(2) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 797(a)(2)). In December, 1981, the Secretary promulgated such terms.

\(^{510}\) Id. (adding § 701(d) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 797(d)).

\(^{511}\) Complaint, RLEA v. United States, No. 82-11 (Regional Rail Reorg. Ct. Apr. 8, 1982). The complaint alleged a violation of the fifth amendment because Congress breached a contract that was created between rail labor and the United States when Title V was enacted in exchange for preexisting labor protection. It also alleged violation of the Railway Labor Act by Conrail for discontinuing Title V payments that had been incorporated in some of its labor agreements. Id.


\(^{513}\) See NERSA HOUSE REPORT, supra note 409, at 6-7.

\(^{514}\) The May 5 Agreement is accompanied by a side letter that automatically
Conrail's profitability could lead to rank-and-file pressure to renegotiate the agreement. However, the greatest risk is that Conrail will be only marginally profitable when the agreement expires, and rail labor will insist upon recouping the sacrifices which were made under the agreement. Such action could increase Conrail's labor costs during the period after April, 1984 substantially above the labor costs of its competitors.

The effect of NERSA's provisions relating to work rules is difficult to anticipate. For instance, section 1143(a) of NERSA provides grants to employees covered by the Agreement any more beneficial terms granted to employees not covered by the Agreement. If Conrail negotiates an agreement with a nonratifying organizations which materially differs from the May 5 Agreement, this side letter could cause the basic agreement to self-destruct. See id.

All of the organizations that signed the agreement of May 5 had completed the necessary ratification procedures by the end of November, 1981. The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers (BLE) declined to execute the May 5 Agreement and pressed Conrail to negotiate. Litigation ensued but was dismissed by a stipulation which obligated the parties to negotiate further.

When negotiations pursuant to the stipulation failed to produce a settlement, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers threatened a strike against Conrail. Consequently, on February 14, 1983, President Reagan appointed Emergency Board No. 200. Exec. Order No. 12,405, 48 Fed. Reg. 6,889 (1983).

The BLE refused to sign the May 5 Agreement unless it received additional compensation for the erosion of the historical differential between engineer and train crew wages. This erosion was the result of productivity bonus payments made to UTU represented employees under Conrail's 1978 crew consist agreement. Transcript of Testimony by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers before Emergency Board No. 200, 78-80, 83, 90-91 (Feb. 16, 1981).

Conrail's response to this demand was that the BLE should not receive extra compensation on account of a productivity agreement negotiated with another organization. Emergency Board 200 Submission, supra note 457, at 3-B-23. Conrail also has argued that BLE adherance to the May 5 Agreement is essential for Conrail's survival. Id. at 1-5 to 1-6.

A dispute between the BLE and the NRLC over the trainmen-engineer wage differential was the subject of a four-day national strike on September 22, 1982. Congress responded by enacting a Senate Joint Resolution requiring that the dispute be submitted to a study commission and prohibiting a strike until late 1984. See S.J. Res. 250, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982), 128 CONG. REC. H7374-87 (daily ed. Sept. 22, 1982). Conrail also has argued that its dispute with the BLE should be resolved in conjunction with the proceedings of the railroad Study Commission. Emergency Board 200 Submission, supra note 457, at 1-9.

On April 20, 1983, Conrail reached agreement with the BLE, forestalling a strike. The May 5 agreement was adopted and a special additional payment in exchange for changes in work rules was provided for, thus protecting the concept of productivity bargaining.

515. The Agreement by its terms is not renegotiable until 1984. NERSA HOUSE REPORT, supra note 409, at 113. However, it is difficult to predict whether Conrail, or the Congress, will be able to stand its ground in the face of an illegal strike intended to compel premature renegotiation.

516. Without the benefits of the May 5 Agreement, Conrail's modest profit in 1981 and 1982 would have been a loss. Emergency Board 200 Submission, supra note 457, at 2-24.
funds for the elimination of excess firemen and brakemen.\textsuperscript{517} This program for separating firemen and excess brakemen is likely to accelerate materially the realization of the benefits of the Firemen Manning Agreement and the Crew Consist Agreement.\textsuperscript{518} However, if the transfer of commuter employees to the new operators ultimately does not work as intended, the benefits of NERSA section 1143(a) could be substantially negated.\textsuperscript{519} The preemption of state full crew laws by NERSA will have some immediate beneficial effect in permitting Conrail to reduce crew size.\textsuperscript{520} But ultimately, the greatest benefit is

\textsuperscript{517} NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1143(a), 95 Stat. 643, 662 (adding § 702 to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 797a(e)). NERSA authorizes funds for the termination of excess firemen as well as second and third brakemen. It also permits Conrail to abolish one fireman or one brakeman position for each employee terminated. In effect, these statutory provisions extinguish the collectively bargained right employees otherwise would have to exercise seniority to such positions. \textit{Id.}

In United Transp. Union v. Consolidated Rail Corp., 535 F. Supp. 697 (Regional Rail Reorg. Ct. 1982), the Special Court held that collective bargaining agreements were not intended to limit the operation of § 702 and that § 702 was not unconstitutional because it negated collectively bargained terms of employment. \textit{Id.} at 703-12.

\textsuperscript{518} For a discussion of the Firemen Manning Agreement and the Crew Consist Agreement, see notes 86-87 & 308-309 supra.

\textsuperscript{519} For a discussion of NERSA’s plan for transferring commuter employees, see notes 474-501 supra. If the number of commuter employees ultimately employed by new operators is smaller than the number employed in Conrail commuter service, the authority provided by NERSA will not be sufficient to eliminate all excess firemen and second and third brakemen positions. See NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1143(a), 95 Stat 643, 662 (1981) (adding § 702 to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 797a). Many commuter employees have seniority which can be exercised for firemen and second and third brakemen positions. The number of such positions that can be eliminated is limited by the funds authorized for termination allowance. \textit{Id.} For a discussion of this termination fund, see note 517 supra.

Conrail is protected from labor disputes arising with the new commuter operators. Section 1158 of NERSA prohibits persons engaging in concerted action over disputes with commuter operators from engaging in any strike against or otherwise inducing any employee of Conrail “where an effect thereof is to interfere with rail freight service provided by Conrail.” NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1158(a), 95 Stat. 643, 682 (1981) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 1108(a)). This section contains a similar prohibition against the disruption of rail passenger service because of secondary pressure on commuter employees exerted by those engaged in concerted economic activity over Conrail freight operations. \textit{Id.} § 1158(b) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 1108(b)). Finally, this section of NERSA states that any violation of its provisions “shall be deemed to be a violation of the Railway Labor Act.” \textit{Id.} § 1158(c) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 1108(c)).

\textsuperscript{520} See \textit{id.} § 1143(a) (adding § 711 to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 797j). This section of NERSA prohibits states from maintaining or establishing any law, regulation, or standard that requires Conrail, Amtrak, or the National Railroad Passenger Corporation “to employ any specified number of persons to perform any particular task, function, or operation.” \textit{Id.} A virtually identical provision of NERSA is contained in § 1168(b). See \textit{id.} § 1168(b) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 1116(b)). For a discussion of these state full crew laws,
likely to be prophylactic: gains at the bargaining table can no longer be threatened by political action at the state level. Both the program established under Section 1143 of NERSA and the state law preemption relate to the realization of benefits already negotiated.

Negotiation of new changes in work rules is not required by NERSA. The Act only requires the establishment of a fact-finding procedure similar to that contained in the May 5 collective agreement. The obvious intent of the fact-finding approach to work rule

see note 76 and accompanying text supra. The preemption standard established by NERSA is unambiguous. Only the manner of its enforcement poses any questions. Presumably a United States District Court would have jurisdiction to enjoin on supremacy clause grounds the enforcement of a state law preempted by this section. Alternatively, the Special Court presumably would have jurisdiction to grant injunctive relief to enforce preemption under § 1152 of NERSA. See NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1552, 95 Stat. 643, 676 (1981) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. 1105).

A group of firemen and trainmen have brought suit to challenge the constitutionality of § 1168(b) of NERSA which provides that the minimum size of Conrail crews should not be affected by state or local law. See Plaintiff's Complaint, Keeler v. Consolidated Rail Corp., No. 82-3 (Regional Rail Reorg. Ct. Feb. 1, 1982). The plaintiffs argued that the purported objective of NERSA to preempt state full crew laws was designed to enhance Conrail's chances to become profitable, and that this economic objective should not be allowed to supplant the safety considerations underlying Indiana's crew size legislation. Id. at 13-15.

521. Conrail's March 15 Labor Report implied that legislation requiring the conversion of wage concessions into work rule changes might be desirable. In addition, Conrail's draft bill contained such a provision. See notes 338 & 379 and accompanying text supra.

Section 1143 of NERSA adds a new § 712 to the 1973 Act, requiring Conrail to enter into collective bargaining agreements with its employees "which provide for the establishment of one or more advisory factfinding panels, chaired by a neutral expert in industrial relations, for purposes of recommending changes in operating practices and procedures which result in greater productivity to the maximum extent practicable." NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1143, 95 Stat. 643, 668 (adding § 712(a) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 797K(a)).

This new section requires the National Mediation Board to appoint neutral parties to the factfinding panels and to perform "such functions contained in the agreements as are consistent with the duties of the Board under the Railway Labor Act." Id. It also authorizes the factfinding panels to provide mediation and conciliation services. Id.

NERSA's addition of § 712 to the 1973 Act was contained in neither of the bills passed by the Senate or House. See notes 421-22 supra. The language of this section, however, is virtually identical to a provision contained in the "goal" section of the Senate Bill, and to a provision in section 231 of the House Bill establishing prerequisites for further federal funding of Conrail. The House Committee report contains a determination that the agreement reached between Conrail and its labor organizations on May 5, 1981 meets the requirements of the section. NERSA HOUSE REPORT, supra note 409, at 7. The report does not preclude the possibility that some other negotiated factfinding procedure would meet the requirements of § 712, but it clearly contemplates a procedure similar to the one contained in the May 5 agreement. Id. at 7.

Paragraph five of the May 5 Agreement provides a procedure for the handling of "proposed rules changes" served by or on Conrail subsequent to the date of the agreement. The parties must negotiate the proposals and counter-proposals for a
reform is to accomplish three objectives: 1) deferring major work rule changes beyond a bargaining round in which substantial wage sacrifices were requested and won; 2) scheduling negotiations over work rule changes so that any impasses can be addressed at the same time wages are again the subject of negotiation; and 3) scheduling negotiations over both wages and work rules to coincide with the next round of policy decisions about Conrail's future. If these objectives are realized, economic and political pressure should be focused in a manner that enhances the collective bargaining process and increases the likelihood that it can produce appropriate work rule changes. On the other hand, uncertainties about the viability of the May 5 agreement, along with difficulties with bargaining structure, make the achievement of these objectives a major challenge. It certainly cannot be predicted with confidence that the approach to work rule reform under NERSA and the May 5 Agreement will succeed.

The fragmented bargaining structure characteristic of the railroad industry has always been a major difficulty in collective bargain-

minimum of 90 days. Thereafter, either party may cause the mediation services of the National Mediation Board to be invoked jointly.

After 90 days, at the request of either party, the dispute may be submitted to a seven-person fact-finding panel. Upon submission of the dispute to a fact-finding panel, the Mediation Board is to "recess" mediation. Negotiation and/or mediation shall continue for a period of at least 60 days after the fact-finding panel reports. Thereafter, if the Mediation Board has "terminated its services," or if the moratorium provision contained in paragraph six of the Agreement has expired, either party may serve a 30-day written notice of its intent to engage in self-help. Id. at 110-13. Presumably, § 712(b) makes participation in this process, including obedience to the time deadlines, a statutory obligation of the Board. See NERSA, Pub. L. No. 97-35, § 1143(a), 95 Stat. 643, 668 (adding § 712(b) to the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973) (to be codified at 45 U.S.C. § 797K(b)). The final limitation of service of self-help notices by the parties appears to be purely contractual. See NERSA HOUSE REPORT, supra, at 111-13.

Section 712 raises a number of questions of statutory interpretation, the answers to which will determine whether the fact-finding process must be exhausted before a legal strike can occur. First, several recent United States Court of Appeals decisions, particularly in the Ninth Circuit, hold that strikes by employees covered by the Railway Labor Act may be enjoined only if they violate some procedure of the Act, as opposed to violating contractual no-strike provisions. See, e.g., Trans-International Airlines v. Teamsters, 650 F.2d 949 (9th Cir. 1980); Federal Express Corp. v. Teamsters, 617 F.2d 524 (9th Cir. 1980); See generally Perritt, PlowghsArs into Swords at Buff-
falo Forge?, 12 TRANS. L.J. 219 (1982). Thus, it must be decided whether § 712 should be read as amending the Railway Labor Act, and, if it does, how much of the language of paragraph 5 of the May 5 Agreement is incorporated by reference. In addition, the question may arise as to how § 712(a) is to be enforced if the May 5 Agreement is not ratified by all the labor organizations representing Conrail employees.

522. For example, insistence by a potential purchaser of Conrail on work rule changes as a precondition for purchase might induce labor organizations to agree to changes.
ing. Except for the requirement established by the Staggers Act that Conrail negotiations with each craft or class take place on a system wide basis, Congress has done little to improve this unwieldy bargaining structure. On the other hand, the combination of arbitration awards arising out of the 1978 bargaining round and the process established by the May 5 Agreement could result in substantial improvement. For instance, if fact-finding panels are established for groups of labor organizations, the negotiating difficulties resulting from craft fragmentation can be minimized. Moreover, if the prohibition against issue-by-issue negotiation contained in the May 5 Agreement can be enforced, and if it is continued beyond the expiration of the Agreement, one of the continuing bargaining structure problems would also be solved.

In sum, the opportunities for Conrail collective bargaining created by NERSA and the May 5 agreement are profound, but realizing them will require major feats of industrial relations, creativity, and discipline. Success depends more on future action, and forbearance to act, than on past legislative actions.

Success at the bargaining table will depend largely on employee attitudes about the future of Conrail. Just as the employee sacrifices contained in the May 5 Agreement were stimulated by the fear of a piecemeal sale of Conrail assets, employee perception of the alternatives to Conrail in 1984 will influence that bargaining round. If piecemeal sale seems to be a realistic possibility unless work rule changes are agreed upon or wage concessions are extended, the prospects for additional labor concessions are significant. On the other hand, if the political climate is such that additional federal funding for Conrail, even with high labor costs, seems likely, the prospects for collectively-bargained concessions are slight. In the short-run, pres-

523. For a discussion of the railroad collective bargaining structure, see notes 88-99 and accompanying text supra.

524. For a discussion of this Staggers Act innovation, see note 321 and accompanying text supra.

525. For a discussion of the Crew Consist Agreement, see note 309 supra.

526. For a discussion of the procedures of the May 5 Agreement, see note 521 and accompanying text supra.

527. On the other hand, the dispute between Conrail and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers (BLE) is troublesome for reasons other than its obvious potential to destroy the May 5 Agreement. For a discussion of the dispute between Conrail and the BLE, see note 514 supra. The existence of the railroad Study Commission on the wage differential issue and the possibility that Conrail may end up separating negotiations over this controversial issue from its general bargaining process under the May 5 Agreement presents the possibility of renewed issue fragmentation between the industry level and Conrail. Such fragmentation would begin to unravel the progress Conrail has made toward achieving a comprehensive collective bargaining structure.
sure on labor at the bargaining table might be reduced by a resurrection of the nationalization proposals that were considered before the 1973 Act was passed. The effect of the possibility of a stock purchase by employees or by other railroads on negotiations is difficult to assess. If labor perceives a stock purchase as the only alternative to piecemeal asset disposal, and if potential purchasers demand further labor concessions, then labor might be willing to make concessions. On the other hand, railroad purchasers might be willing to have Conrail employees work under standard industry wages and work rules, which would imply a relaxation of the May 5 agreement wage concessions and the erosion of some of the gains flowing from the crew size provisions of section 1143(a) of NERSA. The future of the labor cost problem is not appreciably clearer than in the past, despite the ambitious nature of NERSA's labor provisions.

VI. CONCLUSION

The last ten years in the history of the northeast rail crisis have been marked by the failure of government institutions to move swiftly and boldly to address the underlying problems. The historic design of our government institutions is one in which minority interests can frustrate majority action that might harm those minority interests. Because so many of the diverse constituencies enmeshed in the northeast rail crisis have vital interests at stake, it is not surprising that progress in solving this crisis has been slow.

Despite the protracted debate over the nature of the railroad problem, some progress has been made. Specific policy initiatives have been pressed, some of which have now been accomplished. Consolidations were proposed and have been permitted, albeit with some delay. Relief from passenger losses has been accomplished, although not until nearly twenty years after the first proposals for remedying this problem were made. Reform of economic regulation has been achieved, although sufficient evidence is not yet available for an accurate assessment of the effect this will have on the regional rail system's financial health.

Progress has also been made in the labor area; nonetheless this

528. See note 142 and accompanying text supra.
529. The Federalist No. 51 (J. Madison).
530. For a history of rail consolidations, see notes 12-39 and accompanying text supra.
531. For a discussion of the rail passenger service problem and NERSA's solution to it, see notes 58-69 & 474-501 and accompanying text supra.
532. For a discussion of the Staggers Act and regulatory reform, see notes 240-55 & 266-88 and accompanying text supra.
progress has been slow and painful, for both courage and sound policy have been lacking. The legitimate interests of employees with long tenure in railroad service must be recognized. It is natural that senior employees feel threatened by phenomenal job losses and seek to protect themselves with labor protection arrangements. In addition, it is not surprising that these employees would attempt to defend themselves against the dismantling of their work rules. Because collective bargaining is at the heart of American labor policy, it is not desirable to circumvent the bargaining process either through government prescription of terms and conditions of employment, or through unilateral management action. Despite these legitimate countervailing forces against the ability to obtain major reductions in labor costs, a better job could have been done if public and private decisionmakers had followed constructive suggestions. The Presidential Railroad Commission, for example, proposed that employee protection arrangements should be extended to facilitate the achievement of more rational work rules and the introduction of new technology.

In a similar vein, following the Penn Central bankruptcy, the ICC proposed that the government should assume responsibility for labor protection only in exchange for changes in the work rules.

Nonetheless, in the early 1970’s employee protection was extended only in exchange for labor’s cooperation in the Penn Central merger and the 1973 Act, and not for labor cost reductions. Serious bargaining structure problems were recognized at about the same time that the Penn Central collapsed, but virtually no legislative action was taken to improve bargaining structure, even though such an initiative need not favor management over labor interests.

There is, however, promise for a mere adaptive future because of labor and management efforts in 1981. How this promise develops will be one of the most important aspects of NERSA and will have a potentially great impact on the entire northeast rail crisis. However, it is fair to question whether the political process must necessarily react so slowly in dealing with clearly recognized problems. By the late 1950’s, it was known that the unrecovered costs for passenger opera-

533. The most serious omissions were the failure of the Congress or the USRA to address the labor cost problem in framing the 1973 Act, the Final System Plan and the 1976 Act.
534. For a description of the Presidential Railroad Commission’s Report, see note 71 supra.
535. For a discussion of this ICC proposal, see text accompanying note 122 supra.
536. See notes 71 & 296-99 and accompanying text supra.
537. Reducing fragmentation of authority within a single union need not decrease, and might increase, the union’s power.
tions threatened the viability of railroads in the Northeast. Yet it was not until the Penn Central bankruptcy that Congress was moved to comprehensive action and created Amtrak. The great difficulties posed by high labor costs were also recognized in the 1950's, but Congress resorted to temporary solutions, rather than attempting to force an accommodation between legitimate employee and management interests. In creating Conrail, Congress merely worsened the problem of labor costs by mandating lifetime income protection for railroad employees while obtaining nothing from labor in return. Deregulation of rates and service levels came only after Conrail began to falter due to the burdens recognized as among those which caused the Penn Central bankruptcy.

It may be that coherent action could not have been taken until a period of debate and experiment had elapsed. This is probably the case with the labor issues, which were the subject of much economic conflict and litigation in the 1960's. But party positions and policy alternatives had substantially crystallized by 1974, and neither Congress nor the USRA made significant progress toward solving the problems when Conrail was created. In 1972 Senate Commerce Committee Study barely mentioned the passenger and labor issues. Perhaps some of the policy conflicts were so strong and fundamental that compromise was not possible. Yet one gets the sense that the USRA leadership and the Congress did not really attempt to reach a compromise. The record is devoid of any evidence of serious attempts to address either the commuter passenger or the labor problems. The Nixon Administration, to be sure, had attacked rail labor's position, but without showing any real appreciation for the realities of collective bargaining or the legitimate interests of rank and file railroad employees. The USRA, which was Congress' designated agent to frame the public debate, seemed to avoid major controversy and to proceed as if the essential public policy objective was to merge the properties of the bankrupt railroads into a new operating entity, without regard to whether the environment would be such that the new

538. For discussion of the 1959 ICC report on the passenger service problem, see notes 59-63 and accompanying text supra.
539. See notes 67-68 and accompanying text supra.
540. See note 77 and accompanying text supra.
541. See notes 149-50 and accompanying text supra.
542. For a description of the varying party positions prior to enactment of the 1973 Act, see notes 129-42 and accompanying text supra.
543. For a discussion of this 1972 study, see note 124 supra.
544. See note 150 supra.
entity could succeed.\textsuperscript{545}

The USRA and Congress purported to believe that an infusion of approximately one billion dollars would be sufficient to rectify the situation without requiring important interests to make significant sacrifices. The money for Conrail capital programs and operating deficits was insufficient for implementation of the USRA's own plan, a fact which the USRA seemed to acknowledge.\textsuperscript{546} In addition, $250 million was not adequate to pay for the lifetime income protection established by Title V of the 1973 Act.\textsuperscript{547} It is not apparent whether USRA knew this fact, but it seems reasonable to assume that USRA should have discouraged this underestimation through a better understanding of how railroad labor agreements work and more accurate actuarial projections.\textsuperscript{548} Absolutely nothing was recommended in USRA's Final System Plan or implemented by Congress to facilitate collective bargaining over clearly identified labor productivity issues that were a source of conflict during the Penn Central bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{549}

The point is not that Congress should have disregarded labor's interests, but rather that both the USRA and Congress failed to fulfill their duty 1) to explain the problem in a balanced way, 2) to identify alternative ways for solving the problem, and 3) to make a candid assessment of the costs of each alternative. In the overly sanguine political environment that surrounded Conrail's formation, rail labor was not asked to address fundamental labor cost problems. Indeed, it is surprising that Conrail made more progress than most of the private sector railroads achieved during the same time period at the bargaining table.\textsuperscript{550}

With respect to deregulation, Conrail's management ultimately took an aggressive stand by asserting that Conrail could not be successful under existing regulations.\textsuperscript{551} Yet it seems fair to ask why it took Conrail's management so long to realize that this problem was substantial enough to threaten the viability of the Conrail "solution."

\textsuperscript{545} For a general discussion of the USRA's planning process, see notes 171-205 and accompanying text \textit{supra}.

\textsuperscript{546} See note 185 \textit{supra}.

\textsuperscript{547} See notes 149 & 297-99 and accompanying text \textit{supra}.

\textsuperscript{548} The Special Court has referred to the Title V projections as a "monumental miscalculation." Hinds v. Consolidated Rail Corp., 518 F. Supp. 1350, 1354 (Regional Rail Reorg. Ct. 1981).

\textsuperscript{549} For a description of the labor disputes during this reorganization period, see notes 104-14 and accompanying text \textit{supra}.

\textsuperscript{550} As of this writing, fewer than half of the nation's railroads have negotiated crew consist agreements.

\textsuperscript{551} See note 265 and accompanying text \textit{supra}.
Undoubtedly related to this failure to identify quickly the need for legislative action on regulation was Conrail’s overly optimistic traffic projections in the face of continued historical declines in traffic. Conrail made no public explanation concerning the manner in which these declines were to be reversed by Conrail or concerning regional economic changes.

Viewed as a whole, the effort to solve the problems underlying the economic failure of the northeast railroads languished from 1974 to 1980, with too many of the interested parties pretending that the expenditure of large sums of federal money would be an adequate solution. That this complacency was overcome by sounder public policy initiatives in 1980 and 1981 is fortunate.

Criticism of the political system is not appropriate: the same political system which failed to make significant policy changes in earlier efforts moved effectively to enact the Staggers Act and NERSA. Rather, the failure was one of leadership. Because of a combination of timidity and a poor grasp of problems already well-understood and documented, opportunities were lost. It is to be hoped that the policy changes made by NERSA will prove efficacious.

As the evaluation of NERSA’s principal features suggest, the implementation of NERSA will be painful in many respects. Pressures are already emerging to delay statutory mandates for changes in labor, passenger, and economic regulatory areas. To date, these pressures have not been focused strongly on Congress. However, circumstances can be anticipated in 1983 and 1984 in which arguments to back away from NERSA provisions could be presented forcefully.

Unless none of the problems identified with respect to Conrail’s labor relations develop, further congressional action with respect to work rule modification, bargaining structure, or labor protection is likely. It is hoped that in the future Congress will act with a more long-range view of what ultimately must be accomplished, and with a more sophisticated understanding of the essential nature of incentives in the collective bargaining process. It is unrealistic for Congress to grant major benefits to labor through legislation, while leaving management with the challenge of extracting concessions. It is equally unrealistic for Congress or the Executive Branch to expect that financial problems should be solved solely through sacrifice by em-

552. For a comparison of Conrail’s projected and actual traffic, see Emergency Board 200 Submission, supra note 457, at 2-5.

553. For an evaluation of NERSA’s principal features, see notes 427-528 and accompanying text supra.
ployees, or that rail labor can agree permanently to substandard wages.

The Conrail profitability test[^554] and the freight transfer process[^555] are especially vulnerable to Congressional tampering if decision-makers lose their will to complete the process of rationalizing the regional rail system. For example, it would be easy to decide to give Conrail "just a little more time," because of an unwillingness to tolerate the dislocations associated with a breakup of the Conrail entity.

These concerns are intensified by a realization that NERSA was enacted in a political environment dominated by the President's call for budgetary austerity.[^556] Consistent with historical trends, the President's support in Congress was diminished by the 1982 elections, and reaction to the Reagan Administration's economic program may be well accompanied by diminished determination to see the NERSA process through to completion.

Of course, a future Congress may decide that the economic and policy judgments embodied in NERSA are wrong, and that another course should be followed. But in that event, it would be preferable forthrightly to adopt nationalization of the regional rail system, or some other alternative yet to be articulated, rather than temporizing, avoiding controversy by glossing over the real problems, and creating another promised solution which goes unperformed. Perhaps the greatest achievement represented by NERSA is a frank congressional recognition that action, however, painful, cannot be delayed forever.

[^554]: For a discussion of the profitability test, see notes 437-44 and accompanying text supra.


[^556]: For a discussion of the Reagan Administration's proposal, see notes 330-32 and accompanying text supra.